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Abstract

This research project establishes theoretical foundations for a better understanding of the

factors that influence the design, creation and implementation of international information

systems (IIS). Three cases of multinational companies - in 9 locations on 3 continents - were

investigated to that end, using a grounded theory methodology.

Grounded theory was chosen because the paucity of research into international information

systems means that there is an insufficient base for verification-t1pe research approaches'

The traditional grounded theory approach was extended to work with cases, whilst fully
preserving the principles ofjoint coding and collection, constant comparison and theoretical

sampling.

After every case, the relationships between categories were formally subsumed into

theoretical frameworks. As a final step, a substantive theory of the factors influencing IIS

was formulated. It explains the specific nature and architecture of international information

systems, what affects the way in which they are built and why their users will accept or reject

them.

The theory defines a generic architecture, specific for international information systems,

consisting of a 'Central' part, containing shared systems, and 'Local' systems that are unique

for each site. Synchronicity, the degree to which systems require same-time use of identical

data and information, determines the central and local applications. It further governs the

configuration and technical architecture of the IIS.

The 'CentraI'/'Local'debate can become embroiled in antagonistic politics, acted out in an

ever-present 'Force Field'. Two variables influence the intensity of the Force Field
interactions:
o Utitity of the system's functionality lowers the conflict potential all around;

. using the IIS to increase central Control intensifies local management's resistance

against invasion of their'turf .

Acceptance or Rejection of an intemational information system depends on the net-balance

of these opposing forces.

At a more sophisticated level, User/IT Consensus Processes are effective instruments for
neutering faction politics and maximising the Utitity of the resulting system, substituting
'Coutrol' conflict with rational dialogue or amicable persuasion.

Most of the theory can be directly translated into a practical methodology for designing,

building and implementing international information systems. Manyparts of the theory,

however, are still in an 'approximate' state and point to several future research projects- They

will be concemed with refining concepts, constructs and their relationships as well as further

adapting and improving the extended grounded theory methodology used in this study.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

" Managing multinational companies
represents one of the mosl difficalt

intellectual and adminis trative challenges.

The sheer complexity of businesses, the
competitive dynamics and internal

interdepencies of various kinds challenge
the very best."

C. K. Prahalad. 1987

"The global information sYstems

challenge appears to be more

complex than commonlY suggested.

There are no easY and
s tra i ghtforward pres criptions for

p ract iti oners inv o lved wit h gl o b al
information sYstems."

M. J. Earl. 1996

This research should have been done twenty years ago. The notion that globalisation is the

only key to survival in a rapidly shrinking world has been a hackneyed clich6 for many

businesses since the early 1980s. Furthermore, the pivotal importance of information

technology as the key driver of business has not been seriously questioned in thirty years. Yet

the obvious logical fusion of these two truisms, the application of information technology

throughout global operations, is still widely ignored by academics and largely misunderstood

by practitioners. As a result, international information systemsr projects over the last twenty

years have often been downright disastrous. Research into why these applications are

difficult and how they could be mastered should be of high priority, but is not.

The most pressing job in such a research undertaking - and the overarching purpose of this

thesis - is the building of a basic, substantive theory of international information systems.

This can then serve as a guiding frarnework for first understanding and then mastering them.

t These will also be referred to as IIS throughout this thesis. Similarly, IS will be used for information systems

aud IT for information technology.
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This research is affempts to achieve this by establishing a theoretical foundation that

integrates:

1. A substantiation of the specific nature and architecture of International lnformation

Systems; and

2. The establishment and understanding of the factors - and their interactions - that

determine an IIS's character, shape and acceptance (or otherwise) by its users.

Three principle reasons lead to this research: First, even the sparse research efforts by the

academic community have been sporadic and dispersed over many and disjointed topics -

leaving the field devoid of a firm theoretical base and framework from which to advise

practitioners and direct further applied research. Second, the author has had personal,

practical experience with the design and implementation of international information systems.

Finally, theory building research in this field required a grounded theory approach, a method

traditionally used in human-centred research, based predominantly on individual interviews

and observation. Adapting this to work with large case histories and technical as well as

sociological, organisational and political issues posed an interesting methodological

challenge.

In the late 1970s a considerable number of multi-national companies began to extend their

information systems across the globe. It soon became apparent that the traditional systems

development approaches did not work well with systems for use in different countries. One

obvious reason was that by definition these 'global' systems were big projects. Of these large

projects as many as 80% (according to Jones, 1994,p-29) fail because of 'creeping user

requirements', which change at the rate of lolo a month (ibid.) in domestic systems. In a

multinational company this rate of change can accelerate dramatically, depending on the
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number of subsidiaries involved and the degree of their autonomy. Unless they are fully

independent from their home office, the rate of change will not be the full l% per month, but

they still all change at the same time. ln this way a global information system with standard

functionality for, say, ten semi-autonomous subsidiaries will obsolete 60%2 of its

functionality within a year. Barclays Bank learned this in the early 80's when they tried to

implement3 a common account processing and financial accounting system for their small

intemational subsidiaries. The Barclays lnternational Account Systems (BIAS) never rose

above an infinite series of re-specifications and modifications. The project was abandoned

after five years of efforta.

Experiences like these lead to a first realisation that international information systems are not

just another class of 'large systems', but are different in essence. Buss (1982) established this

base fact in a seminal article in the Harvard Business Review. At the sarne time Keen et al.

(1982), building on practical work, contributed to the discussion by floating the notion of

'sommon' (i.e. identical) versus'local' (i.e. divergent) systems components in such global

systems. This distinction proved to be a very useful construct for setting out the basic

applications and technology architecture for developing international inforrration systems

during the 80'ss.

However, throughout the 1980s there was only a thin trickle of learned research into

International Information Systems, concentrating in the main on the external influences acting

I If semi-autonomy tanslates into, say, 0.5o2 new requirements, then for l0 sites per month this results (xl2) in

60% change at the end ofa year.
3 The author was involved in this project in South Africa and Zimbabwe in 1980 to 1982.
a Barclays nevertheless repeated tlis approac\ resulting in the spectacular failure of their Barclays International

merchant banking systems project, which connibutedlo their being forced to merge with de Zoete Wedd, a

large Dutch mslshanl fank.
t Three such projects are described and analysed in lphmantr (1994b).
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on such global systems. By contrast, the accelerating globalisation of business during the late

1970s and during the 1980s had sparked major waves of academic research in International

Business. It was from this side that Deans (1994) at Thunderbird6 started to look at the

information technology issues associated with global business. It was also at Thunderbird,

during a conference of the Academy of International Business, that the discussion of an

exploratory paper (Lehmann, 1995) provided the final encouragement to undertake a major

research project in this field.

KPMG (1993) had found that some 80% percent of a large sample of European intemational

information systems projects were abandoned or remained uncompleted for reasons of

inadequate management of the development process. Roche's (1992a) analysis that the

crucial issues hampering global systems are firmly rooted within the organisation, further

emphasised the practical importance of the internal aspects of architecture, design and user-

acceptance of these systems. This encouraged fixing the research focus on how and where the

intrinsic 'nature' of such systems is different and what lessons that may hold for building

them. The literature was not much help in refining the research object. First attempts at

establishing a framework (such as King et al.7 1992 andAlavi et al. 1992a, 1992b) were

fintly predominantly focussed on external factors such as govenrment/finn interactions'

Secondly, they were often too general (e.g. focussing on strategic congruence) to be of much

use for addressing intemal development issues. To illustrate this, the focus ofthis research

occupies only a very small part of abasic dimension of the King et al. (1992) framework.

Their framework comprises two domains:

o 'Primary' interactions occurbetween firms and their subsidiaries;

6 The American Graduate School of Intemational [drnagemen! Phoenix, AZ

' 'et al.' is used for all references with more than one author
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. 'secondary' domain transactions cover the interaction between them and their home and

foreign governments, with other firms and finally between all of those and

intergovernmental organisations.

The factors critical for the design of an international information system form, however,.lust a

small subset of systems, involved predominantly in 'intra-corporate' applications. This is

shown in Figure 1.1 below.

Sl - Corporate Unit 52- Subsidiary Unit

o

tGo

I

G1- Country and Government
of Corporate Unit

lS in Corporate Unit 51

IGO- Intergovernmental Body

G2- Country and Govemment
of Subsidiary unit

52- lS in Subsidiary Unit 52

I - lntra-Coroorate Transactions

2 Transactions with an intergovemmental body I
3 Host-Government rransactions F Primary Domain of rNS

4 Reactive Transnational Interactions )

5 G1-G2 Intergovernmental rransaction ) Environment of rNS
6 GI-|GO Government to Inter-Governmental bodyJ

Figure l.l. Focus of this research (shown in bold) within the King & Sethi (1992) framework

IS Internals
Research Focus
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One main reason for the diffuse broadness of these first frameworks turned out to be the

insufficient definition of these 'global' systems. The label of 'transnational' systems was

attached to most systems in use by multinational companies or simply any system that was

accessed and used across national borders. In this way, the definition included classes of

systems which are logically not of a 'global' nature altogether - which, in turn contributed to

the generality of the frameworks. They are:

r Information systems that are accessed globally, such as airline reservation systems, multi-

country networks of automated teller machines, payment-clearing systems between

financial instirutions, and similar supra-national information technology applications.

These are essentially centralised, 'domestic' information systems. Their local content

varies with the scope of the access functionality but is usually contained in discrete front-

end adaptations, the software equivalent of providing for various inpuVoutput devices.

o Information systems which support different business activities, e.g.in multi-divisional

companies; the information systems of the banking division and the insurance division of a

financial multinational will be different by definition. Where divisions are in different

countries, but their operations do not cross borders, their inforrration systems may be defined

as 'multi-domestic systems', i.e. each self-contained in its own local market.

. Similarl% systems supporting different business/nnctions (such as Sales, Manufacturing,

etc.) are different for each function; and they, too, will be zupported by 'multi-domestic'

systems' unless thefunction straddles more than one county.

However, where divisions or functional units span more than one countq/, then their

'domestic' systems needs to adapt to the divergent requirements of multiple, different

locations. Such systons are the 'Intemational tnfomration Systems'that form the object ofthis

research. They are defined as
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"distributed information systems which support similar business activities or

businessfunctions of onefirm in highly diverse environments commonly found

across coLtntty boundaries".

A classification of firm's intemational operations along the dimensions of 'business focus' (i.e-

locations) may help to sharpen the definition.

High 'Business Focas 'characterises firms that concentrate on single, or closelyrelated, business

activities. Examples are car rental firms, international banks, single product-line manufacturers

and international franchises. Low business focus is present in diversified conglomerates with

many activities. Examples are the large Japanese and American multinationals. Low

Environmental Diversitywould tlpicallybe encountered within one country and high diversity

across countries with different business cultures. Figure 1.2 below illustrates this classification-

the degree of heterogeneity in its activities) and 'environmental diversitys '(of their operating

Business
Focus

High

Local
Operator

Internatinnal
Operator

Local
Conglomerole

Intemational
Conglomerate

Low Environmental High

DiversitY

Figure 1.2. Classification of firms by business focus and diversity of their operating environment

t This includes differences such as business practices, culnual influences, political regimes, language(s), script

and other diversity indicators.
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The object of the research into 'lntemational Information Systems' are thus the systems used by

firms, divisions or other business units who fall into the class of 'Intemational Operator', i-e.

where a single set of related business activities is canied out in different countries - and where

therefore the clearest manifestation of issues specific to international information systems can be

expected.

There is no generally accepted term for the application of information systems and technology

across borders in the literature. Often "global" is used (e.g. by Ives et al- l99l), but

"transnational", frrst presented formally by Keohane et al. (1972) is also in general use (e.g. by

King et al., !992,1993). Whilst "global" invites associations of 'uniform everywhere',

"transnational" is open to confusion with the precise use ofthe term by Bartlett and Goshal

(1939) for describing one specific style of a firm's operation in more than one county. It

furthermore seems to be favoured for describing single-site systans with global access (such as

the cases reported by Cavaye et al. 1998)- The term "intemational" has also been used by

Bartlett and Ghoshal, but in a more general sense, covering a wider variety of enterprises. For

this reasono the term 'International Information System' (trS) is used for the systems investigated

in this research.

With a diffuse body of literature and frameworks too large to be of immediate operational use,

qualitative research methodologies were the preferred choice from the outset. Moreover, the

research would have to embrace organisational as well as technical issues and therefore

needed to focus on a small number of broadly based instances rather than a large number of

small units of analysis. For this reason case research seemed to be more appropriate than

survey techniques.
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Classical case research (as set out by Yin, 1989), is primarily oriented towards testing of

hypotheses, which, in turn, are usually derived from previous theoretical propositions.

Eisenhardt's seminal paper (1989) on building theory from cases extends this to cases where

the researcher has no preconceived ideas and thus starts with a 'clean slate'. Alas, no

satisfactory method is provided on how not to 'dirty' the slate with the inevitable bias any

researcher will always bring with him. Given this researcher's twelve years of practical

experience with international information systems, such a bias could be expected to be a

serious factor.

Grounded Theory, developed by Glaser et al. (1967) for sociological research, on the other

hand, provides a method for not only avoiding this bias, but indirectly turning it into an

advantage. The dictate of developing any categories through coding straight from the

elementary data forces the researcher to keep an open mind. It also rigorously grounds in fact

any initial conceptualisations that are made. From then on, however, the researchers previous

experience is called upon to first empower the ideation of relationships and linkages-

Secondly, experience then expedites the practical reification of concepts and relationships into

theories which 'work'.

Grounded Theory had been used in sociology since the 1970s and had found its way into

business and information systems research by the late 1980s. Glaser et al. (1967) developed it

originally to work with people, in individual interviews and micro-observations, which could

be extended and added to freely. Strauss & Corbin (1990) heavily codified and procedurised

it for precisely such studies. The method was t}rus not immediately useful for application to

case stories, where orgarrisational and political - i.e. 'people-centric'phenomena interact with

technology issues.
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However, the basic principles of grounding concepts in fact and refining theories with

focussed additional data (using theoretical sampling), seemed to be well capable of being

actualised for research involving cases. The methodology set out by Glaser et al. (1967)

looked flexible enough to lend itself to adaptation, whereas Strauss & Corbin's more

structured prescriptions did not seem readily conducive for extension to cases - a fact at the

centre of Glaser's (lgg}) criticism of their regimen. The method used in the research project

was thus based on Glaser et al.'s (1967) approach to the discovery of Grounded Theory.

The thesis is structured as follows:

r Next, the literature on international information systems is reviewed; then the

r Research problem is set out and the research questions are spelt out; thereafter the

. Methodology for the research is developed;

r In the main part, the three cases are described, followed by an analysis of their findings.

After the first case a First Theoretical Framework is defined. After each of the following

cases, the framework is updated, theorems are added and modified. The ltt,2nd and 3d

Theoretical Frameworks provide an illustration how the theory developed, how core

categories were identified, extended or amalgamated with others and how relationships

between them were discovered and refined with each step;

o The 3'd Theoretical Framework is then subjected to a process of delimitation to densiff

the - by then - considerable body of theorems, theses and postulates into its most

parsimonious form. This was then shaped into an final substantive Theory Of

lntemational Information Systems;

. Discussion of the theory and its implications for practice and research closes the thesis.
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CHAPTER 2. INTERNATIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS

IN THE LITERATUR-E

The following sections first put the research literature on international information systems in

the wider context of information systems research in general. The second part will discuss the

development of intemational information systems research literature and set out the 'state-of-

the-art' at the end of 1994, when this research project was started. An overview of the

literature since then concludes this review.

2.1. SCOPE AND DEPTH OF THE RESEARCH INTO
INTER}{ATIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS

lntemational Information Systems are still a minority interest in the wider field of infonnation

systems research. The ABVINFORM database lists 32,919 papers (with "information

systems" as a keyword) for the period from the beginning of 1985 to the end of 1999. For the

same time period, keywords to do with international information systems occur in234r

papers, i.e. in less than one percent. By contrast, a traditional sub-area of inforrnation systems

research such as Decision Support Systems has 3,607 listings in the last 15 years, or I l% of

all IS papers. When the current research was started towards the end of 1994, there were a

total of 69 papers listed for the ten-year period 1985 to lgg4 - only l4 of them in '1't Tier'

journals2. lnterest then seems to have increased and over the next five years 165 papers were

I This compares well with Gallupe et al. (1999) who found 314 articles between 1990 and 1998, albeit in the

wider fieid of information management'andtherefore in a wider spectrum ofjournals.
2 These are defrnei as: M/S guartily, Information Systems Research, Communications of the ACM fresearch

articles only), Journal of Management Information Systems, Decision Sciences, IEEE Transactions on

Communications and Software Engineeing, and Management Science.
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produced - 20 of them I't Tier. The foundation of two journals for the field (in 1993 and

19983) was indicative of this upturn in attraction.

However, on closer inspection, some of these papers do not qualify as global information

technology research, which Palvia (1998, p4) defines as being concerned with information

systems that are global in scope; operate in different cultures; and offer unique insights in

comparison to a uni-cultural environment. About one in four of the 234 papers are studies

about "IS/T in another country. . .offering no unique insights. .." and just because they are

"conducted in a country other than [the researcher's] own does not make it automatically

global information technolo gy research" (ibid )4 .

On the other hand, one in ten papers covers aspects of the nature of intemational information

systems, such as their structure and design, and one paper attempts to set out a framework for

their research.

The remaining papers cover a considerable diversity of subjects. Inforrration Technology in

developing countries and cases of specific technology applications dominate the literature' as

do cross-cultural studies and surveys (of, e.g. key issues in IS/T management) in more than

one country. 19 further categories formed a large goup of 'Other' research topics.

3 Journal of Global Information \danegement and Journal of Global Inforrnation Tecbnology Manegement

respectively.
o Citup" .t U 1te9el found an even higher percentage: 46.2a/o,of papers bad "single Countr5/' shrdies as their

research theme.
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2.2. RESEARCH INTO INTERNATIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEM
TINTIL 1994

A first attempt at identifying transnational IS issues was developed by Mandell et al. (1979) in

a survey of European multinationals. They suggested that linkages between parent and

subsidiaries could be divided into four tlpes: organisational, data, technology, and

communications. Each linkage presents a unique set of issues and problems. Early research

into international information systems, however, seemed to focus mainly on issues of trans-

border data flows, i.e. "movements of machine readable data across national boundaries"

(Sauvant, 1986). This area (summarised by Harnelinlq 1984) was of increasing concern, firstly

because of privacy mandates (Maisonrouge, 1981), but increasingly because regulation of

trans-border data flows and international communication "may make or break companies

doing business multinationally during the next decade" (Moore, 1984, p. 30).

1982 saw two landmark publications: one was the first case history of an enterprise-wides

information system to be implemented in 40 banks globally. In it, Keen et al. (1982) first

identified the common/local structure of a global system. The other paper, by Buss (1982),

was the first to offer a comprehensive discourse on the managerial and organisational aspects

of international information systems. He underscored the need for IS planning and noted the

lack of any plaruring frameworks. He observed that multinationals differ greatly from

domestic firms in the arrangement of hardware and software and in the role of their corporate

IS. Further, he argued that "this diversity of approaches is confusing and there are few models

to follow." He recommended that multinationals should plan their IS by creating the right

organisational framework and by defining the roles ofkeyplayers.

5 Kneitel's (1980) case about Du Pont's polyner sales system covers one application only.
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Such a comprehensive planning framework was suggested by Selig (1982) who compared it

with the actual planning practices of 25 U.S. multinationals and found that there were

significant differences in structure and detail. He concluded that the differences were

attributable to contingency factors such as market and industry diversity and corporate roles.

It then took until 1989 before such 'contingency factors' were identified. Thompson et al.

(1989), building on the work of Prahalad et al. (1987) and Bartlett et al. (1989) about business

strategy of multinationals, suggested that two factors - degree of market integration and degree

of home country rule - be used to categorise fi.rms into one of four globalisation stages, with

salient IS management concems for each stage. Reck (1989) took this a step further.

Recognising three fundamental operating strategies for multinational corporations - which he

dubbed 'imperialistic, multidomestic, and global' - he posited that they also define IS issues

such as technology architecture, data architecfure, and communication architecture'

The notion that strategies could influence the information technology supporting them led a

ntunber of researchers to look more closely at those odrivers' for global information systems-

Applegate et al. (1996) and Ehrlich (1989) link the business reasons for global oxpansisn to the

nanye of information technology employed. Ives et al. (1991) defined a set of ten 'business

drivers for global inforrnation technology'. Whereas most of those are operations oriented,

Butler Cox (1991) and Neo (1991) also found the marketing dimension as a significant factor in

shaping global information technology. From a more technical angle, Hsu et al. (1991)

identified the need to integrate data more stringently across "heteroge,neous, distributed

environments" and Vinea (lgg2) developed an outline of the necessary software and

architectures to achieve that.
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Uniting most of this early research into global information technology was Palvia's seminal

edition of Global Issues of Information Technology Management in 1992.In addition to topics

on technology diffusion in developing countries and studies of specific industries and

applications, for the first time a sizeable section was devoted to issues of managing global

information technology and organising for it. Keen (1992) set out strategic planning issues and

Roche (1992b) summarised the lessons leamed from seven cases about the development of

intemational information systems. Furthermore, both Sethi et al. (1993) and King etal. (lgg2)

attempted to establish a framework for intemational information systems, the former addressing

the finn-intemal environment and the latter also including the extemal inlluences on the

international firm.

Two years later, Deans et al. (1994) edited Global Information Systems and Technologt:

Focus on the Organization and its Functional Areas. Concentrating on application systems

issues, this germinal anthology brought together research from other disciplines,

predominantly International Business.

lnformation systems research in the field" meanwhile, began to concentrate on the stnrcture and

architecture of trS and how these fit with the overall organisation of the multinational firm.

Jarvenpaaetal.(1993)founddistinctdifferencesinthewayfirmsorgenisgtheirinfonrration

technology - and that over half of the 109 finns investigated showed significant inconsistencies

between the way information technology is structured and the organisation of the finn itself'

Cnurmings et al. (1994), in a survey of 67 subsidiaries ofUS firms in the oil and gas indusbV

confirms a perceived complexity in the relationships between infomration systems,

organisational structure and the environment.
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Earl (1989) defined the architecture of an information system as "the technology framework

which guides the organisation in satisfying business and management information systems

needs". To this, Keen (1991) and Weill (1992) and Weill et al. (1994) added the concepts of

"reach", i.e. the penehation of global sites, and "range", i.e. how many of the operations are

supported by an 'infrastructure', mostly of common technology.

A number of researchers have compared the architecture of intemational systems with the

business strategy of the international firms that use them, using classifications developed by

Prahalad et al. (1987) and Bartlett et al. (1989). Both classiff the multinational's business

strategy along two dimensions of global versus local, as Figure 2.1. shows below.

Local Responsiveness
Prahalad & Doz

GlobaI
Control

Bartlen & Ghoshal

Central
Integration
Prahalad &Doz

Local AutonomY
Bartlett & Choshal

Figure2.l- Globalbusinessstrategiesofmultinationalfirms: theBartlen&GhoshslandPrahalad&Doz's
Integration-Responsiveness models.

Bartlett and Ghoshal's model, which integrates both global business strategy and organisational

forces, has proved to be the most often selected framework byresearchers into the linkage

Trans
National

Inter
National

Multi
National
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between international information systems' architectures and the strategic stance a multinational

firm takes. Its four strategy archet3pes are:

. The 'global' business strategy shows a high degree of global control at the expense of local

autonomy;

Juxtaposed to this isthe'multinational' strategywith liftle global guidance and high local

control;

'Transnational' orgarisations balance tight global control in certain aspects with a policy of

vigorously fostering local autonomy, particularly for the diffusion of innovation. These fimrs

"think global and act local" @artlett and Goshal, 1989). This strategy is considered optimal

for many multinational corporations;

Defined as an interim, or fansitory stage, the 'international' firm shows considerable variety

befween global and local conbol, often with neither control modus dominant.

Butler Cox (1991)n furthermore, put a developmental perspective on the Bartlett-Ghoshal

frapework. While they use a different terminolory, companies seem to become active

internationally first as'Exporter' of their goods or services - usually applylng a'Global6 business

strategy. Increased activity in any one location encourages autonomy for local operations, taking

on the role of T.{ational Adapter', similar to the 'Multinational'classification. Irn the next phase

this degree of autonomy is counterbalanced by some global control as ' Central Co-ordinatot', i.e.

an'International' firm. Finally, as global operations matureo firms move towards a status of

'Global Co-ordinator' (equivalent to the 'Transnational). T'hismigration does not necessarily

follow a set pattern of clear stages, nor does it move synchronously in all locations, or with all

products, at the same pace. Figure 2.2 below shows this migration'

u; Italics denote the Bartlett & Goshal classification
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Butler Cox (1991) also developed a model of trS where there is a direct, one-to-one relationship

between Bartlett and Ghoshal's

global business sffategies and

these systems architectures. They

distinguish between:

r'Centralised'systems;

o 'Replicated', i.e. multiple

copies of one cental system;

r'Autonomous', local systems;

o'Integrated' systems, developed

at local and central sites.

low Hieh

Local AutonomY
Figure 2.2. Migration through global business sfrategies

Global
Control

Other researchers propose similar relationships between information systems structure and global

business strategy. Konsynski et al. (1993) describe (in the sulme se4uence as above)'centralised',

'inter-organisational', 'decentralised' and 'integrated' architectures. Sankar et al. (1993) define

three global information architectures by the way their elements are linked, namely:

o Integrated (separate elements, logically connected);

o Centralised (together and connected);

o Decentralised (separate and discorurected).

Jarvenpaa et al. (1994), in a study of organisational fit and flexibility in international information

systems describe a framework of 'Global Infonnation Technology Configuration'that also maps

directly onto the Bartlett Ghoshal typology. That study is also supported by a series ofprevious

case studies (Ives et al. 1991, 1992,1994).

lr{ational
Globul

Multi
National
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Gibson (1994) used statistical analysis (factor analysis, etc.) to arrive at seven-element definition

of information technology architectures. lnvestigating them in the context of multinational

companies, he found that they grouped into four distinct patterns as generic architectures, which

again, conesponded to Bartlett & Ghoshal's categories. Table 2.1 zummarises the results from

the five studies:

Tabte Z t . Comparison of architecture styles/configurations identified in the literature

It seems that just as the 'international ' business strategy is an intermediary stage, so are the

corresponding global inforrnation technology configurations. If these replicated/inter-

organisationaVintellectually-slmergised and co-ordinated sfuctures are regarded as embryonic

'integrated' architectures, then just three generic architectures (centralised, decentralised and

integrated) could sufEce, as Figure 2.3. below shows.

Bartlen &
Ghoshal

Butler Cox Kosynski & Karimi Sankar et al. Ives & Jarvenpaa Gibson

Global Centralised Cenfialisation Centralised
Headquarters-

driven
Centralised

Multinational Autonomous Decentralisation Decentralised lndependent Decentralised

International Replicated
lnter-

organisational
(Indefined)

Intellectual
Spergy

Co-ordinated

Transnational lntegrated Integrated Integrated lntegrated Integrated
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Centralised ff-.4b*\
Decentralised
(Replicated)

fr O (Different)
Systems/Servers

Q Access Terminals
or Clients

Figure 2.3. The three generic architectures of international information systerns

Gordon (1994) analysed the difficulties with centralised and globally standardised international

information systems with a specific focus on telecommunications. The role of decentralised

systems and the nature of the 'integrated' str:cture/architecture in an international context

however, had not yet been an object of rigorous empirical study.

By the end of 1994 international information systems research was well into what Palvia

(1998) termed the "first generation" of global information technology research. He

characterises the research in this phase as predominantly

o Descriptive studies, sharpening the understanding that international information systems

are different from domestic systems, and perhaps significantly so;

o Exploratory studies, where first conjectural theses about the nature of these

globaVinternational infonnation systems were formed, the major onebeing the

Integrated
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connection between Global Business Strategy and the structure/architecture of the

international information systems supporting them; research was, however, still mainly

. Opportunistic, because of an absence of guiding frameworks that were specific enough to

be useful: the first ones developed by then were - by necessity - either very broad (Deans

et al.'s. [994] embraced all of MIS research, just as King et al.'s f1992] incorporated all

of the multinational firm's global external environment) or too narrowly focused on just

one aspect of global information technology, such as Ein-Dor et al. (1993) and Nelson et

al. (1992) who concentrated solely on cross-culturd issues.

2.3. RJ,LEVANT RESEARCH SINCE 1994

Following the establishment of a number of conjectures, a number of researchers set about

trylng to verify some of them. Significant examples concerning the nature, structure or

architecture of intemational information systems are:

o Tractinsky et al. (1996), using Q-methodology (33 items on l8 project managers of

multinational firms), confirmed empirically that a global oontext contributes significant

variability and complexity to IS design and established that global systerns need a design

approach different from other large, distributed systems;

o Grover et al.(I996) found no such confirmation when they tried to validate the previously

posited link between global business strategy and architecture of the global IS. Their data

(from 344 respondents in the US, France and Korea) supported only minimal consistency

between the organisation of fi.rms and the configuration of their information systems;

o Similarly, Burn et al.(I996) found that the concept of alignment or ofit'between

organisational and technology management structure does not work well in a global firm.

Their results showed that problems with global information technology stem
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predominantly from 'social' issues - whereas information systems management is often

aligned along technical lines.

1995 also saw Palvia et al. issue a follow-on collection of research papers, Glabal Information

Technology and Systems Management - Key issues and Trends. Building on the previous

anthology's foundations, this collection staked out specific concerns such as the technology

environment, issues of national infrastructure, technology architectures and themes of systems

planning, development and management. Of specific interest is Roche's (1996) analysis of

the internet's likely impact on global information technology - the first acknowledgement of

electronic corlmerce. ln the same spirit of more concrete, predictive, research, Targowski

(1996) provided a detailed analysis of the technology infrastructure for global systems. Deans

et al. (1996) put together the first textbook on intemational information systems for use by

post-graduate students of Intemational Business.

Detailed issues of international information systems design were taken uP by Simon (1996)

with the introduction of 'control' versus 'co-ordination' as determinants for the centre-

subsidiary division in the configuration of information systems. His work builds on

foundations already laid by Palvia's (1995) distinction of a global versus a domestic

dimension. This topic had also been addressed by Apte et al. (1995), who re-affirmed that

global systems have a local and a global component, corresponding to the dis-aggregation of

the underlying information services of the multinational firm. Nelson (1996), further

underscoring the distinction of globaVinternational information systems, established a

comprehensive set of quality dimensions for global information systems.
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Christmann (1998) and van den Berg et al.(1999) carried on the emergent tradition of research

into the development of international information systems. The former emphasises the

importance of developing a vision, specific for global information technology. Van den Berg

et al., investigating four systems in operation across European borders, concluded that the key

issues with such systems are with people, not with technology; the design and

implementation, not the actual building, are the danger points in their development; and

internal, political issues are of greater import in the life-cycle of their creation than external,

cultwal issues.

Three important frameworks were created:

o Gallupe et al. (1999) analysed the research literature on information management over

the last ten years and distilled a comprehensive framework and taxonomy for research

in this field. This now provides a detailed and practical guide for selecting and

classiffing areas of research;

. King et a1.(1999) revisited thejr 1992 framework and in a large research project (150

multinational firms from 25 industries, represented in 20 countries) established an

empirical base for an authoritative model of the organisation of transnational systems.

Their model confirms a link between the fimr's organisation and the configuration of

its global technology - but they also found the relationship to be of considerably

higher complexity than postulated in previous research;

r In a similar vein, Peppard (1999) exte,uded the two domains (business organisation

and inforrnation systems architecture) to propose a higher level of sophistication for

models of the interaction between business and information technology in the

multinational frm.
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In the last five years, research into intemational information systems has become a more

accepted branch of IS research. This is visible in the quantity - and often the quality - of

publications. There are also a larger number of discussion forums for researchers in this field:

a number of first tier conferences now have tracks dealing with global infonnation

technology. 'Informatics in Multinational Enterprises' is the focus of the Working Group 8.7

within the Ilrternational Federation of Information Processing (IFIP). The group holds regular

working conferences in conjunction with the International Conference on Information

Systems (ICIS). Last, but not least, two popular textbooks on information systems aimed at

undergraduates, Laudon et al. (1995-9) and O'Brien (1998), now contain chapters on

international information systems.
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CIIAPTER 3. THE RESEARCH PROBLEM AND
QUESTIONS

Whilst scholarly research has concentrated on the wider issues, within the practitioner community

there was a widespread consensus emerying that international systems are a not only a major

element of any global business strategy but also a major, and potentially disastous, stumbling

block for global operators. By I994,a considerable body of- mostly anecdotal - evidencel for

the difficulties with these systems had been assembled in the practitioners' literature. A selection

of this is presented below.

As early as 1980, Kelley had observed that when firms install information systems overseas,

they encounter problems such as lack of appropriately qualified systems and support

engineers, difficulty in obtaining emergency service, poor quality communications equipment,

and govemment bureaucracy. Keen et al. (1982) added that apart from globally common

frrnctionality, such intemational information systems also have a 'local' part that can be the

key to the system's success. The fact that some ten years later only 8% of a large sample of

European multinational companies had managed to implement intemational systems

satisfactorily (KPMG, 1993) indicates the seriousness of the difficulties encountered. The

commonly acknowledged issues seemed to fall into nro categories, namely tecbnology problems

and cultural diversiw.

I Most of the 'evidence' is now contained as the (often historical) international cases in anthologies and

monographs on large information systerns failure, i.e. Glass (1992 and 1998), Flowers (1996), Yourdon (1997),

Collins et al.(1999).
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The technical problems with international information systerns seemed to affect all functional

areas of the traditional systems management and development framework, as the following

examples show:

. Failure to link information technology and business strategy (Popper, 1990, LaPlante, 1991)

in the multinational firm;

. Unsuitable development methods (Passino, 1990, Popper, 1990 and LaPlante, 1991);

. Technical complexities, often introduced by adverse legal aspects, e.g. with

telecommunications (LaPlante, 1991 and Kobielus, 1992);

. Hardware incompatibility and failure to establish interconnectivity (LaPlante, 1991);

o Lack of and/or incongruence of technology standards (Palframan, l99l);

However, the diversity bedevilling the technical aspects of trS was matched by an anay of

differences in the way the international users carried out their business - often rendering large

tracts of global systems useless. The assumption that international business is just a replication

of domestic business, had been - formally - refuted for general business by Doz as early as 1980.

Buss (1982) was the first to show that this assumption is also wrong forinformation systems. By

1994 anumber of studies had identified the significance of such cultural issues. Robey et al.

(1989), Goodrnan et al. (1992) andHeitzman (1990) formd steep difficulties in implementing

systems acrosst cultural divides. Saraswat et al. (1991), in a wide-ranging analysis of

multinational's information technology deploprent in developing counEies confirrred that

serious issues were equally caused by developmental divergence. Barsoux (1992) showed that

an equally significant differential exists between styles and roles of inforrration technology

management across the nations of Westem Europe.

t Latin America, South East Asia and the Middle East, respectively
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At the start of the research project in 1994, recognition was taking hold among practitioners

that, because of their diverse environments, international information systems were especially

difficult. Invariably large, they were exceedingly expensive, complex to build, onerous to

install and had a strong tendency to end up less than successful. Risk-reducing insights and

suggested remedies were few, limited and based on anecdotal evidence from isolated

experiences.

Academic research, on the other hand, was sparse and mostly focussed on the analysis and

taxonomy of the external conditions surrounding international information systems. By

implication, academics still regarded them as no different from any domestic, large and

distributed systems.

This dichotomy is the nucleus of the problem this research is setting out to address. On the

one side are the practitioners' significant difficulties with intennational information systems,

with only ad-hoc remedies to guide them. Academia, on the other hand, had carried out some

research, but very little of an applied nature, and none of it expressly aimed at frnding

fundamental, systemic solutions to the problem.

As pointed out in Chapter 2, an underlying cause for this fragmentation is the lack of a

theoretical framework into which research could be integrated. Such a framework would

firstly need to contain a description and blueprint for the environment and structure specific to

IIS -to distinguish them from other large-scale systems. Furthemrore, a compendium of the

factors that determine an IIS, and the relationships between them, would need to be

established. This could then provide a foundation from which to develop the depth of

understanding required to set out ways in which the difficulties with IIS could be overcome-
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The research problem thus consists of two parts. Firstly, the generic nature of international

information systems needs to be clarified:

l. What is specific about the natureo structure and characteristics of

International Information Systems?

The second part is concerned with the implications for the way in which international

information systems are designed, built and installed:

2. What is the nature and interaction of the specific factors that shape

an international information systems such that it is acceptable to its

users?

Inability to cope with diversity is often caused by the rigidity of the structure

and functionality of a proposed IIS. This rigidity is a main reason for failure -

either political or technical, and often both. Finding a structure that can cope

with a wide spectrum of environments, i.e. the answers to question 1, could

significantly contribute to eliminating this failure factor. Answers to question

2bave a dual purpose: they fustly establish the causes and determinants for

those structuraUfunctional differences. This knowledge would enable the

creation of designs that minimise conflict with the IIS's multifarious

environments. Secondly, understanding the factors' interaction would permit

the derivation of specific approaches and/or methods to build - and

subsequently install - international information systems more effectively.
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CHAPTER 4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

In this chapter, an appropriate approach and methodology for in the research project is

developed. How the methodology is then translated into an operational investigation

procedure is set out in the next chapter.

Because of the lack of a sufficient theoretical foundation for applied research in the IIS field,

it seemed prudent to firstly derive an appropriate methodology by deduction from first

principles, using the nature and characteristics of the research questions as a guide. Next, the

nature of the theory to be built is examined and the origin of the theory building process is

clarified. Finally, criteria for the goodness of such a theory are established.

4.1. ASSEMBLING TIIE RESEARCH APPROACH.

There are three fundamental characteristics of the research project:

1. The main object of the study is 'information systems'. A hybrid of human, social and

technical research objects, they exist as co-operative conglomerations of hardware,

software, data, processes and people (Kroenke et al-,1994);

2. The research objects, i.e. the 'nature', 'attributes', 'factors' and 'interactions' are likely to

be abstract, broad and conceptual. They do not lend themselves easily to measwable

definitions in quantitative terms. For this reason, the mode of enquiry will need to be a

qualitative one.

i. Research is often based on knowledge gained from previous investigations and builds on

the theoretical constructs distilled from it. In the case of international information
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systems! however, the body of research is narrow, mostly conjectural and often weak in

terms of detailed predictive power. This limits its use for the formulation and subsequent

verification of hypotheses. IIS research is therefore more likely to be concerned with

building new theory rather than deductively extending old ones.

Compared with the quantitative research field, qualitative research methods are relatively new

in information systems research and the discussion about their validity is still lively with

respect to a number of issues. However, a wide area of qualitative research methodology has

been in use in the social sciences now for some sixty years. lts validity has been firmly

estabtished and a reliable canon of good practice has been developed.

The 'hybrid' nature of the research object together with the dearth of theoretical guidance

from the literature means that there are no ready-made, suitably tried-and-tested approaches

and methods available. This makes it necessary that a new methodology for this study needs

to be developed or - preferably - adapted from an existing one. Denzin et al.(1994) set out a

five-step process of structuring qualitative research. This stepwise definition process has been

selected for determining the most appropriate research method for this study because it begins

to construct a methodology from its philosophy of science fundamentals and finishes with the

details of data collection and findings interpretation. This comprehensive procedure is

somewhat exhaustive, but it ensures that the resultant methodology is internally coherent and

logically sound.

Denzin's five steps to define a methodology consist of the following building blocks:

Step 1. The researcher's position within the Research Tradition;

Step 2. Theoretical paradigms and perspectives;
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Step 3. Research strategies;

Step 4. Methods of data collection and analysis

Step 5. Interpretation and presentation of findings'

In the following sections these points are discussed and the methodology position taken in this

study is set out.

4.1.1. POSITION WITHIN THE RESEARCH TRADITION

The intemal characteristics of the research object and the nature of the research question

d.etermine the study's place in the information systems research tradition:

r In line with the qualitative nature of the research object, the research is qualitative in

nature. This implies an emphasis on processes and meanings that are not rigorously

examined, or measured (if measured at all) in terms of their quantity, amount, intensity or

frequency (Denzin et al. 1994);

o Because its core research object is an information system, which is a social construct, the

study follows the social sciences research tradition,- Although it has a technical

component, the systems is more that just the sum of its technological components;

o The intellectual intent of the investigation straddles both understandine (Verstehen') *d

explainine (Erkliiren). Exemplifying the nature of intennational information systems (and

their attributes) requires the 'understanding of meaning, grasping the actor's definition of

a situation", which is how Schwandt (1994) interprets the concept of Yerstehen.

I Schwandt (1994) uses the Gerrnan terms in reference to Max Weber (1947), who first 63ds this distinction

with respect to the social sciences
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However, the quest for 'factors' and 'interactions' introduces a causal element, which

needs 'scientific explanation', which is how Schwandt (L994) defines Erkltiren with an

underlying assumption of it to be quantitative. However, Schutz (1967), in an exposition

of the different senses of the term Verstehen also defines it as a o'two-step process,

peculiar to the human sciences". A first-order sense of the term refers to how the

researcher makes sense of the study objects and actors themselves. The second-order

Verstehen then is the attempt to make sense of the processes, interactions, and

relationships between the objects identified in the first instance (Schutz, 1967) -

introducing, as it were, a qualitative 'version' of Erkldren. This implies a response to the

neo-positivist argument hat Verstehen is a"pre-scientific, heuristic device useful in the

context of discovery, but without value in the context ofjustification" (Schwandt, 1994).

The research is fundamentally nomothetic"2 in terms of its motivation. Ultimately, the

onature' and the 'factors' should be forged into constructs that can be used to understand,

explain and predict phenomena outside - and beyond - the immediate study situation and

environment.

The study, however, will initially focus strongly on idiographic" exploration - as there is

no theory to posit a priorithe scope, structure and content of the study. This precludes an

etic" stance and thus means that the research

is emrc" in its commitment.

Positioning the research project in this way follows the notion described by Denzin et al.

(1994) of the 'researcher-as -bricoleur'. An important aspect of this view is that the results of

the research ,the'bricolage',is an "ernergent construction" (Weinstein & Weinstein, 1991)'

2 a, b, c... refers to endnotes
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which "changes and takes on new forms as different tools methods and techniques are added

to the puzzle" (Denzin et al. 1994).

4.1.2. THEORETICAL PARADIGMS AND PERSPECTIWS

'Paradigm' has many facets of meaning. A common definition is that it is 'a philosophical

and theoretical framework of a scientific school or discipline within which theories,laws, and

generalisations and the experiments performed in support of them are formulated'b. Kuhn

(1970) defines them similarly as "accepted examples of actual scientific practice...from

which spring particular coherent traditions of scientific research". Denzin et al. (1994)

provide a working definition of a paradigm as "a basic set of beliefs that guide fthe

researcher's] actions. ..the bricolenr's [scientrfrc] Weltanschauungio. For the purposes of the

setting out the basic assumptions on which this study rests, a 'paradigm' is defined" as a set of

fiurdamental directives which governs the rules and standards for scientific practice in its

realm.

'Perspectives', on the other hand, are not " as solidified, or as well unified, as paradigms,

althougb they may share...a cornmon set of methodologies" as Denzin et al. (1994) point out.

They cite as examples for perspectives (with particular reference to qualitative research in the

social sciences) such items asfeminism, ethnic models of inquiry and cultural sndies- Their

logical independence from the paradigms makes them a separate dimension of research

characteristic - possibly classified as the bricoleur's socio-political (as opposed to scientific)

Weltanschauung, to paraphrase Denzin et al. (1994).
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Whereas the position of the research project with respect to paradigms is an important issue,

the first object of the study, the intemal nature of information systems within multinational

companies, seems neutral with respect to socio-political issues andperspectives. It may be

possible that the shaping 'factors' and their interactions would contain such characteristics.

Overall, however, the probability for such influences to be significant seemed low at the

outset of the study. The selection of a specific, suitable'perspective' seemed therefore not

needed for this research.

There is a bewildering array of labels for research paradigms with often overlapping

definitions. ln order to obtain the clarity needed to make selection decisions, a brief excursion

into the historical development of the major paradigms seems useful'

The traditional paradigm for scientific research, accepted for- at least - the last three

centuries, rests on beliefs centred on the existence of reality, a way of furthering science by

logically deriving hlpothesis from overarching theories and verifying them in experiments of

one sort or another. This view was considerably refined over time, not least by the positivist

school of philosophy. In the early decades of this century, however, this 'positivism'

paradigm (the "received view" as Guba et al. [994] refer to it) came under criticism from two

sources:

l. Social science grew to rely more and more on research into areas where (numeric)

measurement was difficult or impossible and thus the overly reliance on quantitative

methods in conventional research was of little use. Furtherrnore, unlike most 'hard'

science', social scientists do not deal with insensate research objects, but with 'units of
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analysis' who can - and do - interact with the researcher. For this reason, the very

fundamental assumptions of traditional "science" were questioned;

7. Philosophers of science themselves began to question the metaphysical undergirding of

the "received view". Popper issued his first critique of the'inductive method' in 1935,

concluding that 'verification' of postulates is logically impossible. Kuhn (1970)

introduced the concept of normal science (which 'follows the rules') and scientific

revolutions (which don't), and maintains that the latter are the only means of significant

progress in science. Feyerabend (1988) finally took this to it's logical conclusion and

maintained that any adherence to prescribed 'method' would only hinder the process of

scientific discovery - thereby replacing derivation with discovery as the main

characteristic of scientifi c pursuit.

Consequently, an adaptation of the conventional positivistic stance occurred. The resultant

paradigrn is referred to as Post-Positivismo. Guba et al.(I994) further recognise two

additional research paradigms: Critical Theory and Constructivism. Table 4'1 below shows

the position of each of the three 'new' paradigms with respect to fraditional Positivism.

Orlikowski et al. (1991), in extending ideas first outlined by Chua (1986) to the information

systems realm, had previously developed a similar taxonomy of research paradigms. Their

taxonomy recognises 'positivist' (the conventional, 'received view' variety) and 'critical

theory' (as defined by Guba et al.,1994) which they also use as a representative of other

research philosophies related to ideology. A third basic paradigm is named 'interpretive"

This represents an amalgamation of terms, which Guba et al.(1994) later on split into two

distinct categories: the enlightened element s of post-positivist (in Guba et a1.(1994) terms) and
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the less radical notions of constructivist (i.e. a 'weak constructivism' in Orlikowski et al.

(1991) terms). Myers (1997) also employs this tripartite taxonomy.

Table 4.1. Comparison of the 'new' paradigms against the 'received view', i.e. the research paradigm of
naditional Posittvtsm (after Guba et al., 1994

Positivism Critique Post-Positivism Critical Theoff Constructivisf
Internal (intra-
paradigm) Critique:
Stripping of
Context and
Relevance

Accepting
qualitative 'facts'
increases relevance

'Facts'are
embedded in
context

'Facts' are any
form of
sociaVindividual
'construction'

Exclusion of
meaning and
purpose

Qualitative 'facts'
allow (some)
expression of
meaning/ptullose

'Facts' are social
and transactional,
statements

'Facts'include
experiential and

social
'constructions'

Etic/emic dilemma Accept'emic
nafure'of social
'facts' and include
emic settines

The (historical)
reality is the emic
situation

'Reality' is 'local'
and'specific'in
nature

Nomothetic /
idiographic
disiunction

Idiography of the
research setting
includes researcher

'Constructions' are

refined from simple
to complex

Exclusion of
discovery

Discovery is a valid
methodological
objective

Product ofthe
dialectic/dialogic
research process

'Findings'are
'created' by the
investigators and
their subiects

External (extra-
paradism) Critique
Facts are theory-
laden

Reality is 'virtual',
shaped by
exogenous values

Research is the
refinement of
'constructions'

Facts are value-
laden

Facts are 'value-
mediated'

'Constructions' are

experiential
'realities'

Under-
determination of
theory

Falsification and
'critical
multiplism3'
accepted

'Theory'is
substituted by
subjectivist view

"Constructions' are

as rich as the
investigations
creating them

Neglecting the
effects of the
inquirer-inquired
dvada

Probabilistic view
of 'reality' accepted

Investigator and

subject transform
views in dialectic
dialogs

'Findings'are
'created'by
investigator and
subiect

3 Selected validity of different, often mutually enhancing, methods of enquiry; Guba et al. (1994)
4 "Two individuals...maintaining a sociologically significant relationship"; W'WWebster Dictiouary, 1996.

Merriam- Webster, Springfreld, Massachusetts
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Judging from the literature it seems that the choice of these paradigms is sometimes a

reflection of the researcher's own belief system, more often, perhaps, in the case of the

Critical Theory paradigms. However, Morgan et at. (1980) assert that the 'appropriateness fof

a qualitative research paradigm] derives from the nature of the social phenomena to be

explored' (p491). In this sense, the specific nature of intemational information systems (and

of their determining factors) was used for these decisions. Moreover, given the state of the

paradigmatic debate, it seems prudent to also apply conservatism (is it proven?) and

parsimony (is it sfficientfor the job?) as guiding criteria in paradigm selection-

Guba et al.(1994) show that a research paradigm's 'profile' is determined by the position

taken in its three constituent elements:

Episremoloey; the research object is of a (partially) technological nature and the

investigation is a recording of historically ordered, but otherwise static, situations. This

means that relatively little interaction of the kind that may taint or unduly bias the findings

will be expected. This makes the ftaditional 'dualistic'principle of separateness of

researcher and subject sufficiently rigorous;

Ontoloey; the technology element in the study is embedded in the social structure of

commercial enterprises, forming a union which is in constant flux. The 'picture'painted

by the research is a conglomerate of 'snap-shots'. These are derived from people's

memories, documentary evidence and a small element of direct observation. The results

and findings of the study will thus be a diffuse reflection of an aspect of reality as selected

by the subjects and retrieved by the researcher. In both cases this will have been filtered

through what both thought 'relevant' at the time. The acknowledgement of these

shortcomings of the 'picture' precludes the 'narve realism' of the conventional positivist
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stance. The technology content of the research object, however, introduces a harder,

quantitative, element, so that the post-positivist stance of 'critical realism' would be

suitable. On the other hand, the social nature of the enterprises, the cultural and economic

diversity of the locations to be researched and the emphasis on developmental issues in

the research topic all suggest that a philosophy of 'historical' or 'virhral realism'r may

well be equally feasible. There would also be a strong tendency toward a 'relativist'

interpretation of the findings as an ordered bricolage of the sum of all ofacts' retrieved.

The preferred ontology stance is thus one of critical realism, with a possible relativist

interpretation of the historical reality of the 'facts' assembled in the study-

Methodolosy: there is no overarching theory of the nature, structural and factorial

determinants for international information systems that could enable the researcher to take

an etic position. Subsequently, discovery is the main principle of the research. The two

main groups of 'actors' in the study are multinational enterprises, i.e. social and cultural

conglomerates on the one hand and clusters of technology and systems on the other. This

suggests that descriptive, situational inquiry searching out the actors' natural environment

will be the main thrust of investigation - in the first instance. These emic viewpoints,

descriptions and positions of 'all' research objects then build an understanding

(Verstehen) of the'nature' of intemational information systems and the 'factors'that

shape it. This, in the second instance, then becomes the foundation for the construction of

relationships and interactions between the 'factors'. A method for this development

process cannot rely solely on 'dispassionate, independent observation', but needs to

engage in some discussion between researcher and 'actors' with a view to refine an

emerging oreality', most likely in an iterative way. The methodology for this explanatory

part of the study (Erkldren'; is thus essentially dialectical in nature.
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The elements most suited for the study do not align themselves conveniently behind one

dominant research paradigm. Guba et al.(1994) provide an analysis of the paradigm positions

against its constituent elements with respect to practical research issues. Using this as a

framework, Table 4.2 below shows the positions taken with respect to selected issues and

paradigm elements with relevance for this study.

The summary shows that the paradigmatic make-up of the methodology most suited for this

study is strongly oriented towards a post-posifivrsf stance in Guba et al.(l994) terms.

However, mainly because of the - initially - descriptive nature of the research goals, the

paradigm is also somewhat 'constructivisf'in its guiding principles. In addition, the 'insight'

character of the frndings expected introduces an element of 'critical theory '. On the whole, in

the nomenclature of Orlikowski et al. (1991), the research paradigm most appropriate for the

study woul dbe interpretivist in its ontological and methodological positioq but with a

strongly pos itivis t epistemology.

s Ttis is the position of the inquirer vis-ri-vis the research subjects, especially with respect to the iryact any

research findings m:y have on them

Table 4.2. Profile of itions. (after Guba et al.1994

Paradigm
Elements

Spectrum of Paradigm Positions

Traditional
Positivism

Post-Positivism Constructivism Crilical Theory

'Voice"
Epistemologt

Dispassionate
observer

lnquiry aim
Epistemologt

Explanation of the 'interaction'
between the'factors' that shape

the'nafure'.

Understanding of
'nature', 'strucfure'

and'attributes'
Nature of
Knowledge
Ontologt

Hypotheses from
'facts', which

are...

... 'mimetic'
constructions, that

mav include...

. stnrctural and
historical
insiehts

Accumulation
of Knowledge
Methodolog'

Possible cause-
effect postulations

Generatsation by
similarity of

incidents
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There seems to be some disagreement whether these paradigms can be accommodated within

one study, or if they are 'opposed by necessity' (Myers, 1997). Guba et al.(1994), support the

dichotomy view and mention specifically that "proponents of [critical theory and

constructivism]join in affrming the basic incommensurability of [positivist and non-

positivist] paradigms...fwhich] are believed to be essentially contradictory"'

On the other hand, there is material support in the literature for multi-paradigrnatic

approaches to qualitative research. First of all, there is a clear precedent in information

systems research: Lee (1991) had shown that an integration of positivist and interpretivist

paradigms in one study - such as suggested for this research - is a practical possibility.

Denzin et al. (1994), too, maintain that qualitative research eo ipso is characterised by

"separate and multiple uses and meanings of [its] methods". They assert that there is

"common acceptance of a multiplism of qualitative research methods", such as is proposed

for this study. ln a statement on qualitative methodology Nelson et al. (1992) observe that

"qualitative research is interdisciplinary, trans-disciplinary and sometimes counter-

disciplinary...it is many things at the same time. It is multi-paradigmatic in focus. Its

practitioners are sensitive to the value of the multi-method approach". Finally, Guba et

at.(l994) point to a possible avenue for reconciliation among conflicting paradigms by

applying different research approaches to individual sets of research objects: "...one might

wish to resolve the problem [of finding the right paradigm] differently in considering the

physical versus the human realms". Using epistemology as an example, they suggest it may

be preferable to select one paradigm befitting the set of inanimate objects and another one for

the study of conscious research. The dual nature of information systems as technology/human

hybrids would then justify the use of two seemingly juxtaposed ontological paradigms in this

sfudy.
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4, 1.3. RESEARCH STMTEGIES

This is the step to "put the paradigms of interpretation into motion" (Denzin et al., 1994). It

first sets out o'what information most appropriately will answer [the] specific research

questions", and, having decided that, goes on to establish'Vhich strategies are most effective

for obtaining it" (LeCompte et al. 1993).

There are two epistemological parts to this study's research question. Firstly, it is 'fact

finding' about information systems employed by international enterprises, their nature,

structure and characteristics. The second part is concerned with 'inference buildin$', i.e.

uncovering what factors create the specific characteristics and s513Uish how their eleme'lrts

depend upon, relate to, and are inter-linked with each other.

The research desigry therefore, has to take into account both parts of the research question.

The following sections discuss each part in tum-

4.1.3.1. 6Fact' finding'

The selection of 'facts' to research is often predetermined by a theoretical proposition on

which the research is based. In the absence of a pre-existing theory in the field of

international information systems, 'fact' selection is therefore govemed by the inherent

qualities ofthe research object itself.
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The hybrid nature of the research objects means that the 'facts' in the study have a number of

dimensions:

o The information systems themselves can be viewed as purely a manifestation of

technology, i.e. research objects of the inanimate kind. The technology is, however,

inextricably related to its application in support of business operations, i.e. is more than

just an inert inventory of hardware and software.

. The business operations, in tum, are an interplay of technology, procedures and people.

Information systems, therefore, also need to be considered as - technology-enabled -

social entities;

o The people, who make up the 'sonscious' part of this socio-technical hybrid, are more

than just users of an information system - they are also the actors in what makes up the

'business' as a social entity. Without them, the business would just be the real-estate shell

holding the hardware inventory. This incarnation of the 'people' as business-cum-systems

actors is of central interest to the investigation;

o Furthermore, qualities of the overall enterprise, i.e. the entity created by the accumulation

of people and their systems, are in themselves information realms and research objects of

significant relevance for the study;

o Lastly, the focus of all these individual activities, the 'business' or'industrlr' the

enterprise is in, is of interest for putting into context the 'facts' about the individual firms'

information systems and their use. This ultimately puts into place the frarnework of

scope, extent and strength or size within which all the other elements interact.

The chosen research design needs to be capable of catering for this diversity of characteristics.
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Galliers (199i) developed a taxonomy of information systems research approaches. Defining

an 'approach' as 'a way of going about one's research', this term is sufficiently similar to the

definition of research design by Denzin et a1., (1994) to make his results and conclusions

applicable to this discussion. He categorises designs into nvo groups, namely'interpretivist'

and 'scientific', in which he includes Denzin et al.'s (1994)'received view' of naditional

positivism.

Galliers's ( I 99 I )'interpretivist' designs include'Futures Research',

'subjective/Argumentative' designs, 'Historical Reviews' 'Action Research' and

'GameslRole Playing', none of which is suitable for this study. 'Descriptive /lnterpretive'

designs, in the more narrow sense, "immerse [the researcher] in the life of the people he

studies" (Lewis, 1985), "seek to place the phenomena studied into their social and cultural

context" (Myers, 1gg7) and are a "general approach to the wide range of possible studies

relating to the investigation of infomration systems" (Pettigrew, 1985). Their intended use for

the social aspects of information systems makes this approach useful for the descriptive part

of 'fact' finding within this study.

Galliers (1991) then separates the traditional 'scientific' approaches into those where the

environment and the variables under investigation can be controlled, as in experiments or

surveys. Case studies are considered suitable when there is a higher degree of complexity, a

larger number of variables and limited capacity to control them. The case study design is thus

the most suitable 'scientific' (in the shict positivist sense) approach for this study. Adding the

descriptive/interpretive requirement established above, case study with a descriptive

disposition is therefore the most desirable approach.
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Stake (1994) distinguishes between different types of case study approaches. Hrs

instrumental modeh, where cases are used to " provide insight into an issue" and "facilitate

our understanding of something else" (ibid. p237) is useful for this study. Given the

likelihood that one case will not supply sufficient information, collective cases will be needed

to provide "a zone of combined purpose" (ibid. p238). Yin (1994) furthermore classifies case

study approaches by the type of research questions they are designed to answer. Ofhis three

types, the 'Exploratory' and 'Descriptive' designs are of most usei for this investigation.

In conclusion, the research design most suitable for the 'fact finding' part of this investigation

would thus be a combination of exploratory and descriptive case study strategy. Given the

inherent diversity of multinational enterprises, this should be applied to instrumental cases, in

acollective mode.

4.1.3.2. Relationship development

To satisff the second part of the research question, the 'facts' established in the cases need to

be brought into context with each other in the'inference' part of the study.

The traditional way to do this would involve the verification of hypotheses, derived from a

higher order theory. The absence of a theory of sufficient density for this field renders this

method inappropriate. The main object of the 'inference' part of the study is thus to build

new theory, not to test or extend an existing one.

There are two components to the 'theory' this study sets out to build:
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Firstly, the 'factors' that shape an IIS; they need to be distilled from the descriptive

material assembled during the fact finding;

Secondly, the 'interactions' between them need to be examined to establish how the

factors 'shape' the IIS.

This sequence of investigative proglession means that the variables elicited in the first

instance will be strongly emic and idiographic in make-up, and theirmeaning will be limited

to the immediate, local, substantive environment of the case their descriptions came from.

The same goes for the relationships educed between these variables. This, however, is in

contradiction with the requirement above (under "Position within the Research Tradition" on

page 31) that the study be essentially 'nomothetic', i.e. any theoretical constructs it yields

should be relevant outside the immediate case environments they were derived from. A

research strategy is therefore required that will widen the scope of the variables and thereby

also extend the applicability of any correlations and causalities established between them

beyond emic confines.

Denzin et al., (lgg4) offer a list of qualitative research strategiesi which they have separated

fiom the concept of research design - a useful distinction for the two-phased research

objective in this study. They begin with Case Study strategies, which both Galliers (1991)

and Eisenhardt (1989) confirm as appropriate for building theory. Then follows a number of

descriptive-interpretivist approachesk, which are not appropriate for this part of the study. The

list concludes with the Grounded Theory approach. This is a general research strategy,

specifically oriented towards developing theory that is derived from - i.e. 'grounded in'- data

that has been systematicalty gathered and analysed. This is in contrast to the theory

generating research that begins with a theoretical constuct and, through study, changes,
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enhances or negates it. Remarking that it may well be "the most widely employed interpretive

strategy in the social sciences today", Denzin et al. (1994) characterise it as a "specific set of

steps to follow, which are closely aligned with the'canons of good science' and [are] an

explicit commitment to theory development." Similarly, Martin et al. (1986), define

Grounded Theory as an "inductive6, theory discovery methodology that allows the researcher

to develop a theoretical account of the general features of a topic while simultaneously

grounding the account in empirical observations or data." This gives " primacy to realism of

context and theoretical and conceptual development as research goals" (Pettigrew, 1990,

p.283) and develops context-based, process-oriented descriptions and explanations of the

phenomena under study (Orlikowski,7993 and Myers, 1997). A key characteristic of

Grounded Theory is thus a duality of an interpretivist base in the descriptive nature of the data

on the one hand, whilst at the same time evolving structure and theory from this data through

a "continuous interplay between analysis and data collection" (Strauss et al. 1994). The

theory generated is developed from a strictly localised concept to a 'substantive' level first

before any further developments (or "elaborations", in Vaughan's,1992 terms) allow further

generalisations to extend the scope of the theory. This bestows the method with the capacity

of moving seamlessly from the emic surrounds of the first, idiographic case data to a level of

nomotheticicity entirely commensurate with the predictive qualities of the data. This inherent

progression of theoretical constucts from emic concepts to etic theorems makes the

Grounded Theory strategy a suitable choice for the 'inference' part of this study. Moreover,

its explicit linkage to the "canons of good science" makes this strategy "firmly entrenched

within the modemist, post-positivist tradition" @enzin et al., 1994). This makes the

Grounded Theory research strategy compatible with the paradigmatic stance selected for the

overall approach.

6 Josephson et al. (1994) would classiff it as an 'aMuctive' method-
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Although Grounded Theory approaches are becoming accepted as 'scientific' methods (Haig,

1996) and are appearing with increasing liequency in the IS research literature (Myers, 1997),

they are primarily concerned with the human, social and organisational aspects of computing.

The research object under study is not entirely homocentric, but a hybrid of technology and

human elements. As Strauss et al. (1994) point out, however, Grounded Theory is "a general

methodology". Glaser (1996) confirms that the principle of the theory is applicable to any

subject where the data is capable of being coded and analysed by comparison.

As a 'general method' in the post-positivist tradition, Grounded Theory was thus selected as

suitable for the 'inference' part of this study.

In summary, the most suitable research design and strategy for this study is a combination of

two research modes:

L The case study research design of the 'exploratory' lnd'descriptive 'kind, applied to

instrumental cases in a collective case arrangement, seems well suited for optimising the

results from the first, 'fact' finding, aspect of the study;

2. In order to investigate 'why' those 'facts' are shaped in a particular way, a strategy of

inqurrybased on the Grounded Theory mode of research was chosen as the most

appropriate. It provides a means for categorising the descriptive facts from the case study

phase(s) and allows their arnalgarnation in such a way that correlative and/or causal

linkages between facts can be conceptualised. Grounded Theory methods furthermore

generate theory that can be generalised beyond the immediate case environs.
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The use of Grounded Theory methodology with cases as the cardinal unit of investigation is a

new concept and no precedents for such a constellation ofresearch designs and strategies

could be found in the literature.

4.T.4. COLLECTING AND ANALYSING EMPIRICAL MATERIALS

This fourth step of research process has to do with the collection of the empirical data and

other materials to be used in the qualitative research undertaking. Whilst there seems to be a

great multitude of possible sources of empirical materials for the researcher, Schwandt (1994)

puts this into perspective when he observes that: "at base all interpretive inquirers watch,

listen, ask, record, and examine. How these activities may best be defined and employed

depends on the inquirer's purpose for doing the inquiry. Purpose, in turn, is shaped by

epistemological and methodological commitments."(p. I l9). In addition to the paradigmatic

commitrnents, however, the natwe and reality of the research objects is a second decision

factor for the selection of data collection and analysis strategies. In the following sections the

methods suitable for use in the study are discussed in more detail.

4.1.4.L. Data Collection

There seems to be consensus among researchers with an interest theory building that it is

imperative to use as wide a network of inter-dependent information sources as possible

(Glaser etal.1967;Eisenhardt, 1989; Orlikowski, 1993 and 1995; Pettigtew, 1990). Denzin

et al. (1994) present a comprehensive list of representative methods of collecting dat4

information and materials in qualitative research studies to achieve this goal. Ir Table 4.3

below they are evaluated as to their utility and suitability for this study.
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Table 4.3. Data collection and analysis methods (after Denzin et al., 1994) and their appropriateness for the

Denzin et al. (1994) maintain that the interview is the favourite tool of the qualitative

researcher as well as a "paramount part of sociology, because interviewing is interaction and

sociology is the study of interaction" (Benney et al. 1956). Defined as an "individual, face-to-

face verbal interchange" the interview has a wide variety of forms and a multiplicity of uses.

The interviewing in the study is characterised by the following:

. The absence of detailed, theoretical propositions in this research limits the use of

structured interviews significantly. The suitable interviewing technique is therefore the

unstructured interview in the tradition of the open-ended, in-depth 'ethnographic'

interviewing (Fontana et al. 1994).

o Interviews should be intensive and take place in an unintemrpted setting. They should

also be carried out in the 'field' to provide an opportunity for participant observatio/.

ects of the s

Methods of Collection and Analysis
of Research Data

Suitability for the study

Interviewing Main source of interpretive information

Observing To augment the interviews

Artefacts, documents, and

records
Mair, s"*ce 

"f 
fa"tr about the technology and main source of

historical corroboration of the verbal data gathered in interviews; a

list of the documentation is set out in Table 4-5 (onpgSl!)-
Textual analysis Specitic imptanentation of a Narrative Analysis method: Coding

of interview transcripts and other primary materials in the

Grounded Theory tradition

Data management methods Basic filine techniques are adequate for textual data

Computer-assisted analysis Used for auxiliary assistance in fwo ways:

l. as arepository andtext management tool for coded interview

transcripts (using the NUDI^S?"software for part of the

materials);
2. In a limited way, spreadsheet technologt was used to produce

comparative and supplementary analysis of some quantitative

support data and information (such as provided in annual

reports and internal statistical documentation and records)

Visual methods Not apolicable
Personal experience methods Not applicable

7 mostly in the form of a demonstration of information systems or business operations features
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This confirms with Lofland et al. (1995, p 19) requirement of "mutuality of intensive

interviewing and participant observation as the central techniques of naturalistic

investigation";

o The interviewees should be a mixture of active users of the IIS on the one hand and of the

infonrration systems people involved in the development and maintenance of the IIS on

the other hand. In this way, the interviews serve a dual purpose: they provide a personalt

and experiential8 account of the research object; and also serye as an oral historyt of the

relevant organisational contexte.

Further important data were the field-, interview- and observation notes, coding comments

and theoretical memos. Notes provide reminders of points of particular importance from

individual interviews, observations on systems or the general environment, which can then be

related to similar experiences in different environs or contexts. Coding comments are taken to

provide a record of thoughts and ideas behind the conceptual classification, grading and

comparisons carried out. They are "designed to tap into the initial freshness of the analyst's

theoretical notions and to relieve the con{lict in his thoughts" (Glaser et al. 1967, pl07)'

Complementing these comments are the theoretical memos. Defined as'the theorising write-

up of ideas about codes and their relationships as they strike the analyst while coding"

(Glaser, 1978, p83), they often "provide an irnmediate illustration for an idea" (Glaser et al.,

1967,p 108). Memos are also a forum for "taking apart the story within [the] data" as the

analyst "sufficiently fractures" the idiographic constraints of individual incidents. They make

possible the "breaking down and out of the story fwhich] is necessary for clear integration of

the theory" Gbid.,p10S-109). Together, interview transcripts, observation notes, coding

t Denzin et al. (1994) canons for good interpretive/descriptive research
e The historical accounts were then conoborated by as much documentary evidence as possible
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comments and theoretical memos "provide the content behind the categories, which become

the major themes of the theory later presented" (ibid., pl13).

'Internal' material about the enterprise in question, such as company memorand4 and

correspondence relevant to the case story, minutes of meetings, company-internal reports and

similar material should further complement the interview and observation related

documentation. 'External' material can include publicity documents, annual reports, special

brochures, news reports, investment analyses and other public sources. Together they can be

used to provide the essential widening of the contextual background to complement the

narrower. more focused and 'emic' realities in the cases.

These 'texts'l formed the primary source of data analysis.

4.1.4.2. Data Analysis

The choice of Grounded Theory as the preferred research strategy pre-determines the

principles of data analysis to a large extent. The following sets out a comparison of Grounded

Theory procedures with other methods in qualitative research. Secondly, a choice is made

between the two main schools of thought in the Grounded Theory field.

Grounded Theory, with its close relationship between data coding and analysing, was new and

revolutionary in 1967. However, by the mid-1990s a number of its principles had been

assimilated into mainstream qualitative research methodology, such as in the data analysis

steps suggested by Lofland et al. (1995), Miles et al. (1994) and Carney, (1990)- Grounded

Theory, in the meantime, had developed into two main variants, namely
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. the original process and sequence of phases as exemplified by Glaser et al. (1967) and

further augmented by Glaser (1978); this is labelled 'Glaser' in the following discussion;

r the methodology as outlined by Strauss (1987) and then prescribed in procedural detail by

Strauss & Corbin, (1990); this is labelled 'Strauss'.

In Table 4.4 below, the two mainstream methodologies are set out in comparison with the

steps in both schools of Grounded Theory methodology.

lrafics denote a method's proprietary nomenclature

Lofland & Lofland's is the least prescriptive method outline. It follows a traditional,

positivist paradigrn by starting with a pre-defined hl,pothetical position, anchored in a social

science framework germane to the research area and object.

Table 4.4. Comparison o data and a S v[,r

LoJIand & Lofland Miles & Huberman GIaser
aller Gloser & Strauss (1967)

Strazss
afrer Strauss & Coftin Q990)

"Framing" (in Social
Science Frameworks)

Formulation of the

Research Question

Coding:
Inilial Coding

Creating a text to work
on

Open Coding Open Coding

Coding:
Focused Coding

Trying out coding
categories to find what
fits

Theoretical Coding Axial Coding

Identiffing themes and
trends in the data
overall

Memo Writing
(ongoing throughout all
phases)

Axial Codingand
Applyrng the
'Paradism'

Memo Writing;and
Diagramming

Testing hypotheses and

reducing the bulk of
data for analysis of
trends in it.

Selective Coding

Theoretical Sampling
(iterating back to Open
or Theoretical Codine)

Theoretical Sampling

Identifuing the Process

& Continsencies
Setting out the
Conditional Matrix

Thinkingflexibly: the
final analysis

Delineating the deep

structure
Theory Formulation:
substantive or formal

Theory Writing
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Miles & Huberman's 'ladder of analytical abstraction' is somewhat similar in structure to the

logic of the Glaser version of Grounded Theory. The significant difference is, however, that

there is no element of theoretical sampling continually to steer the investigation along a route

of increasing conceptual and theoretical density. Although some leeway for adapting

categories to the data is provided for, theirs is fundamentally a non-iterative research design,

more suitable for well-defined studies in the incremental tradition of Kuhn's normal science-

Strauss's procedural method compendium is the most elaborate and also the most prescriptive

process of the designs under comparison. lt seems to have developed into a set of

"exceedingly complex processes" (Lofland et al. 1995, pl92), t1rrng to do two things at once:

l. preserving the richness of application and elegant simplicity of procedure inherent in the

'Glaser' version of Grounded Theory methodology; while at the same time

2. attempting to avoid its reliance on the researcher's conceptualising skills and theoretical

sensitivity - by replacing it with a deeply structured process, tryrng to have a clear rule for

every eventuality.

The original 'Glaser' framework was chosen as the methodology for this studybecause it

does not require apreceding theory (as Lofland & Lofland's), it is extensible (which is

difficult in Miles & Huberman's methodology) and because it provides more freedom of

interpretation than Strauss' s multi-step analysis procedure.

The shortcomings of the 'strauss' process for the study at hand are manifold:

o It has been specifically designed for predominantly 'homocentric' research settings, i.e.

with specific emphasis on human-to-human interaction-. This is, however, only one of
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the research objects in this study, which also spans technology, social, and organisational

objects.

Strauss' strict rules for open, axial and selective coding were designed for research where

the individual is the main unit of analysis and the individual interview or observation the

predominant 'slice-of-data'. It is questionable whether they could be adapted for an

investigation where the unit of analysis are cases about information systems in

multinational firms, i.e. multi-person, multi-layered (and eventually multi-organisational)

settings with a strong content of inanimate technology;

Strauss et al.'s (1990, p99)'poradigm'for constructing and linking categories is too

restrictive for the open-ended research question in this study. It forces the categories and

their properties into a uniform, pre-defined causal stmcture. The relationship between

facts is, however, a cenhal element of the research question and its nature needs to be left

to emerge from the investigation. The nilrowness of the 'paradigm'could thus preclude

the correlative, 'covariant' relationships between facts expected in multiple cases;

Moreover, Strauss's 'paradigm'is fully contained in the fust of 18 'coding families' set

out by Glaser (1978, p74-52)to illustrate some possible frameworksro for'theoretical'

coding (which furthermore encompasses the 'axial' coding in the Strauss terminology);

Similarly, Strauss a priori forces a'process' nature onto the underlying concepts (Strauss

& Corbin, 1990, pla3ff). This may or may not be justified, but in any case should be left

to emerge from the datan.

A further deciding factor against the 'strauss' procedure was the btanket refutation it received

from Glaser (1992). His main argument is that it is "an over-codification of the basic

to Another set of frameworks are the relationships between 'basic social processesn and 'social stnrctrual units',

Glaser (1978, p109-l l3)
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Grounded Theory method", resulting in "concepfual fracturing... forcing preconceived

notions on data", which, in the end merely produce "full concepfual descriptions", but not

theories which are grounded in data.

In the Grounded Theory tradition the first unit of analysis is a singular 'slice of data' (Glaser,

1996) pertaining to 'actors' in the study. ln the sociology setting of traditional Grounded

Theory, the 'actors' are usually individual people, and the theories tend to focus on their

relationships to each other and/or their sharing of a common circumstance. ln the first

instance, open coding is applied to that raw data to develop categories and their properties and

to crystallise them into concepts. Theoretical coding is then used to 'firm'the categories

around a set of 'core categories' and to bring them to 'saturation'. A family of such saturated

categories eventually forms a 'grounded theory' about what makes the 'actors' behave in the

way they do.

ln the case research approach in this studythe'slice-of-data' relates to a convoluted artefact

made up of both technology and human elements, i.e. the nature and workings of an

international information system. The sum of all the singular instances of 'nafure' and

'workings' conveyed by interviews, observation and document analysis firstly needs to be

amalgamated into a case story about the intennational enterprise whose information systems

are under study. This larger 'text' is, however, just as much 'raw' data in terms of the

comparative analysis, as are the interviews, observations and the other documentation.

Although the unit of analysis is significantly different from the traditional subject of

Grounded Theory, the implications for the application of the method are few. Qsding, open

as well as theoretical, applies to the individual 'components' of the larger text in the same
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way as it does to the individual data elements of the traditional method. In addition, the larger

text - the case story itself - becomes subject to another round of coding, mostly theoretical.

There are some practical differences in the timing of the coding activity and in the use of

memos (as set out in detail below). They do not, however, deviate at all from the purpose of

coding and memo-writing as set out in the Grounded Theory method by Glaser et al., (1967)

and Glaser (1978).

In the same way as there is no material difference in the substance of the data, there is also no

difference in the logic of acquiring it. The traditional Grounded Theory method assumes a

sequential process of data acquisition, in order to add relevant 'properties' to 'categories' until

their 'saturation' makes any further data redundant. This process is in principle equally valid

in the case environment. However, because the unit is an information system in an enterprise,

considerably more data will have to be gathered about it all to first form an initial picture,

before enough material on categories is assembled to begin steering the future data acquisition

by theoretical coding and samplingwithin andwithoul the case. For intemational information

systems contained in an enterprise, there is, moreover, a limit to the amount of data that may

be gleaned from one case. This means that additional cases may need to be brought into the

investigation because it has not been possible to reach 'saturation' of specific categories in the

single case in hand. Nevertheless, this is in effecto the same as when, in the traditional

Grounded Theory method, a change to another goup of 'actors' is undertaken for reasons of

theoretieal sampling: the motivation of the change is still to achieve 'saturation'. The

additional case would be selected following the traditional theoretical sarnpling principles.

These considerations showed that an arnalgam of cases and Grounded Theory is viable in

principle and could be made to work in practice. The details of the adaptation of the
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Grounded Theory method for the specific requirements of this study are set out in the next

chapter, which describes the actual research design.

4.1.5. INTERPRETATION AND PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS

Denzin (1994) sets out a series of steps for the "complex, reflexive process" of bringing the

results of research "from the field to the text to the reader" (p501).

The Grounded Theory method, as applied to cases, complies adequately with Denzin's

generic steps for the interpretation of qualitative research. Coding notes and memos form the

base documents for the write-up of the theory. The process of building the process will be

continuous (as required by the Grounded Theory method), albeit with milestones when the

theory-in-progress will be stated in the form of successive theoretical frameworks.

Table 4.5 below sets out

. Denzin's steps; together with the

. Comments of what steps are appropriate for this study and how they have been

implemented.

4.2. THEORY BIITLDING ISST]ES

As set out before, this study is about building theory. The literature on this topic is "sparse

and uneven" (Weick, 1989) and often represents an "incredible anarchy of language,

concepts, proposals, interpretations and results of formal theorisi.g" (Freese, 1980' pl89).
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Table 4.5. The intemretation and for oualitative research findings (after DenzuL I994

Interpretation Steps Inlernretation docamentation appropriate for this study

Field Text:
accumulated field notes
and documents

This constitutes the original 'chain of evidence' and contains:

r Interview recordings (tapes);
r Interviewtranscripts;
. Observation notes, descriptions and illustrative materials;

o Internal documentation from the case enterprises: Minutes,
memoranda, internal reports and other communications;

o External (public) material from the case enterprises: such as

annual reports, brochures, product advertising and publicity
material;

r External material: news reports, etc.

Research Text: notes This will comprise:
o coding annotations;
o the case stories, sufficiently interspersed with illustrative

excerpts from interviews and other documentation and

containing graphical and diagrammatic summations and

explanations;

Research Text:
interpretation aids

This will comprise:
o theoretical memos (setting out, developing and commenting on

elements of the theory under construction);
. interim summations and other conceptualising background

materials
Interpretive Working
Document

This, in Denzin's terms, is a "recreation of the research 'text' to
make sense out of what has been learned". ln this study, the

emerging elements of the theory will be summarised and related in
a set of 'theorems'o which will eventually make up theproposed
theory. This follows the continuous write-up tradition" in the

Grounded Theory method. Although continuous, there will be a

milestone after the completion of each case. After the fust case,

the theory will be written up in the form of a I't theoretical
frarnework. Constant comparison with successive cases adds to

the framework, which will be re-stated after each case' The 'ftnal'
substantive theory will be written up after the core categories have

reached a satisfactory level ofsaturation.

Quasi-Public Text: for
peer review

mrts of the final thesis (e.g. for discussion with
the supervisor) would fall into this category

Public Document: final
text

Containing
o the case stories,
o the theory constructed from them; and
o how it relates to the literature on the topic.
There is also supplementary information such as a review of the

literature on the wider topic and a description of the derivation of
the methodology used.

" Glaser & Stauss, (1967) pl 13ff. and Glaser (1978) p 128ff. There are some modifications to this in order to

adapt it to the case-based study. They are detailed in the next chapter-
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It seems thus appropriate to hrstly define what a 'theory' is in the context of the study, then

establish how to assess its quality and, lastly, where to begin with the building process.

4.2.1. THEORY DEFINITION

Theory as a philosophical construct consists of its objects on one hand, and of relationships -

between these objects - on the other. In this sense Merton (1968, p39) defines a sociological

theory as "logically interconnected sets of propositions...from [which] empirical uniformities

can be derived". Bacharach (1989, pa98) refines tlus definition to include concrete as well as

abstract objects in these propositions. Sutherland (1975), supported by Sutton et al. (1995),

provided a more precise definition of Merton's 'uniformities' as "generic behaviours or

structures assumed to hold throughout a significantly broad range of specific instances"' His

definition, however, by only including generic behaviours occurring in a significantly broad

range of instances, implicitly excludes the concept of theories as idiographic behavioural

constructs, applicable in emic settings.

Glaser et al.'s (Lg67) distinction of 'substantive' and'formal ' theories, however, closes this

gap by introducing a distinct specification of a theory's scope. The predicfive power of a

substantive theory is limited to the circumstances in the specific area from where it was

developed (e.g. infomration systems in intemational enterprises). Aformal theory transcends

this limit and extends its applicability to as far as the conceptual entity it is based on has

relevance in the wider research area (e.g. distributed information systems in diverse business

environments). Figure 4.1 illustrates the Glaser et al. (1967) framework of theory evolution

from ideas through to 'Grand Theories' (i.e. Merton's 'general theories').
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"Grand Theo

FORMAL TITEORIES

Substantive Theories

Categories

Ideas and I 
and their

Substantive Theories

Figure 4.1. The progression of theory development in the Grounded Theory methodology

Merton (1968) introduced the umbrella concept of middle-range theories which are

"intermediate to general theories of social systems which are too remote from particular

classes of social behaviour.. .to account for what is observed; and to those detailed orderly

descriptions of particulars that are not generalised at all....[they] involve abstractions, of

course, but they are close enough to observed data to be incorporated in propositions that

permit empirical testing". Merton's examples, such as 'theory of reference groups' of social

mobility, or role-conflict. . .' seems to suggest that they fall within the definition of Glaser et

al.'s (1967) 'substantive' theories. Yin's (1989, p37) illustrative theory types are also in this

class.

Whetten(1989) has brought all the above elements of atheory together in his four component

framework. A theory must address each of the following:

1. What factors, variables, constmcts, concepts, etc. should be included in the theory? They

are judged by their comprehensiveness and parsimony;
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2.

a
J.

How are the factors related? This introduces the relationships between the what objects

and both (objects and relationships), form the 'domain' or'subject' of the theory;

typically these relationships embrace causalityp;

Why are the factors behaving like they do? This aspect of a theory supplies the plausible,

cogent explanation for "why we should expect certain relationships in the what and how

datt' (ibid., p491). Weick (1989) refers to this as relevance and Glaser (1978, p93) adds

an element of urgency when he points out that theory should "account for...which is

relevant and problematic for those involved".

Who, where, when arethe temporal and contextual factors that set the limit on the theory's

range, i.e. determine how generalisable it is. Bacharach (1989) adds 'values' (which he

defines as the theorist's assumptions, especially those of a paradigmatic nature) as another

set of wfto-variables that bound a theory.

Because it incorporates all salient aspect, Whetten's comprehensive definition will be used as

a guiding framework for the development and description of the theory to be built in this

research.

4.2.2. QUALITY AND GOODNESS OF A THEORY

To ascertain the quality of the model or theoryq that will be developed in this study, it is

important to set out the criteria that should be applied to assess its 'goodness' for explaining

and predicting the nafure and structure of information systems in multi-national enterprises.

Mayhew (1981) and Pfeffer (1982) confirrr the three traditional criteria for a good theory as

its clarity, parsimony and logical coherence. Whetten (1989) adds 'integration', i-e- how well

4.
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it fits into a larger set of theories. Glaser et al. (1967) add to this a number of criteria specific

for Grounded Theory:

r Density, refining the parsintony requirement;

o Scope, delimiting the environment the theory applies to, i.e. how substantive it is;

. Fit, with "the situations being researched...i.e., categories must be readily, and not forcibly

applicable to and indicated by the data under study'' (ibid. p3);

r Abilitv to work; i.e. the theory "should be able to explain what happened, predict what will

happen and interpret whatis happening in an area of substantive or forrnal inquiry"

(ibid. p$;

o Have relevance; i.e. be "meaningfully relevant to....the behaviour under study'' (ibid. p3);

The 'comprehensiveness' requirement that both Whetten (1989) and Weick (1989) stipulate is

implied in Glaser et al.'s definition of scope - which also embraces Osigweh Yg's (1989)

notion of 'concept stretching'. Missing, however, is the element of surprise and the touch of

elegance Weick (1989) asks for when he says that good theory should "delight"-

In addition to, and sometimes in modification of, these general criteria for assessing a theory,

specific benchmarks, such as reproducibility and generalisability have been set out for

Grounded Theory by Strauss et al- (1990) in line with their enhancernents and extended

'procedurisation' of Grounded Theory methods. These have been hotly contested as

'\prestling with the canons for judging quantitative method research which are inappropriately

applied to Grounded Theorly''in Glaser's (1992) refutation of Strauss & Corbin's

methodology.
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Strauss et al. (1990) also set out two sets of seven criteria, which base the goodness of the

Grounded Theory to a large extent on adherence - or not - to their own methodology. Glaser

(lgg2) considers them irrelevant and maintains that the value of a theory should be in the

theory itself, not in the adherence to any specific procedure. This, together with the fact that

this study follows the 'Glaser' methodology school, makes the 'strauss' criteria less

applicable as quality benchmarks.

In conclusion, seven criteria for judging the qualify of the theory developed in this study were

defined. They are:

l. Clarity

2. Parsimony; includes Glaser et al.'s (L967)'density';

3. Logical coherence

4. Scope of the theory; includes Osigweh, Yg's (1989) 'concept stretching' and Whetten's

(1 989)'comprehensiveness' ;

5- Integration of the theory into other theories in the same and related fields;

6. Falsifiability; including Glaser et al.'s (1967) 'fit' of the theory to the data in which it is

grounded, this is also closely related to Bacharach's (1989) notion of 'construct validity'

and to weick's (1989) requirement that a good theory must be 'real';

7. Utility; in the terms of Glaser et al. (1967) a theory oworks' and is 'relevant' when it can

explain and predict its constituent phenomena. This mirrors Bacharach's (1989)

'explanatory and predictive potential' and is extended in Weick's (1989) stipulation that a

theory be 'interesting' and should 'delight'.

These criteria will be applied to the substantive theory at the conclusion of this study'
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4.2.3. OMGIN OF THE THEORY BUILDING PROCESS

Whilst there is ample guidance on the process of theory building research, discourse on what

the 'starting point' in a theory building exercise should be is remarkably slim in information

system research. Eisenhardt's (1989) seminal paper puts a strong emphasis on "fbeginning

the research] as close as possible to the jdeal of no theory under consideration and no

hypotheses to test". At the same time she underscores the importance of a "well focused

research question" without, however, grving any indication where, in the absence of

preconceived thought, the research question should come from.

Galliers et al. (1987) elegantly bypass this subject altogether by beginning their theory

development progression straight off with 'case study/action research' as the sources from

which a research question is to be developed. They, too avoid indicating how the case was

chosen for study or why the action research was undertaken. Jarvenpaa (1988) juxtaposed

their sequence with one that starts with a research question and then proceeds to build

'theories' from survey research - seemingly making'hlpothesis' and 'theory'

interchangeable concepts. Figure 4.2 below illustrates these two theory development

sequences.

The implausibility of the 'clean slate' that Eisenhardt posits, is a well known fact for

philosophers of science such as Husserl (1970,I982),who coined the specific phrase of

'oausklamm"*t;r2 for the necessity to remove the layers of prejudice that condition our powers

of cognition.

12 Literally translated "bracketing out'', it refers to putting part of a rnathematical expression in brackets to

prepare for its elimination from an equation.
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Case Study
Action Research

Theory Testing
Field Studies

2
o

o

,l
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&

After: Galliers & hnd, 1988 After: Jarvenpaa, 1988

Figure 4.2.Theory development sequences proposed by Galliers et al. and Jarvenpaa

Weber (1947) pointed out that the "value-laden nature of assumptions can never be

eliminated". Bacharach (19S9) explicitly includes, as the natural boundaries of any theory,

the "ttreorist's creative imagination, ideological orientation or life experience". Gadamer's

(1976) altogether negates, by implication, the existence of a 'clean' starting point in his notion

of a hermeneutic circle, which achieves understanding of a complex 'whole' from

'preconceptions' of the meanings of its parts and their interrelationships. Klein & Myers

(1999) principle of 'contextualisation' defines each study object as an integral part of its

context, again implying the impossibility of isolated research settings, free of preconditions.

Acknowledging this difficulty, Glaser et al. (196? ,p67) encourage the use of 'anecdotal

comparisons' as starting point for setting out the focus of a research study: "Through his own
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experiences, general knowledge, or reading, and the stories of others, the sociologist can gain

data...that offer useful comparisons. This kind of data can be trusted if it has been 'lived'.

Anecdotal comparisons are especially useful in starting research and developing core

categories...the researcher can...sensitise himself to their relevancies."

Glaser and Strauss's notion that ideas, resulting from anecdotal comparison, start the theory

building process seems to tie in well with the prevailing thoughts on knowledge acquisition

within the philosophy of science. In a classic work, Wolf (1922) sees 'working ideas'

formulated as 'principles' or'postulates' turning into hypotheses by the application of a

method. Kuhn (1970) defines a (new) 'paradigm' as the igniting force for the forming of new

theory. This is a set of propositions "sufficiently unprecedented ...[and] simultaneously,

sufficiently open-ended to leave all sorts of problems...to resolve". Merton (1968) refers to

'seminal ideas', often developed with the aid of a'serendipity factor', as the starting point of

a process to formulate 'theories of the middle range'.

Figure 4.3 below contrasts the Grounded Theory method - as applied to cases - with the two

traditional theory development and enhancement paths.

While all these researchers take ideational constructs as beginnings, Wartofsky (1968) sees as

them as the end product of a process of stepwise abstaction, beginning with abstractions of

sensory perception and ending with "conceptual abstaction...as the beginnings of theoretical

scientific inquiry." Ziman(l984) sees such seminiferous thought processes as "patterns of

fact in need of simplifying generalisation and definite association". Donovan et al. (1988)
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After: Galliers & Land, 1988 After: Jaworpaa, 1988

Figure 4.3. The Grounded Theory method, applied to cases, comp:ued to the use of case study research

methods in the - taditional - theory development paths suggested by Galliers & Land and Jawenpaa

refer to the need for 'guiding assumptions' as the prerequisite for any research undertaking.

Selye (1964) recognises the "intuitive flash or hunch...the inductive element, without which

no new ground can be explored".

For this study, the author's 'lived experience' with building and implementing information

systems for multinational enterprises provided the ideational concept with which to delimit

the research area in the first instance. The notion of a common architecture as a possible

central engine of a specific development paradigm for international information systems wils

formed from 'anecdotal comparison' of specific incidents within the 'lived experience' (see

Lehmann, 1996b). This initiated the focus on the 'interaction' of factors' that shape the

'structure' of international information systems'
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4.3. CONCLUSION

Following Denzin et al.'s (1994) five-step process of structuring qualitative research, a

position within the research tradition was established, which then lead to definitions of

theoretical research paradigms and strategy. From them, the most appropriate data selection

and analysis techniques were selected.

The structure of the research methodology is characterised by the following:

l. Within the research tradition, the position taken was one of qualitative research in the

social sciences tradition, straddling both Verstehen and Erkkiren, which is nomothetic in

intent, but - at least initially - idiographic and emic in its stance;

An interpretivist paradigm with sftong post-positivist leanings, reflected in a

dualist/objectivist epistemological position;

The case study research design of the 'exploratory' a\d'descriptive ' kind, applied to

instrumental cases in a collective case arrangement, was selected for the 'fact' finding part

of the study;

Grounded Theory - following Glaser et al. (1967) and Glaser (1978) - was chosen for the

'inference' aspect of the research. It provides a means for categorising facts from the

cases and for conceptualising correlative and/or causal linkages between the facts;

The Grounded Theory method (adapted for cases) has the interview as the main data

collection instrument, strongly supported by observation and the enterprises' internal and

extemal documentation. Coding - open and theoretical - is applied to the case story as

the larger'text' as well as to the individual'slices-of-data' from which it is fabricated-

Theoretical sampling applies inffa-case as well as inter-case. Interpretation steps -

coding, memo writing and theorising - are carried out jointly with the data collection and

2.

J.

4.

5.
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write-up of the theory is continuous - albeit with milestones after each case when the

theory-in-progress will be stated in the form of a theoretical framework.

The theory definition adapted for use in this study is Whetten's (1989) four component

framework, i,e. a theory consists of

7. factors, which are linked in

2. relationships for which the theory provides

3. explanations, albeit within its

4. boundaries.

Soven criteria for assessing the quality of the theorywere distilled from the literature, narnely

clarity, parsimony,logical coherence, scope, integratton,falsifiability artdutility.

The 'ideational conshrct' of a common/local structure specific for IIS, grounded in the'lived'

experience of the researcher, has been adopted as the starting point for the development of the

Grormded Theory in this study.
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Endnotes:

I The terms nomothetic/idiographic and emic/etic are used following the context of Guba and Lincoln (1994).

However, as Myers (lgg7) points out, considerable confusion and controversy continues to surrounds the use

of these terms. For clarification, therefore, here are the definitions of how the terms are used here:

nomothetic: relating lo, involving, or dealing with absffact, general, or universal statements or laws

idiographic: relating to or dealing with something concrete, individual, or unique

emic.. "/ relating fo, or involving analysis of linguistic or behavioural phenomena in terms of the internal

struclural orfunctional elements of a particular system

etic; of, relaing to, or lzoving lingukiic or behavioural characteristics considered wilhout regard to their

s tnt c tur al s ign iJicanc e

All citations: WWWebster Dictionary, 1996. Merriam- Webster, Springfield, Massachusetts [Online] at

http : //www.m-w. com/cgi-bin/mweb.

b wwwebster Dictionary, 1996. {ibid.\.

' ...paraphrasing Kuhn ( 1970), pl 1.

d For the purposes of this discourse, post-positivism shall include neo-positivism.

u A number of other alternative paradigms are included in the categories shown in the table. For exanple, Guba

& Lincotn (1994) include inthe Critical Theory category other ' related Ideological Positions', thus

characterising it as a summary category for generally 'ideologically engaged' paradigms. Similarly, such

paradigrrs ur Sy-boli" Interactionism, Strucnuation theory Structuralism (including Post-Structrnalist

positions), lnstirutionalism are deemed to be in wider family which here is called Constructivisl. It serves as a

iollection vessel for all paradigms that differ along the epistemology/ontology dimension. Although some of
these 'excluded' alternaiive paradigms have been in sporadic use in recent information systerns research" they

bear linle relevance to the relearchobjective and have therefore not teated in any depth in the paradigm

selection phase ofthis snrdy.

rDescribed by Guba & Lincoln (1994) as a 'congeries of social, political, cultwal, economic, ethnic and gender

factors, ...crystallised (reified) into a series of strucnues that are now (inappropriately) taken as "real", that is,

natural and immutable. For all practical purposes the structures are reaI, a virtual or historical reality'.

s Guba & Lincoln (1994) also compare the paradigm position with respect to Goodness criteria, Values, Ethics

Training, Accommodation and ilegemony (of one paradigm over the others). These have be en left out in the

table beJause they are not relevant to its purpose, i.e. to select the research approach to be taken for this study'

h As opposed to (mostly single) intrinsic cases, where, "in all its particularity and ordinariness, the case itself is

of interest" (Stake, 1994, p236).

i 'Explanatory' case research explains a specific theory or proposition, stated a piori; this makes it similar to an

experiment in the conventional, verificational, scientific tradition.

i As they contain a strong methodological element, Galliers (1991) wouldprobably classi$ them midway

between an approach ("*ays of going about one's research") and a method, which he defrnes (after Weick) as

"sirrple ways to systematise observations".

k These are: Ethnography and Participant Observation, Phenomenology, Ethnomethodology and Interpretive

Practice, Historical method, Applied and Action Research and Clinical Models.

rThere are nrany definitions of text in the literature, often conflict'ng and sometimes ideotogically biased. For

this reason, it is defined here in a neutral way as.' "something written or spolcen considered as an obiect to be

examinet!, explicated, or deconstrucred". (W"WWebster Dictionary,1996. Merriam- Webster, Springfield'

Massachusetts).

' Strauss & Corbin's ( 1990) delineate the objects ofthe qualitative research they apply their version of
Grounded Theory to as " persons' lives, stories, behaviour, organisational fiEstisning, social movements, or

interactional relationships" (p. I 7).
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I This c,sstrictiol wotrld faatly liqtit the gtrauss rrrethod's use for ihe 'f,aet' ffnd'ng part of the study. In oontras4

fte Glaser Alglhgd erylicitly Csvers both 'variance" and rpr$cess" oonstnrcts: 
*titl can-.,b9 usEd to gonemte

shtic the6xies land aGol -, .iaciliqte$ the gerreration of theories of plocess; sequeace aad change" (Gfasc &
Straussl 1967, pl ld).

o But perhaps not b inteNrtioq the traditioEal data aeqrrisition model seems 1o ss* nnder lhe asurrytion of m
iot"ite pool of 'actor'; nusingout of data is not mentioned any-ctbcre aB a reason for chnging groups.

F Whettel elcgantlyb,lpasses thc (pqs-itivis.t) arg--u4exi1thot earuality rnay nst bE Lestablb b1, oomaoting'that
irc$trictions: ir.qpthod$ ds notinvalidst€ the ilrhe@rqausalLnafiue oftbeory:'@491).

q 
FoUowing Errbin ( 1969, p8,9) no distbction is mde he,tnatin the nse of the terms thmry and ntoileL Dubrn

however, also or* .qy"renr au a sJmouyrn for ft€qrt - fot o-bvioris niasons rhis wil! not be the case in thls su.rdy"

wherein qy,srenr wii! alqtays only be,e qnronlm for information cyslatt'
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CHAPTER 5. RESEARCH METHOD: GROUNDEI)
THEORY FOR DESCRIPTIVE AND EXPLORATORY CASE
STUDIES

Both Case Study and Grounded Theory methods are still minority research methodologies in

information systems. A search of research papers published in frst tier information systems

journalsur between 1985 and 2000 showed that only 120 out of 7372 articles were concerned

with case study research. Case methods are, however, well established in organisational

research and have become increasingly more accepted in information systems research too

(for examples see Benbasat et al.,1987, Galliers et al., 1987, Yin, 1989, Lee, 1989a and

1989b, Orlikowski et a1., lggl,Zinatelli et 
^1. 

1994). ln particular, Eisenhardt (1989)

describes a process of building theory from cases, focusing especially on its inductive nature.

Grounded Theory research" on the other hand, is still a distinct minority method for

information systems research: only 3 out of the 7372papers in Itt tierjournals contain

'Grounded Theory' as a keyword. It, too, started in general business research first. Tumer

(1983) was the first to apply the approach to management studies. Since 1984, it had been

used in a number of business studies (see Glaser's anthology, 1995). Orlikowski (1993,

1995) has pioneered Grounded Theory in Information Systems Research. Yoong (1996) and

Atkinson (1,997) are recent monographs based on Grounded Theory studies. Although Glaser

et al. (1970) have also set out a research note on the role of cases in Grounded Theory, so far

there have been no publications to show that this was attempted in practice. In this chapter

the adaptation of the traditional grounded theory method to case studies is set out. First the

main principles of grounded theory will be exemplified and then compared with the

traditional case study method. From this, the application of Grounded Theory in the context of

I a, b, c... refers to endnotes
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cases is set out and the method to be followed in this study is described. Finally, a summary

of the actual research activities is provided.

5.T. PRINCIPLES OF GROUNDED TIIEORY PROCEDURE

The constant comparative method ofjoint coding and analysis was first described by Glaser et

aL. (1967) and subsequently elaborated by Glaser (1978). The method, however, was not

described in the sequence of events the researcher undertakes. In Table 5.1 below, therefore,

the sequence of operations is set out and referenced back to Glaser et al., (1967).

1 Inctdents are defnedas 'text zzlts', coqrising the individual, self-contained topics or subjects in intervrews'

documents, etc., as well as elements of the case stories themselves - i.e. the 'larger text'

Table 5. I : The constant comparative method of ioint coding and analysis - after Glaser et al. ( I
Steps Detail of activitv bef,, Glaser et al., 1967) PsRef.

I. Comparing
incidents')
applicable to each
category;

-statt 

uy coaag each incident in the data into as many categories of
analysis as possible, as categories emerge or as data emerge that fits an

existing category"
pnst] rule for the constant corrparative method:

Wile coding an incidentfor a category, compare it with the previous

incidents in the same and diferent groups coded in the same category'

Second rule of the constant corr4rarative method:
Stop codins and record a memo on vour ideas.

r05

106

107

2. Integrating
categories and

their properties

"The constant c.tnparative o1i1 6langes from cornparing incident with
incident to corryarison of incident with properties; in this way, incidens
are corryared only with the accumulated luowledge on a category.. 'thus
incidents integrate into properties; subsequently, properties become

integrated. As they do, constant comparisons. '.force the analyst to make

some related theoretical sense of each comparison".

108

3. Developing
Concepts

*Ooe geoetates conceptual categories or their properties from evidence;

then the evidence is used to illustrate the concept. The evidence my not

necessarily be accurate beyond a doubt...but [that] one fact then becomes

merely one of a universe of many possible indicators for, and data on' the

concept. Furthermore, the concept itself will ae1 shange' while even the

most accurate facts change."

23

4. Theoretical
sarrnling

'Th*tedcat tatryling answers the guestions: What gouPs next and for
what theoretical purpose?"
" ''fhe main criteria for choosing grorrps is their theoretical relcvance for
firrthering the development of the emerging categories"

"The [grormded theory researcher] 'is an active sampler of theoretically

relevant data' not an ethnographer trying to get the fullest data on a
goup".

47

49

59
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*) Incifients are defined as 'text arits', comprising the individual, seltcontained topics or subjects in interviews,

documents, etc., as well as elements of the case stories themselves - i.e. the 'larger text'

The four steps in Table 5.1 are iterated until the theory emerging from the data is of sufficient

scope to 'work' for the substantive area chosen. Guidelines for when to stop the process of

joint coding and comparative analysis, how then to achieve a satisfactory level of parsimony

in the theory without sacrificing its scope and finally choosing the style of expressing the

theory are summarised (and cross-referenced) in Table 5.2 below.

Table 5.2. Guidelines to scoping and formulating the -after Glaser et al. (196

Steps Detail of activity (ref, Glaser et al., 1967) PsRef.

5. Theoretical
saturation

"Categories . . .becom e theoretically saturated.

Saturation means that no additional data are being found
...[to further] develop properties of the category.

[The analyst] leams to see whether or not the next
applicable incident points to a new aspect. lf yes, the

incident is coded and compared. If no, the incident is not

coded, since it only adds bulk to the coded data and

nothing to the theory".

In

61

rt2

6. Delimiting the
theory

Delimiting occurs...at two levels: the theory and the

categories:
1. Solidification of the theory;... major modifications

become fewer and fewer...they mainly clarifu the

loeic and take out non-relevant properties;
2. Reduction of categories means that the analyst may

discover underlyine uniformities ...and can now
formulate the theory with fewer high level concepts;

r [This] achieves two major requirements of theory:

parsimony of variables and formulation, and

scope in the applicability of the theory to a wider range

of situations while keeping close lto the] data".

110

7. Writing the
theory

"The constant comparative method can yield either
discussional or propositional theory. The former tlpe of
presentation is often sufficiently useful at the

exploratory stage of theory development and can easily

be translated into propositions...if a formal hlpothesis
lis requiredl."

115

Figure 5.1 depicts the Grounded Theory method from its inception through to the transition

from substantive to formal theories.
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Figure 5.1. Theory development path in the
Theorv method

The essential proceduralfiat within the

grounded theory tradition is the principle of

theoretical sampling. While coding and

comparative analysis are used by several

methods, the continuous selection of ths

next "slice of data" for its potential

theoretical contribution is specific to the

Grounded Theory method. It demonstrates

a change in the logic of the method, as

Glaser (1978, p37-38) points out:

"Grounded theory research involves

alternating between inductive and deductive

logic as the research proceeds ... theory

[development] is inductive: a theory

emerges after data collection starts.

Deductive work is used to derive from

'Lived'Experience
Anecdotal Comparisons

r-il-__l
I Concept 

I

o

Adding further
'Slices-of-Data'

to saturale
'Core Categories'

-

induced codes conc€ptual guides as to where

Grounded 
to go next for which comparative group or

subgroup, in order to sample for more data

to generate the theoqy''. The sampling activity vses"Conceptual elaboration...lthat] gUides

the researcher back to locations and comparative groups in the field to discover more ideas

and connections from the data...groups [are chosen] on their ideational properties"

(ibid.,p40-a\.

Substantive Area

/'-T;-d"tdi.\
R4l..aqu-/
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There are four major strategies for theoretical sampling: maximising or minimising the

differences either between goups or between the data. Each strategy has a different

objective, as Table 5.3 shows.

f'able 5.3 : Consequences of minimising or maximising differences in corrparison groups for generating theory.

After Glaser et al. (1967, 58

This procedural definition of the Grounded Theory methodology can now be contrasted to the

canons oftraditional case study research.

5.2. CASE STI]DIES AIID GROT]}IDED THEORY

Case study research, sometimes interpreted as a conholled, field experiment (Lee, 1989b), has

traditionally followed the positivist, natural science model of hlpotheses formulation from

overarching theory and their subsequent verification or falsification in controlled studies (Yin"

1989). The grounded theory perspective, on the other hand, is not so clearly classified.

Positivist in origin, it also "reflects a naturalistic approach to ethnography and interpretation,

stressing...observations, open-ended interviewing, the sensitising use of concepts and a

Identi fying/developing fundamental
differences under which category and

hypotheses vary

Maximum similarity in data leads to
(l) Verifying usefulness of category;
(2) Generating basic properties;
(3) Establishing a set of conditions

for a degree of category. These
can be used for orediction.

Maximum diversity in data quicklY
forces
(l) Dense developing of property of

categories;
(2) Integrating of categories and

properties;
Delimitine scope of

Identi ffing/developing fundamental
uniformities of greatest scope
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grounded (i.e. inductive) approach to theorising which can be both substantive and formal"

(Denzin, 1994)

Despite those differences in Weltanschauung, case study research, using the Grounded Theory

method as described in the previous section, can be designed to match closely the

requirements of 'good [case study] practice', as set out by Yin (1989). Table 5.4 below

compares Yin's case study approach with one based on grounded theory (Glaser et al., 1967).

Table 5.4. Comparison of case study approaches: Yin's traditional case study method and one based on Glaser et

research

The comparison shows different perspectives with regard to the traditional positivist

requirements of generalisability, reliability and reproducibility. On closer inspection,

however, they are mostly differences in terminology: Grounded Theory does not deny, but

al.'s (1967) rnes tbr Urounded

Yin's (1989) Criteria for case studies and

Tactics (to improve each criterion)
Grounded Tbeory - corresponding process

elements (where applicable)
Construct validity:
l. Multiple sources of evidence
2. Chain of evidence
3. Informants review draft reporl

Joint coding and analysing:
l. Add data until theoretical saturation

2. Transcripts, theoretical memos

3. Add more data (if clarification is needed)

Internal validity;
N.B.: not a criteria for exploratory and/or
descriptive studies - they are not about causal

relationshipsb
L Pattern matching

2. Explanation building

Time-series analvsis

Constant comparative method:
l. Coding/comparing of Categories/hoperties
2. Establishing relationshipsbetween

CategorieslProperti es

3. 'Time' could be a category itself

External Validity - definition of the 'substantive'
area and generalisability of results:

Replication logic in multiple cases: literal (same

results expected) or theoretical (opposite results
expected) replication

Boundaries of the'substantive area' emerge ftom
the data;

Theoretical sampling determines multiple cases,

which could aim at the same or conftsting
categories. New data may add-to/change or

confirm the theory.

Reliability - the operations of the study can be

repeated and achieve the same results";

I. Case study protocol
2. Case studv data base

Each unit of data gathering is documented in the

form of (descriptive) transcripts, notes of their

coding and a summary of observed relationships

in theoretical memos; the totality of this
documentation is equivalerrtto protocol and

data base
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merely qualifies generalisability by defining the specific area of scope that the case study's

theory will cover. Similarly, it substitutes reliability for the concept of 'saturation', i.e. when

new data repeats (i.e. reproduces) the same categories without adding new properties.

fn essence, therefore, an amalgam of Grounded Theory and Case Research should be as

capable of producing good theory as its traditional counte4parts on their own.

5.3. TTIE APPLICATION OF GROTINDED THEORY TO CASE

RESEARCH

As in the traditional Grounded Theory method, the unit of first analysis is an incident in

individual texts. In contrast to individual, homocentric studies, cases represent a networked

collection of primary texts, forming a larger text in itself. To simplify nomenclature, the

incidents in individual interviews, observations, etc. are summarily referred to as 'texts' and

the case-wide network of incidents is referred to as the 'story'.

As more cases are added, their texts go alongside each other for comparison and analysis

purposes. ln order to decide when cases are needed and what their nature and attributes

should be, a two-layered cycle of theoretical sampling is necessary:

l. [n intra-case sampling the theoretical focus is on selecting more 'slices-of-data' from

within each case so that their incidents can saturate categories and maximise their

conceptual yield. Once such new data does not add more properties and/or begins to

repeat existing ones, then no more useful data can come out of the current case. A second

round of sarnpling needs to occur;
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2. ln inter-case sampling the status of the theoretical framework, which is the result of all

the previous cases' categories and constructs is assessed for 'safuration' of theorems and

propositions. Theoretical sampling then selects the next case such that unsaturated

theorems and propositions can be enhanced and strengthened in their explanatory and

predictive qualities.

This process of adding cases on the basis of inter-case theoretical sampling is then repeated

until the relevant 'core' categories and relationships are saturated and the scope of the

resultant, theory is at the required level of nomotheticity. The theory is still provisional at this

stage. It now needs to undergo a final stage of delimitation so that it can be restated in its final

form as a substantive theory.

Table 5.5 below sets out the detailed steps in the method together with the deliverables from

each of them.

for Case Studies: DetailedTable 5.5. Grounded method se

Analvsk Stens Results and Deliverables

l. 'Open' Coding of incidents' in the

interview transcripts and supporting
documents. the'texts'

Basic, 'raw' categories and properties

2. Assembling the network of individual
texts, i.e. writing the 'story' of the case

Case history/story

3. Using the 'story' for reviewing, refining
and collapsing the basic categories, based
on uniform and/or overlapping properties;
merging raw categories into families of
'substantive' categories and further
reducing these to 'core' categories.

Hierarchy of 'core' categories
embracing'substantive' categories,
formed from'raw' categories

4. 'Theoretical' Coding of the case 'story'
for 'relations' between core categories;

this is for the case in hand, although the
categories and relations from previous

cases are used in constant comparison

Identifying main interactive
categories; distinction between
primary and secondary interaction;
identiffing direction of linkages;
defining the specific nature of each

interaction;
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Analvsis Steps Results and Deliverables

5. Establishing and refining categories and

their linkages
Models of the interaction of all
categories, in groups and in toto;

preliminary theory write-uP of
descriptions and propositions

6. Comparing between cases, 'stories' as

well as individual 'texts'
Establishing the differences between
the cases, by contrasting the case in
hand with each of the previous cases

in turn.

7. Establishing and refining the theoretically
relevant differences between the cases

Distilling any new, 'derived'
categories and relationshiP
'constructs' from the comParative
analysis

Distilling theory elements from both the case

in hand and from the comparative analysis
Theorems and propositions, forming
the 'nth-generation' of the
(provisional) Theoretical Framework

'Densifying' the (provisional) Theoretical
Framework by comparison with its previous
'generation'

'Revised'nth-generation' (provisional)
Theoretical Framework;

8. Delimiting and 'axiomatising' the last
generation' (provisional) Theoretical
Framework

Final Substantive Theory

The analysis steps fall into four categories, each of which, in turn, relates to a specific class of

output in the form of a theoretical element. Figure 5.2 below depicts these analysis stages and

the way in which they take the elements of the nascent theory to successively higher layers of

abstraction
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Analysis
Steps (l-10)

Analysis
Base

Level of
Abstraction

Figure 5.2 . Theory building: analysis stages and levels of abstraction

The conceptualisation process employed in the theoretical coding stage used a number of

analytical schemes to elevate the explanation of the data from a descriptive level to a more

theoretical way of thinking. This follows suggestions from Stem (1994), Lofland et at.(1995)

and Miles et al. (1994). It is also consistent with Glaser (1978), who offers a number of

schematas, diagrams and codes to use in the attempt to increase the o'theoretical sensitivity''of

the theory building process. Weick's (1979) cause-and-effect diagrams proved veryuseful in

the construction of inter-category relationships and other dynamic propositions, as did a

number of other graphical analysis tools such as case dynamics network graphics as suggested

by Mites et al. (1994). Much use was therefore made of graphic and diagrarnmatic

illustrations in the analytical write-up of categories, relations and theorems.

Comparative
Analysis

6.7

Theoretical
Coding

Case'Story'
(Categories &

'Texts':
lnterviews,

Theorems
(Thes es, Pos tulates, Assumptions)

Substantive
Categories
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5.4. RESEARCH ACTTVITTES STJMMARY

The research methodology developed and set out in the previous sections was applied closely

in the methods used in carrying out the research srudy. ln the following paragraphs a

synopsis of the actual research activities will be set out.

The 'texts', the first accumulation of incidents, were prepared from in-depth interviews that

were following theoretical guidance, but were otherwise unstructured, open-ended and wide-

ranging. Their information content was supplemented by an extensiv e array of secondary

material, internal and external. Maximising the spectrum of information sources worked very

well - corroborating Orlikowski's (1993) observation that "triangulation across various

techniques of data collection is particularly beneficial in theory generation because it provides

multiple perspectives on an issue, supplies more information on emerging concepts, allows

for cross-checking and yields stronger substantiation of constructs".

Table 5.6. Summary of interview hours by tlpe of interviewee and the extent of secondary

materials used.

Cases")
Business

(hrs and %
IT People

(hrs and %)
Total
IIrs.

Documentation
(approx. pages)

Documentation
(number doa's)

CO.OP
40.0 r8.5 58.5 2500 93

68% 32%

J. LAT]RITZEN
13.s 15.0 28.5 300 28

47% 53y

PANALPINA
14.5 t7.o 31.5 800 36

46% 54%

TOTAL
68.0 s0.5 118.5 3600 ts7
57% 4i%

in the order of their participation

Table 5.6 above gives an overview of the hours expended in interviews and the extent of the

secondary materials used-
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The interviews were transcribed onto some 1400 pages of notes. Together with about 3,600

pages worth of other intemal and extemal materials (from 157 documents) they filled a small

filing cabinet2.

Held in closeted, unintemrpted settings, the interviews lasted usually for between 1:40 to 2:10

hours. They are, overall, evenly spread between business people and IT management and

staff, although the ratio shifted as the study went on. Most interviewees were interviewed

twice: overall, 55 interviews were held with 30 case people in 11 locations worldwide' The

interviews were recorded on audiotape and transformed into verbatim transcripts to

accompany the interview notes for further analysis.

'lntra-case' theoretical sampling guided the content of the interviews as well as the selection

of the interviewees. In the first case more than two thirds of the information were gathered in

interviews and from other sources in the firms Head Office. This reflects the emphasis on

understanding the nature of the firm's business and its global strategies as well as the business

role of information technology. As the study progressed more information was needed to

saturate the categories dealing with the actual use of any information systems by the firm's

international users. Accordingly, the number of interviews with regional management and

staff increased steeply, decreasing the share of the centre in the later cases'

Table 5.7 below summarises the distribution of interview time between the centre and local

users in the study.

z The corrplete chain of evidence is stored (under lock) at the University of Auckland.
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Table 5.7. Distribution of interview contribution (hours) between
head-office and regional offices
Case Head Olfice Regions Totals

CO-OP 44.5 t4 58.5 19%

J. LAIIRITZEN 12.5 l6 28.5 24%

PANALPINA ) 28.5 3 r.5 27%

Totals 50 -r8.J I 18.5

5t% 49%

Table 5.8 below shows the geographical distribution of interviews over the three cases.

Table 5.8. lnterviews (number) by case and global location
Intenriew Location Co-op J Lauritzen Panalpina Total

New Zealand - Auckland 4 3
n

"Australasia" 23^r-) 23

USA-San Francisco I T

USA-Los Anseles 3 , 5
(lK - Suney 3 3

UK - Kent 5 5

Denmark- Copenhagen 6-' 6

Austria - Vienna 4 4

Switzerland - Basle l-) I
Totals 27 13 I5 5J

Head office Iocation**) 
Includes regional ranagement visiting at HQ

For each case the 'stories'were written and, together with the results from the coding of the

'texts', formed the basis for the conceptualisation of categories and their relations. The first

case, selected for its size and dynamics, was the 'Co-op'3. It gelded a very large number

(133) of raw categories, which theoretical coding reduced to 27 families of substantive

categories and finally to 13 core categories. Saturation waso however, lacking in all categories

to do with the operational use of an IIS. Following extensive theoretical sampling, which

employed a difference-maximisation strategy, J Lauritzen was identified as the second case.

3 The enterprise in question requested to be disguised.
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J Lauritzen contributed a wealth of information, especially in the area of operational use of an

IIS and its acceptance by local users. Further inter-case theoretical sampling, this time

applying a mixed sftategy of minimising 'group' but maximising 'data' differences, pointed

to the need for a larger, more mature operator of international information systems.

PANALPINA was chosen as the result of this selection round. They are a mature, long-term

user of global infonnation technology, which plays a strategic part in their business. This

third case contributed significantly to the saturation of new core categories added. Their

conceptualisation and embedding brought the temporary theoretical framework to a stage

where its transition to a 'substantive' theory became feasible. Table 5.9 below summarises

the discovery of categories and the rate of their reduction to substantive and core categories.

Table 5.9. Growth in the number of categories across the three cases-

J Lauritzen Panalpina
New Categories added: Total Categories

193
43
l8

Raw Categories
Substantive Categories
Core Categories

133 33
2t8
134

27
8

1

Coding in the Co-op case was done manually, using a word processor to record and reference

the categories. However, for both the following cases NUD*IST4 (qualitative data analysis

software from La Trobe University) was used to simpliff and streamline the administration of

the coding, as well as all the coding notes and theoretical memos produced during the coding

processes.

Most of the data collection work was done during the last months of 1995 and the fust half of

1996. Analysis (and verification) took most of the remaining part of 1996. The process of

n the acron5mn stands for fworking lviti] Non-numerical Unstructured Data [Dy] Indexing, Searching and

Theorising
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theory development, started in parallel with the data collection, was finalised n 1997. Theory

writing - and completing the formal thesis - went on until the second half of 2000. Figure 5.3

contains the timeline of the studv.

Activities
'95 r 996 t 997 t998-2000

4,rQ 10Q lz"Q 3"'Q 4'nQ l"'Q 2',uQ 3',oQ l4'nQ

Co-op (field work) I I
ililililililil|

s

- ilililltl

o
,I
irl

rlrar

I

I:I
l

illililltl

-

I

Writine'texts'
Theoretical sampling
J Lauritzen (field work)
Writins'texts'
Theoretical samplinq
Panalpina (field work)
Writine'texts'
Writine the stories

Verifoine 'Stories'
Develooine Theorv
Writins Theorv
Writing & Editing the
Thesis

Figure 5.3. Major Research Activities over time

The first case took nearly twice as much elapsed time as the others. The reason for it was that

painting the fust, initial 'text' requires disproportionately more data then the following,

'saturation' cases. In addition, the Co-op, as the 'foundation' case, provided an

extaordinarily rich story, yielding a flow of- initially- some 130 categories of data. This

allowed sharply focused theoretical sampling, leading to more 'efficient' data gathering in the

next two cases. Developing the initial theory elements took the best part of the following

year. Writing up the theory meant finding a way to cope with the richness of the stories and

the enormous amount of detail uncovered in the study. Because of that - and because it was

d.one part-time - two-and-a-half years elapsed before the thesis was completed. The cases and

their analysis are described in abridged fonnat in this volume. They are, however, supported

by more detailed descriptions and analysis in the working papers.
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5.5. CONCLUSION

Applying Grounded Theory to Case Study was very successful. It produced a prolific amount

of data and yielded a great richness of information. The reason for this was partly that all

three cases were large firms, and two of the cases were from enterprises with awide and

dense global presence. Illustrating and absorbing their diversity necessitated the ganeration

and oollection of copious amounts of material. For a major part, however, the deluge of

information was due to the efficiency with which the constant coding and comparison distils

relevant categories and properties from the data. The case settings, furthermore, contained

more varied data than could be expected from individual, pr.rely homocentric studies.

Efficiency and abundance combined to make this method an exceedingly fruitful one. Whilst

this is highly positive for the quality of resulting theoretical propositions, it presents a

challenge for presenting the findings in a concise, readable format-
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Endnotes:

n Using the ABVINFORM database on24l4l2}A0,the search included; MIS Quarterly, Information Systems

Resiarch, Communications of the ACM (research articles only), Journal of Management Information Systems,

Decisiol Sciences, IEEE Transactions on Commwtications and Sofware Engineering and Management

Science.
b Traditionally, both exploratory and descriptive studies were used as mere pilots for larger, explanatory studies

in the second instance; it was the larger studies, following the pilot, that looked for relationships such as

causality.
' If ,same results' means that the contents of the data and observations will be the same, then this is not realistic

for social, organisational and business research. It overlooks the fact that with time the observed entities,

subjects, topics will have changed substantially - as Parmenides remarked: 'You cannot swim the same river

twice". A better method for checking'reliability of the data' is the examination ofthe quality of the data

gathering procedures and the quality of data recording. If 'same results" me:ms that the findinss and

conclusions will be the same then the interpretative power of the individual researcher must be a very sEong

interference in any repetition of a case study. However, it seems that this criterion, seemingly aken straight

from the quatrtitative method 'arsenal' for the study of inanirnate nature, is not in this form applicable to

qualitative research in a social context. Reliability here needs to rely on the internal quality ofthe data

collection and recording process and could be enhanced by quality audits (Yin alludes to this being an

'auditing' activity). Repetition would still have a place, but as a vehicle for secondary analyses of any case

study data - a possibiliry Glaser et al. (1967) mention as a valuable source of additional data for grounded

theory studies.
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CHAPTER 6. FOUNDATION CASE: THE AUSTRALASIAN
FOOD CO.OP

This chapter describes the first case study, the 'foundation' for the rest of the research project.

The case itself is disguised, according to the wishes of the enterprise concerned- As

mentioned above, the case is an extraordinarily rich one. This, in conjunction with the

generative power of the Grounded Theory method, has meant that for reasons or readability

an abridged version of the case and findings is contained in this chapter. A detailed version

can be obtained from the author on demand. The chapter is structured as follows:

First, the case story is presented;

lnterpretation of the case is next;

Third, the interpretation is expressed in theory terms as the l't Theoretical Framework;

Lastly, the rationale in the theoretical sampling for the next case is set out.

6.1. CASE HISTORY: AUSTRALASIAN FOOD PRODUCERS' CO-OP

Marketing authorities for land-based industries (such as fruit growers, meat producers, dairy

farmers, forestry, etc.) are often large companies with strong international presence. The

Australasian Food Producers' Co-opl lthe 'Co-op') with some $5bn revenue is one of the

largest of those. Like the others, the Co-op is a 'statutory monopolY', as there is legislation

which prohibits any other organisation from trading their produce in intemational markets.

With about a quarter of its revenue from raw materials and manufacturing outside Australasia'

the Co-op is a mature transnational operator. Structured into nine regional holding

companies , in !997 it has a presence in 135 offices in 40 countries. The 15,000 primary

I All names and places have been changed; all money figures are in US Dollars
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producers are organised into l8 co-operative 'Production Companies' (ProdCos), where they

hold shares in proportion to their production. The ProdCos, in tum, own the Co-op. This tight

vertical integration is seen as a big advantage. It allows the Co-op to act as one cohesive

enterprise and to develop a critical mass needed in most of its major markets.

Figure 6.1 shows this structure and the product flow.

Goods

Non-Coop
Consumer
Products

+

I

Processed

lndustrial &
Consumer
Products Ingredients

(Retailers, Food Services

PRODUCTION
COMPANTES Al4I Processed '

Ownership I
Raw Product

Figure 6.1. Business Stmcture of the Co-op

6. 1.1 AUSIATESS BACKGROUND

Prior to the mid 1970s Australasia exported some 85olo of its produce to the United Kingdom,

who, under Commonwealth rules, used to accept it all. Once the UK had joined the European

Union (EtI), however, the Co-op had to share access with all other EU members. This cut

their market share immediately and severely. New markets were needed as a matter of
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survival. Subsidiary offices were rapidly set up all around the world and given free hand to

sell as much as they could - by whichever means necessary. This policy of far-reaching local

autonomy was verv successful. Within less than a decade the Co-op had built a substantial

presence in more than thirty countries and had managed, throughout, to secure a more than

satisfactory return for all their primary producers. Overall, the expansion had made them a

stronger and more profitable business.

By the early 1990s, the resulting enterprise was now a sophisticated, world-class operation of

global reach and of often complex diversity. A comparison (shown in Figure 6.2) of value per

tonne of product (as an indicator of product tpe), revenue per staff (commodity trading

versus branded product marketing) and number of personal computers per staff (information

technology literacy) shows an exceedingly wide range of diversity of business in the the Co-

op's regions.

Co-Op
Regions

10

9

8

6

5

4

J

2

1

-t00% 0% 100% 200% 300%

o/oDeviation from the mean across all regions

El Value per t ($)

lNr.of PCs/Staff

trRev/Staff

Figure 6.2. Business diversity across the Co-op's regions (deviation from the mean in % of the mean)
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At the onset of the 90s, however, competition in the Cop-op's main markets had become

strong and increasingly global. With the emergence of global brands (such as Nestl6, Coca

Cola, McDonalds) the Co-op needed to develop global brands themselves. For this, they had

to have sufficient command and control to mount synchronised international marketing and

logistics operations. With the arrival of a new Chief Executive Officer in 7992, the Co-op

began a concerted campaign to shift authority and control over branding and global marketing

policy back to head-office. The CEO's vision was one of balanced central control and local

flexibility. Figure 6.3 shows this development, using the Bartlett and Ghoshald framework.

High

Global
Control

Local Autonomv

Figure 6.3. The Co-op's migration of Global Business Strategy

The Co-op's IT people interpreted this new policy as an encouragement to have a critical look

at the role of information systems throughout the Co-op's world-wide operations.

6.1.2 THE IS LANDSCAPE IN THE 19805

During the 'global' phase, the Co-op had built up a sizeable IS department with a mainframe

operation at the head-office, linking up with all main subsidiary offices and ProdCos.

2 a, b, c... refers to endnotes
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lnformation systems concenhated on the needs of producers and local production -co-

operatives and were traditional transaction processing systems, housed on a large central

mainframe. Foreign activities were few and hardly needed computer support. The forced

expansion drive in the 80's, however, lead to an increased need by foreign operations to be

supported with information systems. By 1992, most regional offices had bought computers

and software. Some had built sizeable systems to suit their own, individual requirements.

There were altogether seven different makes of information technology platforms, running

diverse applications software, mostly locally supported.

6.1.L THE GLOBAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS PROJECT

Against this background of a proliferation of uncoordinated local systems on the other, the

Co-opos IS Department, in April1992 took the - unilateral - initiative to establish a

"Fraurework for Information Systems". They interpreted the Co-op's policy of taking more

charge of over global marketing as a return to a'global' mode of central governance.

Subsequently, they argued that such central standardisation was necessary if a higher level of

control was to be established. The Co-op's executive, who at that stage were not all too

comfortable with information technology and described themselves often as "benign illiterates

when it comes to computers", sanctioned the initiative.

The 'Framework' was going to be the basis for a global standard for all information

technology, including data, information and application software. The policy's objective was

to have one common standard in force throughout all of the Co-op's 135 offices in 9 regions,

across 35 countries. Subsequently, in late l992,the'Food krformation Systems Technology'
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(FIST) project was initiated by the IS Department to implement the 'Framework'. The plan

was to have three staees:

l. Development of a 'prototype' system; this was to be ready by early-1994;

2. Implementation of the prototype in a small number of 'pilot' sites by mid 1994; and a

3. 'Roll-out' of the 'global system' into all the 9 regions and 135 offices by late 1995.

ln 1992 the North America region (NAR) had started to embark on a project to replace of its

obsolescent IBM S/34. At the same time, the South East Asia region (SEAR) was looking to

upgrade and consolidate their information systems configuration of numerous fragmented PC-

based installations to cope with managing the rapid growth in the reglon. Both sites thus

became candidates for the development of the prototype and also as pilot sites for further

implementation.

6.1.3 TECHNOLOGY SELECTION AND PILOT PROJECTS

The FIST team was a small core-group of experienced data processing professionals, most of

whom had been with the Co-op for a long time. Some were technical specialists, hired

specifically for the project. They set themselves a first project milestone of June 1994 - nine

months hence. They were reasonably confident that by then they would have selected the

global technology; developed the prototype, tested it for use as a pilot and gone live with the

first global standard systems in North America and South East Asia.

To minimise language difficulties and other cultural bariers, the requirements for NAR were

selected for use as a 'benchmark'. Requirements for all other sites could then be defined only
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in terms of their divergence from the benchmark. Traditional data and business modelling

was used to set out the requirements. From this the FIST team specified a 'prototype' at the

Co-op's head quarters. Despite criticism by NAR management as "too high-level" to be

useful for prescribing the functionality required, the 'prototype' was used as the base for a

Request for Proposal (RFP). Asking for firm quotes for software, hardware, communications

technology and support to be used globally, the RFP was issued to ORACLE, IBM, HP, EDS

and IJNISYS. After a rapid evaluation, HW3 hardware and DBM3 database software was

selected. No decision was made about communications technology or world-wide user

support. Although they had not been part of the tender, SOFT's3 applications software was

chosen on DBM's recorlmendation.

SEAR had been quite concemed when the FIST team restricted itself to developing a

'prototype' for North America as a global 'benchmark model'- and comparing it with the

South East Asia region, instead of investigating their requirements in loco. His concern grew

after the selection of HW, DBM and SOFT as to whether they were reliably represented

tbroughout South East Asia. When the FIST team subsequently found a "90 - 95olo match"

between the two regions, the head of SEAR office opted out of the Pilot. He felt strongly

that, as North America's predominant business is in the industrial produce market, any model

based on their requirements would not at all fit South East Asia ("nor Europe, for that

matte/'), as their business is mainly in the consumer and food manufacturing markets.

He was also very critical of what he called the "top-down-approach" taken by FIST. With

very little participation by the regions, he feared the systems , "just like other past failures of

3 To preserve the case's anonymity, thc tecbnology products are also disguised.
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the Computer Centre", would be missing most of the significant local requirements. Bymid

L994, North America was therefore the only pilot site.

6.1.4 THE NORTH AMEMCAN PILOT

The FIST team then began with the implementation and modifications of the software in

North America. For their own internal reasons DBM insisted on supporting the NAR project

from their Australasian office, despite the fact that their global support centre is very close to

NAR's head office. After these negotiations, actual work began in September 1994. Nearly

immediately serious problems were encountered. The SOFT manufacturing and distribution

modules - selected from the 'prototype' specifications - did not conform to the current

business processes in NAR. Changes to make SOFT conform were estimated to cost $1,8m.

Moreover, at this time, DBM were starting negotiations with SOFT about acquiring them as

their own applications software division. For the duration of these negotiations all work on

the software was suspended. The deadline for the NAR pilot implementation was extended to

mid 1995. The head of NAR refused to pay for the changes, saying, "I told you so" and

balking at having to survive with obsolescent technology for another year.

To overcome this strengthening resistance, the FIST team enlisted the help of the CEO, who

issues a sharply worded edict to the NAR management team, ordering them to give FIST all

the necessary support and co-operation. This silenced the Norttr America executive. DBM

had finished negotiations with SOFT. Both developments helped to bring the project back

into life.
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6.1.5 EUROPE AND ^BUS/NE^S^S PROCESS REENGINEERING

With NAR now underway, FIST began to look at the Europe Region (ER). The'benchmark

model' (i.e. the NAR protogpe) was compared with Europe and a "90o to 95o/o" match was

declared by the FIST team. However, the regional manager for Europe echoed the sentiments

of his North American and SEAR counterparts when he remarked that "These models are so

general, they'd make Disney look like us." Wary of the CEO support the FIST team could

enlist, he used this 'generality" of the models to distance ER from the project. He pointed out

that ER's business is firstly fundamentally different from NAR: they are in different

industries and different products. Secondly, as his region also incorporates Western North

Africa, there is also a very wide spectrum in terms of size and sophistication throughout his

operations. ER asked for - and was granted - suspension from FIST until after the NAR pilot

implementation.

To counter this renewed, and strongly mounting, resistance to their vision of the same global

system for every Co-op office, the FIST team, with the CEO's blessing, embarked on a

business-process-reengineering exercise, again at the head-office. As a result the global

standard design would be modified so that regional and local business management could

accept it. They began to look at what 'Core' of application systems should be the same

throughout the Group and which application areas could be different for each local subsidiary.

The main result of this study wzls a re-definition of all the main business operation as a

streamlined "Enquiry-To-Cash" process (ETC). This now became the global standard forthe

'Core' information system. The 'Local' applications, to be selected by each office

individually, were a residue of loosely defined "manufacturing and marketing operations "

support systems. FIST published this as the new 'Framework for Information Systems', and
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announced ETC as the new 'global operations paradigm' for all regions and operating

subsidiaries.

6.1.6 FROM NORTH AMERICA TO THE MIDDLE EAST

All this had taken resources away from the NAR project, parts of which were suspended until

ETC was completed. As a consequence, the NAR deadline was shifted to mid 1996. The

NAR executive responded that their ageing system would not survive another year's

extension. Furthermore they did not accept ETC, arguing that it "did not fit the way their

business workso'. In response, FIST decreed that the North America region must change its

operating procedures and processes to conform to ETC, as this was the new global operations

paradigm. [n order to implement the changes needed, a business-process-reengineering sub-

project was to be embarked on throughout NAR.

Regional management, however, maintained that there was very little to be gained from such

a major upheaval. They vigorously resisted the implementation of the reengineering project

and, by mid 1995, reached an agreement with the CEO to "suspend" FIST until they had

replaced their - by now obsolete - hardware and information systems with an "interim

solution".

ln early 1995, the Co-op had opened a new office in one of the Middle East countries (MEO).

By end 1995, there were 22 paple working in the office. At the beginning of 1996, the FIST

team selected MEO as the new pilot site for the global standard system for the Co-op,

replacing NAR. The first 'global prototlpe' was going to be the 'Core' SOFT applications,

implementing the ETC operational and business procedures. The first target date for
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completion was June 1996. However, for want of adequate local support, the systems could

not be developed on site. It was therefore developed at the Co-op's Australasian head office.

In November 1996 the deadline for full ETC implementation was extended to early 1997.

6.1.7 FINAL RESISTANCE TO FIST

In the run up to the conference of regional executives in mid 1996, the head of ER actively

canvassed his fellow regional executives. With their support at the meeting, he raised serious

concern over FIST, which by then had consumed some $9m in costs. He especially expressed

doubts about the logic behind using MEO's information systems as a pilot and questioned

how representative a tiny office in a fringe market could be as a model for a global system.

After the meeting, he negotiated with the CEO to be "temporarily excluded" from the FIST

strategy in order to pursue urgent updates on their own, regional information technology and

systems platform - work which had been postponed for four years, pending the imminent

implementation of FIST.

FIST countered this by reducing the scope of the 'global prototype' to 'standard financials'

and MEO went live with a set of basic accounting systems in time for the beginning of 1997.

At the early 1997 regional executive meeting, FIST now presented the MEO system as the

first successful global pilot. They furthermore demonstrated a set ofjustifications for MEO

which they exfiapolated and forecast to show the global economics and benefits ofFIST.

Based on this, they announced a Global Roll-Out programme, starting from mid 1997,to

implement FIST throughout the world.
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However, many of the regional executive members doubted the accuracy and relevance of the

economic justification based on MEO. No agreement was reached as to how FIST would

proceed.

The major, continuing difficulties with the FIST project, the missed deadlines, the significant

costs without any noticeable results and the refusal by major regions to accept the FIST

system had begun to raise doubts in the mind of the CEO. In mid 1996 he commissioned a

major international consulting firm to audit and appraise the FIST project. Their report in

early 1997 was critical of FIST, which they described as "overly arnbitious" and not

"achievable within the time frame or the existing project set-up". This proved to be a tuming

point: The CEO re-aligned the IT portfolio - including FIST - into the Finance department.

The General Manager Finance had been an open critic of FIST for a long time. In mid 1997

he terminated the project and called for a broadly based study of global versus local

information techno lo gy strate gy.

6.2. FIhIDINGS AND INTERPRETATION OF TIIE CASE

The case 'text' is based on some 60 hours of interviews and some 93 volumes/items of

secondary docrrmentation, totalling approximately 2500 pages. 40 hours of interviews were

held with the 'business' people and (candidate) users. With the exception of North America

and the IIK (head office of the European region), the majority interviews were held around

Australasia, albeit not only with head office staffbut also with a number of visiting regional

executives.
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In accordance with the research question - and also following Whetten's (1989) theory

'components' - the interpretation of the case is organised into three steps.

l. First, the 'factors', i.e. the categories and their properties at play in the case are

identified.

2. They are then brought into relation to each other and, lastly,

3. The causes and reasons for the relationships are set out.

6.2.1. CATEGOMES AND PROPERTIES

The 'text' was coded into 133 primary categoriesa, which fell into 27 families of subject-

related families. Theoretical coding reduced them to just l3 core categories.

The core categories found in the Co-op case fell into one of nvo domains, depending on

whether they originated in the business or information technology arena. The core categories

in both the business and information technology domains are made up of a number of sub-

categories. In both domains the sub-categories were often the main point of interaction and

contributed significantly to the dynamics between categories. The core categories in both the

business and information technology domains are summarised in Table 6.1 below:

able 6.1 . Domains and core from the case

Business Domains IT Domatns

Nature of the Business('' Global Standard IS Desisn
Global Business Strategv Analysis ( methods and paradigms)
Lack of IT Sophistication Capacity
Mipration of Global Stratesy('' IS Professional Skills
Tradition of Local Autonomy Domestic Mindset
Reiection of Global IS IS Initiative

IS bv Force

a To recapitulate: 'Categories, in Glaser & Strauss (1967) terminology, are the main influeuces that shape the

'text' - or parts thereof. They are the building block objects of the theory-to-be-discovered, and the 'factors'
whose relationships form the explanatory and predictive statements of the theory.
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ln the following sections the categories in both domains are described in more detail.

6.2.1.1. The Business Domain

The six core categories in the business dynamics domain, together with their most significant

sub-categories are summarised as follows:

l. Nature of the Business5, i.e. the aspects of the Co-op's business specifically relevant for

the global IS project; the political nature of the Co-op, their global diversity and the low

information technology intensity of their basic business are in{luential properties of this

category;

2. The Co-op's Global Business Strategy; the difficulties with balancing the dichotomy

between local autonomy and central control, as well as the actual split of functions

between head office and the regions are both significant, directing influences for the Co-

op's information systems;

3. Lack of IT Sophistication; a partial consequence of the low information intensity,

especially during its earlier global business strategy, this is the Co-op Executive's

inexperience with information systems and subsequent lack of "IT awareness" culture; it

shaped the way in which the Co-op assessed the viability and progress of the global IS

project;

4. The nature and history of the Migration of Global Strategy the Co-op underwent, where

the current progression towards 'transnational6' is of special significance: the IT people

misinterpreted this as a return to the old 'globalto str"t"gy, which sowed the seeds for

strong, politically motivated rejection by the business fiefs;

t Core Categories and Sub-Categories are formatted thus
o i.e. high cental control over stategy as well as high local control over operations
' i.e. little autonomy as a result of sbong central contol over local operations
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5. The Tradition of Local Autonomy reflects the status quo duingthe 'multinational'

phase of the strategic migration. This degree of freedom is vigorously defended by

regional and local management against the global IS, which they see as an political

instrument of subjugation ;

Rejection of Global IS characterises the actions and manoeuwes by regional

management to avoid the acceptance of a global standard system. Two sub-categories

comprise most of the reasons for rejection Control/Politics is the aversion and defence

against any increase in cenhal control, especially by political means. The concern that the

proposed system does not do what the business needs is named Misalignment.

All these categories are deep-seated. They are well anchored in the way in which the business

carries out its mission. The global IS runs against the very fundamental conflicts between the

centre and the local parts of the Co-op's organisation - which are at the very heaxt of its

ultimate rejection.

6.2.1.2. The Information Technology Domain

There are seven core category families in the information technology field. They are set out

below, together with a description of their most significant sub-categories.

1. The Global Standard IS Design is the largest core category in terms of attributable

occurrences and the most influential factor for the Rejection of the Global Information

Systems. The core is made up of three main sub-categories:

(a) The Global Nature of the system is the collation of all the globally standardised,

'One-system-fits-all', elements of FIST's systems and technology architecture.
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(b) The Common Core category contains all the'factual' (rational) arguments

surrounding the scope of the conunon, globally compulsory part of the system.

Initially all systems were going to be standard; next, the streamlined, standardised

ETC processes would form the global system; after all of the above had failed to

materialise, a standard financial system was the last 'common core' proposed by

FIST; complementing this,

(c) The Core/Local Split is the distillation of the 'process' (political) difficulties - and

ultimately the inability - of coming to an agreed definifisn of what should be the

'common core' and what should be the 'local' parts of the system.

2. The Analysis category sums up the main assumptions, methods and paradigms that

govern the analysis of the business requirements for the global IS. It comprises of three

sub-categories, namely

(a) Equating Information with Application and Technologt Infrastructure (further on

this is referred to as"f:A:T" for short); this is the paradigmatic assumption that

obtaining equal _Information content requires identical dpplication systems, running

on the same Iechnology lnfrastructure. In design terms, it manifests itself as an

uncritical belief that global, standard application system on standard hardware are

the only solution to common information requirements;

(b) Data/Business Modelhng turned out to be an altogether insufficient tool for

comparisons between the requirements of different local/regional offices. The

modelling techniques were carried out at too high a level of abstraction, so eo ipso

returned very similar models for significantly and substantially different businesses.

In this way, they perpetually reinforced and deepened the
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(c) fallacious Business Sameness paradigm, i.e. the mistaken belief all the Co-op's

businesses are essentially the same and can therefore be supported by the same

information system, irrespective of location, size or nature of the business;

The fact that these assumptions, methods and paradigms are all either wrong,

inappropriate or misguided means that the Analysis category represents an overall

negative influence on the resulting global IS.

3. The category termed Capacity assimilates the qualities of being able to

(a) understand, conceptualise and abstract the complex business process settings in the

Co-op's regional operations; and to

(b) develop from this base a set of solutions which are logically sound and practical, i.e.

they can be implemented.

Similar to the Analysis category, Capacity manifested itself predominantly in its

negative form, i.e. by a general inability to be successful in neither conceptualising

problems nor solving them acceptablyb.

4. The quality of the IS Professional Skitls brought to bear on the systems development

process is an important category because it affects and shapes other core categories. Like

its predecessors, this category too, was apparent mostly at a low level. It has two sub-

categories:

(a) IS Professionalism, i.e. the adherence - or not - to what is considered good practice

in information systems work;

(b) Information Technology Consentatism,i.e. applyrng design and technology

architecture concepts that are not at the 'state-of -the-art'.
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5. The Domestic Mindset category describes the application of a set of predominantly

domestic experiences, parameters and knowledge to the task of developing and

implementing an international information system. Related to the Analysis and

Capacity categories, this has two aspects:

(a) Ignorance of the business conditions and cultural environments in the 35 countries

where the Co-op's offrces are situated; and

(b) Underestimation of the time and effort required for analysing and designing the

systems as well as managing and progressing international projects;

6. The IS Initiative category embodies the fact - and its consequences - that the global IS

project and had not originated from the business side, but had been initiated unilaterally

by IS, with very little very little, insignificant user input. Its main sub-category is

(a) the 1,S Origin of the project, as opposed to being business driven;

Two further sub-categories are consequential to /S Origtn and complement each other:

(b) The business side always maintained that there was No Economic Justification for

the global system, pointing to the efficacy of their - functioning - local systems.

The cost justifications (in terms of people savings, etc) brought forward by the IS

people - without the users' sanction - had little or no credibility with the business

who regarded them as political window-dressing. This manifests itself as the

(c) IS Control category, i.e. the interpretation of FIST as a political ruse to re-introduce

higher levels of head-office control in the disguise of an information systeml

7 - The IS by Force category represents the use of politics and executivefat to get the

business to accept the global information systern Partly a consequence of Capacity and
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catalysed by the political Nature of the Business, this category is characterised by four

sub-categories:

(a) Enlisting CEO Support in an effort to overcome rational arguments with political

clout; this lead to the more general attitude of

(b) HQ Rulesrwhich means that the regions and local offices have to implement the

global IS as, when and how they are told by head-office; it also means that

(c) the Business will Change, not the system, in case of discrepancies between its

functionality and the way the business operates; and, in general,

(d) Political Arguments will be used to compensate for inabilities to resolve objections

in a rational way.

The categories in both domains influence each other strongly, both within each domain and,

more significantly, between the domains.

6.2.2. ,FACTOR, RELATIONSHIPS: DYNAMICS BETWEEN THE
.BU^S/NE^S,S AND IT CATEGORIES

In each domain, some categories interacted directly with the other domain. Other categories

shape them and determine the nahre of the interaction between the domains. In the following

sections, the interrelationships between categories are described for each domain.

6.2.2.1. Category Interaction in the Business Domain

The business categories are the main originators of influence over the Co-op's position vis-d-

urs FIST, the international information systems project. The Nature of the Business is the
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most fundamental influence. Its structural uniqueness determines the essential characteristics

of the Global Business Strategy. Similarly, the particulars of its external - market and

industry - evolution have caused this strategy to change in a distinct pathway, set out in the

Migration of Global Strategy. All three of these factors combine to form a Tradition of

Autonomy among the Co-op's local offices and regions. Although assisted by other

influences, this well established culture of far-reaching independence for regional

management is the main shaper of the Rejection of the Global Information System, which

in itself is then a major influence in the development of FIST, the global systems development

project. The other information technology related category is a Lack of IT Experience in

information technology matters at the Co-op's headquarters'. [n turn, the Co-op's naivety in

information technology at the centre reinforces the Tradition of Local Autonomy, this time

with respect to managing the local infomration systems and technology installations. Figure

6.4 below shows the interplay of the major business categories.

Conditioners Business Effectors

Delimits global
authority balance Strengthens

Conservative IT
(due to Politics)

Defines areas of
independence Negation of

HQ control

Autonomy
Shengthens

Local IT
Autonomy

Global
Business
Strategy

the Busin
Rejection

of Global IS

Lack of IT
at HQ

Figure 6.4- Business Dynamics: major categories and relations

Tradition
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Five of the six categories, or'factors', are akin to 'independent variables'. They condition

and shape the character of Rejection of the Global IS, the 'dependent' category, which is the

onc engaged in the major interaction between the IT and the Business domains.

6.2.2.2. Category Interaction in the Information Technology Domain

Capacity, the most fundamental conditioning category is the level and degree of conceptual

capability brought to bear on the design of the system, i.e. the ability to conceptualise and

think through thorny issues. It has the most detailed influences on the other categories -

because of its nature as a fundamental and basic requirement for good information systems

design and development. The greater complexity of an intemational information systems

environment seems to place a commensurately greater significance on this factor. The lack

(or low level) of Capacity is accompanied by the effects of Analysis, the application of

mostly erroneous methods and assumptions used in the system building activity. The fallacy

and inadequacy of these underlying paradigms acts as a direct inlluence on the character of

the Global Standard IS Design:

o the Global Nature of the application systems reflects the belief that they are all serving

identical, merely geographically separate, businesses; this misconception is aggtavatedby

the use of

Data/Business Modelling at too high a level; consequently, this leads to the stipulation of

Globally standardised technology in terms of the I:A--T sub-category i.e. the elroneous

assumption that identical information needs to come from identical applications, which, in

tum, require identical hardware to run on.
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Figure 6.5 below shows the interplay between the major categories within the Information

Technology domain. These distorting influences on the design of the global IS were further

complemented by the (often low) level of Information Systems Professional Skills the FIST

team brought to bear on the one hand, and the evidence of an inadequacy to internalise

international issues, summarised in the Domestic Mindset category. In concert, they are a

major reason for the, the main interface with the business domain.

IT Eflectors Conditionen

Figure 6.5. Categories and Relations in the Information Technology domain

The two other'dependent' categories are

o the fact that the whole project is an IS Initiative, created in response to perceived

inefficiencies in the international operations of the Co-op. This category is a strong

influence towards the standardised, centrist nature of the global IS, with the perceived

intention of using the global IS as (covert) instruments of central control;

. IS by Force developed as a consequence of the inability to deal in a rational way with

the business people's rejection of the global IS - and subsequently resorting to political

power-play in an attempt to push acceptance of the system.
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The summarisation levels displayed in Figure 6.5 above mask the fact that the interaction

between the information technology categories is multidimensional, often linked at the sub-

category level and very richly interwoven.

6.2.3. THE NATaRE OF FACTOR INTERACTIONS: THE FORCE FIELD

The Business and Information Technology Domains to set up an arena for the interactions

between the business and information technology interests. In each domain, the individual

category dynamics culminate in fonning one category that is responsible for the primary

interface between the business and information technology domains. In the IT domain, this is

the Global Standard IS Design, acting as the fust causal factor in the business domain's

Rejection of the Global System. This then sets up a pattern of interplay between the

domains, involving IS Initiative and IS by Force in a secondary interaction. A suitable

model for describing such an interaction of socio-organisational forces is a 'Force Field', in

the sense of Lewin (1952). Figure 6.6 illustrates this.

Inter-Domain Force-Field
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Figure 6.6. Force Field of Business and IT Dynamics: Interplay of the rnajor categories
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The forces acting in that field are of considerable magnitude. Initially, the conflict presented

itself as a straightforward clash of divergent self-interests and goals. Regional management

defended thcir 'fiefdoms' against the IT people's attempt to impose FIST as a means of

stringent head-offi ce control.

Furthermore, there is a deeper causal chain leading up to this confrontation, as Figure 6.7

shows. The numbers in the figure follow the sequence of the steps in the progression of

cause-and-effect that finally resulted in the establishment ofthe Force Field.

Direction
of

Causal
Sequence

Inter-Domain Force.Field
il1ililililililililililil1

Figure 6.7. The causal sequence of category inter-relationships in the build-up of the Inter-Domain Force Field

:,,7

Analysis

T:A:T
Bus. Same

Model

Rejection of

Global IS

ConftoVPolitics

Misalignment

Global

Standard

IS

Design

lS Professional Skills
Domestic Mindset

Conceptual Capacity
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Starting the sequence, the Nature of the Business

(l) dictated the content of the Global Business Strategy.

External changes (the tIK's joining the EU) to the Nature of the Business cause a

(2) Migration of Global Business Strategy, as did, further on,

(3) changes to the Global Business Strategy that were generated internally, i.e. by the

CEO's vision:

The sound success of the first, traumatic migration to a multinational strategy (in Bartlett and

Ghoshal terms) had created a number of 'local heroes' in the regions, who were the solid

foundation for a

(4) Tradition of Autonomy and independence from head office.

The Co-op's executive are mostly from a Primary Producer background, where information

technology is not of importance. Furtherrnore, the political character of the Co-op breeds a

culture of cautious conservatism towards issues with any level of failure probability. Both

those traits explain the

(5) Lack of Information Technology Sophistication at the executive level. In turn, this

had a number of effects on the IT people in the Co-op:

(6) The information technology culture followed the executive's conservative stance. This

lead to a certain complacency with low IS Professional Skills, Iittle conceptual

Capacity and a pervasive Domestic Mindsel Lack of experience outside the Co-op's

legacy mainframe technology, confined to the home country, compounded the situation.

This syndrome also shapes the

(7) Analysis as a collection of outdated assumptions (such as I:A:f) and inappropriate

methods (Data/Business Modelhng) leading to influential fallacies @ustness Sameness).

8 The paradigmatic assurrFtion tjhat obtrining equal lnformation content requires identical Application systerns,

running on the same lechnology Infrastructure.
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The second far-reaching consequence of the Lack of an IT Sophistication and the parochial

culture of the IT people at head office was the encouragement given to the

(8) IS Initiativeo a misinterpretation of the CEO's vision, was seen by the business people

as an exercise in .lS Control. Having No Economic Justifcation, the proposed

(9) Global Standard IS Design was seen as naive and unworkable, which reflected

r (10) the influence of the Analysis category.

The business, defending their Tradition of Autonomy against what they saw as a means of

Control/Politics, united in a clear

(11) Rejection of the Global IS, ostensibly because of its Misalignment with business needs

and strategy.

This fust rejection by the business people was, however, only the beginning of a series of

antagonistic exchanges, which eventually engaged the opposing sides in a cycle of rejection

and reaction which in the end proved strong enough to stop the information systems project

altogether. The scene for the conflict was set after a number of key developments in 1993 and

early 1994 had set the scene:

r NAR and SEAR were co-opted to FIST as 'global pilot' sites;

. After some initial input from NAR a 'Benchmark Prototype' was developed by the FIST

team at the Australasian HQ for use in a Request for Proposal (RFP) for the Co-op's global

information technology and systems;

o Supplier's responses' were evaluated quickly and the global standard technology was

selected by FIST: HW platform, DBM database and SOFT applications; no

communications or support vendors were selected;

Table 6.2 below re-casts the case storyd to highlight the five dialectical interchanges of

business rejection alternating with FIST's reaction observed in the Co-op case.
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able 6.2. Staces in the Cycle of Reiection and Reacfion between business

Time Cycle Proiect Activitv

Mid-r994 Cycle 1:

Rejection

Reaction

Cycle 2:
Rejection

FIST 'Benchmark' comparison between NAR and SEAR finds a
*90-95yo" match. SEAR points out it is in different markets with
different products; refuses to accept 'Benchmark' and opts out of
the pilot.

FIST press ahead with NAR. SOFT has not enough functionality
for NAR's actual requirements and needs extensive
enhancements;

However, NAR refuse to pay an estimated $1.8m for changes to
obtain "what we have now";

Late-1994 Cycle 2:
Reaction

FIST team enlist support of the Co-op's CEO, who issues a strong

directive to NAR (and copies to ail other regions) to accept FIST;

Early 1995 Cycle 3:
Rejection

FIST 'Benchmark' comparison extended to European Region
(ER) and finds another 90-95To match; ER rejects the finding,
citing "divergence in markets, intra-regional diversity"; obtain the

CEO's agreement to hold off until FIST is implemented
successfully in NAR;

Mid 1995 Cycle 3:
Reaction

With the CEO's backing, FIST initiate the 'Enquiry-to-Cash-
proj ect (ETC), a business-process-reengineering initiative to ali gn

all Co-op operations globally with SOFT functionality (as

modelled on and extended for NAR);

Late 1995 Cycle 4:
Rejection

NAR opts out of the pilot project: after three years of delays,

now have to replace their obsolete technology and IS with an

"interim solution"; will thereafter decide whether and how to
implement FIST;

they

Early 1996 Cycle 4:
Reaction

Co -op opens new, small (16 person) office in the Middle East

(MEO); FIST team select MEO as the new 'global prototype' and

begin development to adapt SOFT at HQ in Australasia (as there

are insufficient IS resources in MEO);

Mid 1996 Cycle 5:
Rejection

Questioning MEO's suitability as a 'global prototlrye', ER opt out

of FIST permanently;

The CEO commissions an international consulting firm to carry
out a perforrnance audit of the FIST project.

Late 1996 Cycle 5:
Reaction

MEO 'global protob/pe' is "reduced in scope": General Ledger,
Debtors & Creditors go live in time for 1997; FIST announce

'global roll-out' after this "successful pilot" implementation;

Early 1997

Termination

Consultants report to CEO: "FIST is overly ambitious; probably
unachievable within the set timeframe; realisation of benefits is

highly doubtful";

CEO re-assigns FIST Management; Scope of FIST changed to

develop a global information systems plan;

and FIST
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illustrates the principle of this cycle and the major categories involved in the dialectical

interchange in the fashion of a cause-and-effoct loop, after Miles et al. (1994) and Weick

(1979). The cycle activities all take place in the force field between the main category

domains in the case.

Inte r-Domain F orc e- Field

Strengthens Misalignment
Control

is
political

reason

for
'global'

design

No solutions
Control/Politics

Figure 6.8- Interaction Cycle: Rejection of the International Information System by the business people and

Reaction from the IT people

Repeated failure to arrive at an acceptable Global Standard IS Design lead to its Rejection

by the business people. Their refusal to co-operate further increased the isolation of the FIST

team. This reinforced the IS Initiative category, which in turn shengthened the tendency to

push the IS by (political) Force. Confirming their view that FIST was really a political

power play, the business people responded in kind and with renewed Rejection. This isolated

the IT people even further, leading to yet another round in the cycle.

IS Initiative
No.Econ

Control

Strategic

Rejection
of Global IS IS bv Force

Global
Standard

IS
Design

Systems

Building
Deficiency
Categories

AutonE'my
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6.3. TI{E FIRST TI{EORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The following paragraphs set out the first formulation of a theory of the factors at work in an

International Information System. Before that, however, it is necessary to clarify the rationale

for the nomenclature used.

Whetten (1989) defines a theory as a set of linked elements:/a ctors are interconnected by

relationships, which the theory explains - in the first instance for the range of its substantive

environment. The statements describing all this then form Merton's (1968) "logically

intercorurected sets of propositions". Ordering those is not difficult, when their number is

small (Dubin, 1969). Zetterberg (1965, p86-9a) suggests, however, that for more than three

propositions simply listing them is not enough and a more stnrctured mode of ordering than

is advisable. He recommends 'inventories' of determinants and results, organised in chain

patterns or even matrices, if their nature allows it. Following this suggestion, the theoretical

propositions derived from the cases shall be ordered in 'theory areas' that group families of

relatedfactors. Thepatterns of their relationships are then set out for each major factor,

supported by explanalory propositions. This discharges three of Whetten's requirements. The

caseso in which the interim theoretical expos6 is grounded in, determine the fourth, i.e. its

range.

The elements of the nomenclature chosen for stating the theory are:

. The Theoretical Framework: this is the provisional, interim theorywritten-up after each

case. It is referred to as the 1st 12nd and so on). The Framework consists of

o Theoremsl these are propositions of factor relationships, grouped around a common

theme, i.e. their 'theoretical area'. Theorems, in turn, may contain a nurnber of supporting

statements, labelled
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Theses; they are also theorematic in nature, but usually describe a single relationship

between elements of the theory. The more complex relationships may require still more

building blocks: these supporting statements are named

Postulates, which explain and add detail to the Thesis. They can be premises or

assumptions, either paradigmatice or axiomaticl0 in nature.

In this section the first theoretical framework, based on the Co-op case, is set outll. It is first

set out in the order in which it was developed. Secondly it will be grouped into theory areas

of like factors.

A fair proportion of the FIST team's difficulties arose from the structure of the trS. At first

this was to be a system, the same everywhere. Only later did FIST make concessions to local

differences, but could not find a design that was acceptable to the regional users. Political

arguments clouded this process further. The first three theorems aim to capture the

underlying essence of these developments:

A. An trS for a diverse international firrn must have a Core/Local Split; i.e. a totally identical

system for use everywhere is not the logical starting point-

B. Nature of the business and its autonomy structure determine the contents of the IIS core;

the design of the IIS as a globally standard system reflects the Misalignmentbetv,reen the

CEO's intention and the FIST interpretation.

e In tfris context, it means relating to a specific, substantive, example
r0 i.e. relating to established principles, - such as canons of good practice in the field of Inforrnation Systems in

general - which for the purpose ofthis discourse are accepted as self-evident
tt The theorerns, theses and postulates are set out in summarised form in the following paragraphs. The detailed

set of theoretical statements is contained in the working papers.
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C. The extent of the Local parts of the IIS is more determined by political factors than by

rational/logical analysis. Because the potential of the.LS as an instrument of central

Control,the Core/Locat Split involves more than just a rational allocation of functionality.

ln a similar vein, the management structure and processes of any IIS project must align with

the global firms govemance, so that

D. the decision making authority for the creation and implementation of the IIS must reflect

the business' authority strueture, especially the boundaries of regionaVlocal autonomy.

Theorem C., in particular, is the foundation for a more general observation, namely that

E. the implementation of an trS that is perceived as an instrument of central control meets

conflict from local management. This sets up a Force Field of antagonistic interaction

between users and IT people.

The next goup of theorems focuses on the conceptual, technical and professional difficulties

that plagued the FIST team in their efforts to bring together a workable design. Albeit still

expressed with a considerable degree of generality, they are beginning to outline the specific

requirements for an trS development methodology:

Creating and implementing an IIS requires intemational knowledge;

The analysis preceding IIS design requires an extraordinary high level of conceptual

capability;

F.

G.
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H. Backing by local business management (i.e., not just by the central executive) is required

for design and implementation of the IIS.

L State of the art skills and a high degree of professionalism are required prerequisites for

the design and implementation of an IIS.

Acknowledging that the conflict befween IT and the regional users is not limited to one

interchange alone, the last theorem connects the users' and IT responses to the notion of the

Force Field developed earlier in Theorem E.:

J. Response, i.e. Acceptance and Rejection are determined in Force Field interactions

between lJsers and IT people

The theorems group into three areas of theoretical topics, focusing on

l. The architecture, i.e. shape, stucture and elements of an international information systern;

2. The interactions zurounding the nature of the users' response to the trS and the shape and

direction they take in the Force Field;

3. The requiremerrts for stuctures, processes and skills in the management of the

development of an IIS.

The grouping of theorems into the three topic areas is shown in Table 6.3 below.

The first case yielded a large amount of data over a broad front. Each theorem is supported

by several theses, covering a number ofproperties. The resulting theory is relatively

unspecific, but of a wide reach and range.
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able 6.J. Iheorems oi the l"''l'heoretical Framework ordered bv fheorv Areas
Theom Area The l" Theoretical Framework- based on the Co-op Case

Architecture of
AN IIS

Theorem A.An IIS for a diverse international firm must have a Core/Local
Split

Theorem B.Nature of the business and its autonomy structure determine the

contents of the IIS core
Theorem C.The extent of the Local parts of the IIS is more determined by

political factors than by rational4ogical analysis
Response and
the Force Field

Theorem E. The implementation of an trS that is perceived as an instrument
of central control meets conflict from local management and

sets up a Force Field
Theorem H.Backing by local business management (not just by central

executive) is required for design and implementation of the IIS
Theorem J. Response, i.e. Acceptance and Rejection are determined in

Force Field interactions between Users and lT people

Development
Management
Skills for IIS

Theorem F. Creating and implementing an trS requires international
knowledge

Theorem G.The analysis preceding trS design requires an extraordinary
high level of conceptual capability

Theorem I. State of the art professionalism is required for the design and

implementation of an IIS
Theorem D.Decision making authority for the creation and implementation

of the IIS must reflect the business authoritv structure

More, and more focused, data is now needed to add depth to this first theory, to make it more

expressive, to add clarity and to strengthen its explanatory power.

6.4. THEORETICAL SAMPLING FOR THE NEXT CASE

This method of selecting additional areas for further research addresses the "basic

question. ..fofl what groups or subgroups does one turn to next in the data collection?" (Glaser

et al., 1967 , p47). These groups are selected for their potential to add the 's/lces of data"'

needed to firm up on propositions or to provide new insights. Theoretical sampling

concentrates therefore on the categories and areas that are not yet considered to be

theoretically saturated. The first step towards new data selection must therefore be the

assessment of the saturation levels for the core categories identified so far. From this , a

sampling strategy can be derived and the requirements for the next case can be established.
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6.4.1. ASSESSMENT OF ,SATUR/ITION, LEVELS

Table 6.4 below summarises which areas, core categories and main sub-categories are

considered to be in need of more clarifying detail. They are contrasted them with those

categories where current understanding and explanatory strength is considered to be adequate

for the theory. These include categories that reflect items regarded as sufficiently common

knowledge in the information systems' field so that they do not require further expansion or

exemplifications.

able 4. Assessment of the Saturation Leve ot MaJor Cqtegones
Unsaturated Categories Saturated Categories

Business: Business:

Nature of the Business i.acir oi' iT Soirhistication
Global Business Stratesv ]lisration of Giol:ai Strategv
Reiection of Global IS Tiadition ci' Local,.{utonornv

Information Technolosv: Information Technolo gv:

An alvsis (meth ods/p aradiems)
IS Professional Skills i5 Plof'essional Skills

IS Conservatism i 5' P rctfe.s s io n al i snt

Capaci8
Dr:rnestic h'Iindset

IS Initiative !5 initiative
IS as Connol lS Orisin

t l s [61t tioitli r: .] u s t ifict ttion
Global Standard IS Desien Glahal Standard IS Design

Common Core (ilohal Nrrure
Core Local Split

IS bv Force

In the following paragraphs the saturation levels of the main categories are discussed, firstly

for the categories - in both domains - that are considered saturated. Secondly, the discussion

sets out where, and what, further investigation is needed to enhance the understanding of the

'unsafurated' categories.
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6.4.1.1.'Saturatedo categories

Despite the fact that most core categories are broad rather than deep in their coverage, a

number could nevertheless be considered 'saturated' after the Co-op case. In the Business

Domain this comprises:

o Lack of IT Sophistication: this category has been established abundantly in interviews

and other data; secondly, its detrimental effect on a complex project is plausible eo ipsog;

. Migration of Global Strategy: a clear understanding of the direction of change in

strategy is established in the history of the Board and a clear picture of how this affects

other categories has been obtained. Furtherrnore, the significance of the Global Business

Strategy for Information Systems policy is one of the few well documented findings in the

field of international information systems research;

o Tradition of Local Autonomy: this is abundantly established through interviews, and

well embedded in the case 'text' as a significant element of the Co-op's corporate history;

as a consequence of the 'multinational'business strategy it is also well grounded in

International Business research literature concerned with the status of subsidiaries of

multinational enterprises.

Some of the categories in the Infonnation Technoloey Domain discovered in the Co-op case

are considered to be general knowledges in the wider field of information systems research.

As such they apply to any information system, not just to global and/or international ones.

Embellishing these categories any further will not contribute much to a specific theory in the

substantive area of international information svstems.
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For this reason, a lack of IS Professionalism (from IS Professional Skills) will be detrimental

to any information systems project, albeit even more so for a complex one such as FIST.

Similarly, the lack of business backing inherent in IS Origin is well known as a contributor to

IS failure, as is No Economic JustiJication (both from IS Initiative), i.e. asking for significant

business changes without offering convincing business benefits.

Two categories more specific to international information systems are also considered

'saturated'. The negative influence of a Domestic Mindsef i.e. not knowing about

international settings and environments not understanding how they are different has been

well documented in the case history. The second (sub)category is the Global Nature, the only

'saturated' element of Global Standard IS Design. There is exhaustive confirmation in the

case 'text' for the large probability that a globally identical system and technology platform

will not work satisfactorily across businesses of varying sizes in different markets and

environments- In addition to the case evidence, both categories are plausible within

themselvess.

6,4.1.2.'Unsaturated' categories

Out of the 13 core categories, however, 9 are in need of further investigation. They are either

new and need more data to enhance understanding, or they seem case-specific and their

generalisability needs probing and confirming.

Three of the Business Domain categories require the latter. The effects of the Co-op's rrnique

Nature of the Business on the character of its operations and the character of its IIS are

amply manifest in the case. Whether these inJluences also exist in other circumstances,
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however, needs further exploration. The same goes for the Global Business Strategy

category, where a possible connection between the 'core' of the IIS and the role of the centre

and regions was indicated by the case story, but needs more investigation. The reasons for the

Rejection of the Globat IS are comprehensively contained in the case. However, the inverse

category, i.e. business people's Acceptance of an IIS, only exists in the case history as

conjectural speculation. This certainly warrants further grounding in empirical data: a

'Response' core category - of which Rejection could be but one incarnation - would be

potentially very important.

In the lnformation Technoloey Domain. most of the categories in need of more data are new,

or have a new application in the field of international information systems. The category

describing the methods and paradigms of Analysis used in the design of an IIS covers three

such new'discoveries' :

(a) I:A:t'2; although clear in its effect in the case, the concept is new and needs more

understanding;

(b) Business Sameness; the origins of this category, especially its possible correlation

with the deficient conceptualisation of international business operations will profit

from more exemplifi cation;

(c) Data/Business Modelling;the lack of value of these techniques for the design of an

intemational information system is surprising; their- possibly causal - link to

Business Sameness needs deeper comprehension; another potentially critical linkage

as a possible key inJluence to Core/Local Split also requires more empirical detail.

rz The paradigmatic assunption that obtaining equal lnformation content requires identical Application systems,

running on the ry lechnology Infrastructure.
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IS Conservatism (from the IS Professional Skills category) is all about being out of date

about technology. This may not just (trivially) reflect ignorance, but could also be an

expression of intentional caution, or even just stem from the long duration of global projects

vis d vis the fast pace of information technology change. For this reason, further embedding

in data is essential to add more, and more specific, utilify to this category.

The importance of high conceptual abiliry (the Capacity category) in a general sense would

be a truism, as important in the IS field as in any other, were it not for its link to - somewhat

unexpected - difficulties with Data/Business Modelling or conceptual fallacies such as

I:A:7. Their role and significance needs to better understood in the specific context of

international inforrnation systems. A possible link to Business Sameness, i.e. using the wrong

level of abstraction when conceptualising international settings also requires further

investigation.

IS as Control, a sub-category of IS Initiative, is about the use of information systems as a

lever to impose a different level of control on international finns by means of forcing the

necessary organisational and process changes. Both aspects are in need of more

understanding, especially any linkage with 'Response', i.e. Rejection or Acceptance of the

IIs.

The two sub-categories of Global Standard IS Design require more data. The existence of a

Common Core in the architecture of an IIS is well established in the Co-op case, but not what

deterrrines its content. Also, the case points only to the difficulties of achie',ting an acceptable

Core Local Split, i.e. the definition of what applications should be in the corrmon core and in
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local variations. More data of what a 'working' definition would consist of and how it could

be arrived at is required.

A number of issues pertaining to the political exchanges in the case contained in the IS by

Force category require further investigation:

(a) That CEO Support, a stalwart, traditional success factor of IS projects, can function in

a detrimental way is worthy of empirical substantiation beyond the current case;

(b) The role of Political Arguments, predominantly negative in the Co-op case, needs

further investigation;

(d) Business will Change and HQ Rules dominated the interchange between regionaVlocal

offices and the centre in order to adapt an IIS's corlmon core. These categories,

obviously critical for successful systems implementation, needs further clarification.

After the identification of the areas of further investigation, a strategy for selecting the next

case needs to be established. From this, the requirements of what qualities and attributes the

next case enterprise should have can be derived.

6.4.2. SAMPLING STRATEGY AND REQAIREMENTS FOR THE NEXT
CASE

After identifoing the target categories for firrther saturation" the second decision about the

theoretical sample is whether to aim for similar or different data and/or groups.

Glaser et al. (1967) recommend that the two strategies follow each other: n'When begiruring

his generation of a substantive theory, the [researcher] establishes the basic categories and

their properties by minimising differences in comparison groups. (Note: Good substantive
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theory can result from the study of one group, if the analyst carefully sorts data into

comparative subgroups.) Once this basic work is accomplished, however, [the researcher]

should tum to ma,ximising differences :lmong comparison groups in accordance...with the

requirements of his emergent theory''. (ibid.,p56-57)

The first case had established a number of basic categories, their properties and linkages.

Some of these are unsaturated because the case study has only been able to bring up one side,

dimension or aspect of the category and a different setting is now needed to filI in the gaps.

Others are new and more data is needed for confirmation, or otherwise, of whether they are

uniquely specific to the Co-op's case or whether they have more general theoretical value.

Maximising differences was therefore selected as an appropriate strategy for the theoretical

sampling for the next case.

In order to put the new case in juxtaposition to the Co-op, the new enterprise should have

the following overall attributes:

. They need to have had implemented, or should operate currently, a successful

intemational information system;

. Their business should be less diversified with respect to markets and operations;

In Table 6.5 below the desired characteristics of the next group, i.e. the next case for study,

are set into the context of the safuration requirements for individual categories. One of the

Co-op's main shipping partrrers was J Lauritzen, a Danish shipping company with a recently

established international information system. J Lauritzen fits well within the sampling

sfrategy of maximising 'group' differences.
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Table 6.5. Theoretical of the Next Case

Business Domain:

Nature of the Business The business should have a reasonably clear focus to allow an

easy identification of any linkage between operations and the

nature of the IIS.

Global Business Strategy There is no specific preference for any particular global strategy,

as long as the case's strategy is a clear one and can be readily

compared within the Bartleft & Ghoshal framework.

Rejection of Global IS The case should be around an accepted IIS to allow ready

investigation into what made the business accept it-

Information Technology Domain:

Analvsis
I:A:t'3
Business Sameness
Data/Business M odel ling
IS Professional Skills
IS Conservatism
Conceptual Capability

The case should provide examples of the methods/paradigms

used, successfully, to develop and/or maintain the trS.

IS Initiative
IS as Control

Business management should have been behind the IIS - to
allow the original IS Initiative category to be extended by
contrast.

Global Standard IS
Design
Common Core
Core Local Split

Study of these critical categories

. how the split between Core/Local was done; and

r what is defined as the common core

should be easily possible.

IS by Force
CEO Support
Political Arguments
Business will Change
HQ Rules

The case should show

r how the system is distibuted to the regionaUlocal units; and

. how the local autonomy issues are addressed.

13 The paradigrratic assumptioa tbat obtaining equal lnformation content requires identical Application systems,

nrnning on the same lechnology Infrasructure.
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Contrary to the Co.oF, howener, J Lauritzen ie in the business of selling a serdcg not a

product. They are a much wraller firm than the Co-op and it is a elosely held private firm, not

a co-operative society under statutory nrles.

J Lauritzen also fits we-ll into the requirements ofma"ximising 'd,ata' differ,ences. The business

is well defined, with a stable and definitive global strategy, According to the users oftheir

system, J Lauritzen's ILS had adequat€ firnctionalitll and accepted utility. It had been

inrplemented reeently and should therefute crearly show the methods/paradigtrls used for its

developmrent ruld implenentation, Furthermo:q it should be possible to seJ the s,ystem"'s

pereoived rfiility into contsrtwith the way in which the Core/Local Split was carried sr,tt.

Iastly, a clear concept of,what the Cemuan Core should be, would be de,rivable from this. In

all sf this, J Lauritz€n seen'ed to fit the require, ents for the next case raf,her well.

For this reason, the frrnr of J Lariritzon was ehosen as the spcond case.
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Endnotes:

' Bartlett and Ghoshal ( I 989) developed a framework for the classification of enterprises operating in more than

one country, cenhed on the level and intensify of global control versus local autonomy. 'Global fvms
maintain high levels of global confiol while 'Multinationals' give high local contol. 'Transnational'
organisations balance tight global control whilst vigorously fostering local autonomy. This strategy of "think
global and act local" is considered optimal for rnany international operatious. 'lnternationals'are an interim
state, transiting towards a balance of local and global.

b Examples are:
o Confused and woolly ideas such as separate physical inventories for A and B Producs (a marketing

classification for the probability distribution berween'predictable' versus 'windfall'yields, necessary for
forecasting production rates for natural products) could not be resolved into workable information
systems concepts;

. A 60-digi! concatenated, "standard product identifier" in response to the requirements of unified
production plarming and allocation is a demonstration of the inability to go beyond simplistic, trivial
'solutions' which are practically inoperable; and, similarly,

r a 56-digit account code to implement a "standard global account structute". In addition to being
impractical, such a standard would be illegal in most European countries, where firms' account

structures are dictated by statute and tax law - reflecting the Domestic Mindset category at its most
detrimental.

" The political nature of the Co-op's business structue and culture is a partial reason for this: self-preservation
iastincts dictate a policy of cautious conservatism in all things expensive that might go \ilrong.

o Glaser & Strauss ( 1967) recornmend this as a good test to see whether the theory so far does 'work', i.e. can

explain the 'text' by telling it in another way.

" This is what Glaser & Strauss (1967) refer to as a single 'datum' which provides a "vantage point from which
to understand a category and to develop its properties" (p65). There are "no limils to the techniques of data

collection, the way they are used, or the flpes of data acquired"(ibid) for defining such new sets of data within
the theoretical sample.

t Saturation is defined as the point in the investigation when "new data does not add any more new properties or
insights to a category and its properties" (Glaser & Shauss, 1967, p6l).

t Glaser & Strauss (1967) specifically categorise this type ofsaturation criteriou as "[the researcher's] own
experiences, general knowledge and the stories ofothers" (p67).
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CHAPTER 7. CASE TWO: J LAURITZEN SHIP OWNERS

This chapter contains the case story, its interpretation and the translation of the factor

relationships, which is then expanded into the 2nd Theoretical Framework. Setting out the

considerations for the theoretical sampling for the next case concludes this chapter. The

details of the case and its analysis are, again, available from the author on demand.

7.1. CASE IIISTORY: J LAURITZEN SHIP OWNERS

The J. Lauritzen Shipping Company was founded by Ditlev Lauritzen in 1884. Since 1930's

the Company has concentrated on specialised shipping which requires technically advanced

vessels and a high degree of expertise and experience. Today, J Lauritzen is the second

largest shipping group in Denmark - Maersk is number one.

This case study is about one division, namely Lauritzen Reefers .'Reefers 'are specialised

ships for the transportation of perishable products with sophisticated temperature and

environmental control capabilities. They cater for unitised cargo, i.e. pallets in the hold and/or

(refrigerated) containers on deck'

Over the last two decades the shipping industry had been faced with considerable turbulence.

Cyclical over-capacity combined with deregulation and removal of protection for national

carriers in most OECD countries have led to predatory price cutting on certain key shipping

routes. At the same time, Danyard, the J Lauritzen shipbuilding arm was making heavy

losses and the drain on profits forced the group to divest 50 Yo of Sabroe Refrigeration ,US to
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a Swedish-led investment consortium.

restructuring of the whole J Lauritzen

To cope with all these developments, a major

group was carried out during 1997 and 1998.

7.1.1. J LAT]RITZEN'^S AUSINESS

Lauritzen Reefers run a fleet of between 50 to 60 ships of between 2.500 t to 11,000 t

capacity. They own about 40 of the ships and have the rest either under management or under

contract. A small number of large customers account for 90o/o of their business. These are

predominantly producers of fruit, vegetables, dairy produce or meat in the Southern

Hemisphere, whose markets are the major economies in the North. For them the cost of

transport has a major and direct effect on their bottom-line profits. For predictability, cargo

contracts are auctioned annually, to the lowest bidder. J Lauritzen have usually about 60% of

their available shipping capacity signed up under regular and firm contracts. These cover

costs -profits come from the best use of spare capacity around the 'booked' business.

The local offices, i.e. the 'jobbers 'in shipping parlance, are responsible for establishing the

business with customers. This involves the preparation of quotes, the negotiations preceding

the deal and, finally, the drawing up and closing of contracts for the business. In this, they

enjoy a high degree of autonomy.

After a contract is agreed a "voyage" (i.e. a single booking on ajourney) is established- The

jobber then organises with the customer to bring the goods to the pier. From this point on, the

'operator' in the operations departnent takes over. They keep records for each 'voyage',

including position and travel details as well as actual costs against the estimates the original

quote was based on.
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Figure 7 .l . I Lavrraen's 'Nature of the Business'

A central schedule of the ships,

the 'common resource' in this

business, is kept at the

J Lauritzen head office in

Copenhagen. It relies on

information about ships'

movements that all the

Operations Deparftnents uPdate

into the system. tn this way, it

contains snapshot of positions,

estimated arrival times,

directions, ports, etc. of all 50 to

60 Lauritzen ships available.

With the help of this schedule the

local jobbers can find freight

capacity from ships that maybe

in the vicinity, are going "on ballast" (i.e. are without lucrative cargo), or are heading towards

a port from which they will then be going on ballast, The chartering departrnent is the second

central function, which controls all the 'supply' contracts (e.g. for provisions and fuel, the

"bunkering" in shipping parlance). They set the rates for each contract or consignment - and

thus control a large part of J Lauritzen's profitability.

Fizure 7.1 above illustrates this centraVlocal interaction.
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The two main areas of J Lauritzen's business are thus:

l. The main 'Reefers' business is 'trampingl', where the avoidance of 'going on ballast' is

key. The firm relies on the local jobbers to fill the ships with cargo from one journey to

the next. The jobbers rely heavily on central scheduling, which, in tum; relies on them

(and the ships) for up-to-date, accurate and shared operations data. The 'season' for their

typical cargo of perishable foodstuffs is from February to June, during the Southem

Hemisphere's harvest season - with the exception of meat, which is traded all year round.

2. There is also some 'line' business, i.e. having schedules ofjourneys between a number of

ports. The key success factor is, again, for the Jobbers' to filIthe space on each journey-

Similar to the airline business, pricing flexibility is important, to optimise the contributions

for each journey, as their cost structure is fixed. The jobbers rely, again, on central data for

rates and to assess the flexibilitv of individual schedules.

7.1.2. J LAURITZEN'S GLOBAL BUSTNESS STRATEGY

The interaction of the local offices with the central head office in J Lauritzen is quite

straightforward: the local offices are responsible for acquiring trade, and in that they have a

nearly entirely free hand. However, following the long traditions of European shipping, the

centre keeps tight control of the ships (their common resource) and of all that affects them,

from supply to maintenance and capital expenditure.

I I.e. going to wherever freight is and taking it to where it needs to go
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Global
Control

Low High

Local Autonomy

Figure 7.2. J Lauritzen global business strategy in the context of the

respective strategic positions of Head office and local subsidiaries.

In this sense,

J Lauritzen follow a

t r an s n a t i on a 12 str ate gY .

The nature of the local

office' s' independence',

however, is somewhat

less than the ideal of

'think global, act local'

demands. Some of the

local offices fulfil

mainly contracts

managed from somewhere else, while others represent only a sales function, with little or no

operational responsibility. That moves the classification of J Lauritzen more towards the

global business strategy stance.

Figure 7.2 above depicts the dichotomy between the centre and the local offices together with

the resulting Global Business Strategy assessment of the firm overall.

lnfonnation systems have always played a role in J Lauritzen. In the following section their

history is set out and the major infomration systems are introduced. Their role in the firm's

operations are then analysed and, lastly, management of information technology in

J Lauritzen is described.

2 In Bartlett & Ghoshal (1989) terrns
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7.1.3. THE HISTORY OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN JL

In 1981 , Claus Ipsen, the J Lauritzen Group hnformation Technology Manager, introduced

the first computer, an IBM/3090 mainframe into the firm. The first applications developed

were the cost management of ships and the scheduling of the fleet of then 32 ships. These

largely independent programs were consolidated into the first integrated information system

in 1984 - the Shipping Information Processing, or SHIP system. The major geographical

expansion during the second half of the 1980s posed the firm with the option to either

introduce distributed computing or to stay with a central system. The decision was taken to

maintain a central system on the mainframe in Copenhagen.

Over the last decade, three more central systems and one more central computer were added

to the information technology portfolio. Local offices all over the world were connected -

through a third party network - with tenninals directly to the central systems. Computers and

communications were also introduced to J Lauritzen ships during that period. In the last five

years, most of the international offices were upgraded to using Personal Computers instead of

mainframe terminals. In the larger officeso these are linked with Local Area Networks. The

extent of the J Lauritzen's international network is shown in Figure 7.3 below.

By 1996 Lauritzen Reefers had information systems in six application areas,:

o SHIP, the operational control system is acknowledged by the users (iobbers, operators

and accountants) as a robust and reliable working tool for the basic shipping requirements.

It runs on the IBIW3090 in Copenhagen and its main firnctions arc Scheduling,i.e.

keeping track of movements of each of the ships under J Lauritzen's control and the
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Simulation system, used to prepare quotations and carry out 'what-if investigations for

customers during contract negotiations.

The "Economy and Accounting System", ECAS carries out the basic cost and

Figure 7.3. The extent of J Laurigen's information and communications
network in 1996

management

accounting

function and

also produces

the group's

statutory

accounts and

reports. It also

runs on the

IBIW3090 in

Copenhagen;

TRADEWARE produces the - prolific - documentation required for shipping. It was

bought in 1993 from another J Lauritzen company, Arctic Line,who ran a shipping line

between Denmark, Iceland and Greenland. A standalone system on an AS/400 in

Copenhagen, it tumed out not a particularly good match. The central system team have

been modifying it ever since its inception, but by 1996 the jobbers in the local offices

were still not satisfied with the system's functionality. For this reason, they had

developed a number of

Local systems in subsidiary offices; those run on local PC nefworks and are in the main

aimed at extending TRADEWARE's functionality; Statutory financial accounting for the

subsidiary offices is also carried out locally; local systems are linked to the two IBM

mainframes in Copenhagen by
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LECS (for Lauritzen Electronic Communications System), a messaging system based on

mainframe data exchange technology. This was bought in 1990 from Maersk Data, the

information technology arm of J Lauritzen's main competitor. A central database on the

IBM/3090 in Copenhagen, to which every local office has access, allows the interchange

of frles and messages between any office. However, in 1990 LECS was already l5 years

old and the facilities offered for communicating were adequate, but cumbersome.

J Lauritzen uses the IBM network service Adventis to connect to its intemational offices.

Adventis has satellite hook-up facilities, which now allowed on-line contact to the ships,

either via the old telex protocol or using

RAST, the on-board system on J Lauritzen-owned ships. In 1990 J Lauritzeir went into a

joint venture project with the Danish government to build high-technology ships with very

low manning levels. This project was not a commercial success but its legacy RAST, an

on-board maintenance and governance system on an OS/2 platform on - sometimes

networked - PCs, now installed on all J Lauritzen owned vessels3. RAST manages on-

board stores, communicates payroll inforrration and sends operating reports back to head

office.

J Lauritzen's information systems are reliable, and support the operations where it counts. In

line with the climate of austerity in the goup, the do so in a rather minimalist fashion, with

mostly second-hand software on mafure technology.

3 Chartered vessels, or those under J Lauritzen managemen! are usually only capable ofcommunicating with

telex - the reason why both SHIP and LECS still have to support telex protocols'
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V.1.4. ROLE OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN J LAURITZEN'S

OPERATIONS

"ln J Lauritzen A/S the information technology area is not defined as a critical success factor

for the business areas, hence the information technology area is seen as a tool to improve

efficiency on the tactical level of the organisation." So starts the 1996 strategic five-year

information technology plan for the J Lauritzen Group. This has two main consequences for

information systems within Lauritzen Reefers: first of all, information systems themselves

must be run cost-effectively; secondly, systems that support operations have first priority over

others.

lnformation technology has therefore been an integral part of J Lauritzen's business processes

right from the outset - the very first systemso were operations support applications with strong

decision support components. This tradition has continued until the present, with a major

emphasis on 'wiring' the central control to ships and all the local offices in order to carry out

the business in as much 'real-time' as possible.

A key characteristic of J Lauritzen's systems is that they are tightly interwoven into the

business processes throughout the whole business cycle between J Lauritzen, its direct and

indirect clients (i.e. the 'shippers' and their customers) and local authorities in ports, such as

maritime and customs agencies.

o I.e. the'simulation' and'scheduling' aspects of SHIP
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Figure 7.4. lnteraction between Information System* and the Business Cycle in
J Lauritzen

Enquiries are

answered with

reference to SHIP's

Schedule and then

Simulation is used

to negotiate rates

and put together a

quotation. Once

accepted,

TRADEWARE and

local systems

interfaces are used

to create the

necessary

documentation for

the individual

'voyage' as well as

for the overall Journey'. Actual values of position, supply, etc. are updated &om RAST and

local systems into SHIP and ECAS during the journey. At its end, TRADEWARE produces

all the necessary documentation for the 'consignees' as well as for the local authorities.

Figure 7.4 illustrates this interchange between physical business processes and information

svstem.

_i
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7.1.5. CENTRAL VS. DISTMBUTED DATA AND APPLICATIONS

The central orientation of the information systems in J Lauritzen has been the result of long

and ongoing discussions. The option to distribute some of the processing and/or data arose

for the first time in the late 1980s when J Lauritzen had embarked on rapid geographical

expansion. However, three convincing business arguments disfavoured a distributed

configuration:

l. In the shipping business data needs to be shared among many players, often at the same

time. Therefore, Data Integrity, i.e. accuracy and being up-to-date, is very important.

2. Confidentiality reasons also contributed, as data can be kept secure easier in one central

place than in dishibuted mode. This is important for two reasons:

(a) Protecting their customers; nearly all of them are in the commodity business, where

information about shipping volumes and dates would allow competitive action. This

could have a direct and adverse effect on market prices;

(b) Protecting themselves; particularly in bidding situations, competitive intelligence is

very important and "confidentiality until the last minute and careful manoeuwing

with always an eye on the competition are essential ingredients to be successful in

this business".

3. Further deciding factors against adopting a distributed information systems architecture

were differences in local businesses and customs:

(a) Mixed computer literacy at J Lauritzen's various outposts, i.e. offices and agencies

is a main issue. Mistakes and omissions, whether committed in negligence or

ignorance, could compromise both data integrity and confidentiality far beyond the

confines of the 'perpetrating' local office.
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(b) Cultural differences, e.g. "in South America even with IBM everything is mafiana:

the ship is leaving in one hour, the system is down - but they always say they'll come

tomorrow".

As technology developed over the last decade, the data integrity and confidentiality issues are

not as insoluble in distributed information systems platforms as they were in the late 1980s.

Cultural differences and literacy problems, on the other hand, are changing at a much slower

pace.

Furthermore, an equally important argument for a centralised information systems

architecture is - in the words of their Operations Director - that "for example, you can sit

down, one in Japan, one in Chile, talking to somebody on the phone in Long Beach about a

specific bill - and all three can see the same version of the bill; when they then need access to,

say, the schedule, they just switch in Copenhagen at the same time, from the same

system.. .". There are a number of such 'real-time' requirements, involving several of

J Lauritzen's systems, as Table 7.1 shows.

able Real-Time' Transactions in the J Lauritzen Business
Transactions Systems/Information Interaction required between :
Journey Quotation SHIP/Schedule Centre", Originator",

(Receive/). (Shios).

Cargo Enquiries TRAD EWARE/\4anifests :

SHIP/Schedule
Centre, Originator, Receiver,
(Ships),

Originating and
Terminating Voyages

TRADEWAREiI\{ ani fests,
Customs Documentation

Originator, Receiver,
(Customs). (Resulators)

Supplying
("Bunkering') Ships

ECAS/Cost Accounts &
Budgets

Ships, Centre

(optional actors)

s The cenral operations departnent at J Lauritzen's head offrce in Copentragen
6 

J Lauritzen's representative at the origin of the proposed joumey
'J Lauritzen's representative at the receiving/terminating end of the proposed joumey
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7.1.6. STRACTURE AND STRATEGY OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS

MANAGEMENT

Support for Lauritzen Reefer's information systems comes through the main Information

Systems support group, Iocated within the J Lauritzen Group head-office. Reefer's, like the

other group companies, have an lnformation Technology Manager who reports to the Group

lT Manager in his functional role and to management within the subsidiary for day-to-day

work. Within the group there are user centres for each of the key application systems. This

responsibility extends to the use of the system internationally. Each local subsidiary, on the

other hand, is responsible for their own information technology configuration and platform.

to illustrate: there is one full time support person in Long Beach and one full time person in

Auckland. Both are, however, shared between Reefers and their local joint-venture partners

and both have a'functional' responsibility to Copenhagen.

The operation of the central mainframes is outsourced to IBM Services, as is the management

of the network, which is handled by IBM's Adventis group. Some of the local offices, notably

Tokyo and Melbourne, also have outsourcing agreements with IBM's local offices.

Cost effectiveness and cost reduction dictate information systems support throughout the firm

as the following the key policies - from the five-year strategic plan - show:

. The current mainframe applications will be modified only "where this is of benefit to all

Ltsers"; furthermore, ily local applications must fit in with existing central interfaces and

"the responsibility [for the interfaceJ lies with the owner of the application receivins the

data through the interface";
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o Equally, "different applications will not be used in order to cover needs that are basically

identical':

. As a first principle, "Ieqhnology rnanagement and support will be outsourced wherever

possible" and "preferencefor local support is given to external support organisations";

o Management of information systems shall be "stabilised and integrated into the business

management of J Lauritzen",

o Standard software packages are the preferred choice for information systems acquisitions;

r In the local offices"Homogeneous end-user applications (office automation applications)

shall improve cost fficiency".

The strategic five-year plan then sets out in detail how to go about implementing this

concentrated focus on a lean information systems portfolio with a declared objective to

increase the efficiency of the business operations they are an integral part of.

7.2. A]\IALYSIS OF THE J LAIJRITZEN CASE

To establish the J Lauritzen case 28.5 hours of interviews were held with 9 interviewees, 4 of

which are business people and 5 are from the information tecbnology side, representing the

main stakeholders in the international infonnation systems. Interviews and data gathering

took place in Denmark (at J Lauritzen's head office in Copenhagen), California and New

Zeilandbetween February and April 1996. The face-to-face discussions and fact-finding

talks resulted in some 380 pages of interview transcripts and coding notes and were

augmented by some 300 pages of internal and public documents.

The steps in the analysis of the case and the results of each ste,p are in principle the same as

the ones carried out for the Co-op case. However, as this is the second case, an inter-case
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comparison was carried out after the initial coding. Similarly, the new theoretical framework

based on the second case alone was then 'merged' with the first one, to produce the 2"d

Theoretical Framework. This section is organised accordingly:

Section 7.2.1 'Categories and Relations' provides a description of the salient

characteristics of the new categories discovered in the second case and their interrelations;

Section 7.2.2'Comparison of J Lauritzen and Co-op cases' sets out the salient differences

between the cases and investigates their theoretical relevance. This lead to the

introduction of a number of 'second-order', derivative categories.

ln the next section,7.3'Enhancing the theory', the l't Theoretical Framework is amalgamated

with the new theoretical insights gained from this case and the comparative analysis with the

previous one. Lastly, in section 7.4 'Theoretical Sampling' the theoretical sampling process

to determine the third case is set out.

7.2.1. CATEGORIES AND RELATIONS

The firsl 'open' coding of the material yielded some 70 categories. Of these, 37 confirmed or

expanded categories defined in the previous case. 'Theorefical' coding reduced the 33 new

categories to 4 new core categories. Two of the new categories fall into the Business Domain

and two are from the Information Technology arena. krcluding the four new ones, altogether

l7 core categories have now been identified from both cases. Because of the differences in

cases, however, two of them,IS Migrations and Analysis, were not activee in the J Lauritzen

t Core categories and Sub-Categories are formatted thus
t Stategy is stable and no sigp.ificant new development is undertaken
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case and others, such as the IS Skills related categories, only acted indirectly. Of the

remaining ten 'active' categories six were responsible for the bulk of the important

interactions in the case. Table 7.Zbelow gives a summary of the 'active' categories at work

in the case.

able'l .2. Actlve Ca rn the J Lauritzen Case

Active Catesories Status Rernarla

Strategic Weisht of IT NEW Clear. as opposed to unclear in Co-op

Historical Factors
IT History
Business History

NEW Reflects the influence of 'Tradition' in
both business and information
technoloev

Management of IT
Style
Architecture

NEW Is related to IS by Force, especially:
Business will Change and HQ Rules

IS Mirrors Business
Operations [S:Ons)

IYEW IS integrates 'naturally' into the
business processeVcycle.

Acceptance of Global IS
New sub-category:
Global IS/IT Diffusion

NEW Aspect:
Inverted.from

Reiection'

Manifests the opposite end of a
'Response' spectrum from the
Reiection of the Global IS

Global IS Design
New Sub-categories:
Central and Local Reasons

Sienificantlv
Expanded

New explanatory power is added to
the Common Core and Core/Local
Sz/it sub-cateeories

Nature of the Business
New sub-categories
Common Resource
Economic Constraints

Expanded
contains
inverted

IS Initiative

J Lauritzen's IS development policy
focuses on Business (not IS)
Initiative, w ith stinse nt
Economic Justilication (not none)

Global Business Stratew Confirmed Clear and stable global strategy

Tradition of Autonomv
New Sub-category:
Business Politics

Confirmed,
but weak in
J Lauritzen

lS by Force is used to a limited
Jxtent, in the form of
Political Arguments

"IT Professional Factors"
New Sub-categories:
Centrist Skills
Local IT Literacy
Multi-Domes tic Mindset
Cultural Dffirences

NEW
Summary
Category:

only
indirectllt
active in

J Lauritzen

Encompasses also elements of:
IS Professional Skills,

IS Professionalism
IS Conservatism

Lack of IT Sophistication
Conceptual Capability
Domestic Mindset

V uon Interaction Categories

The new categories in this case stem from the fact that the information system in question is

an established business tool that has been around for nearly two decades. IT Management

structure and processes are well understood. Furthsrmore, because shipping is steeped in long

- and revered - tradition in Denmark, Historical Factors are a strong in-fluence not only for
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the business, but also for the way in which information systems are developed so that they

(IS) Mirror the Business Operationsr0. Shipping is intemational by nature and, given this

level of integration into the business, 'intemationalisation' of the information systems was a

factor in the their architecture from the outset.

Information systems are not given a high Strategic Weight of IS by the Group, but are

regarded as an essential ingredient in the management and stewardship of ships and cargoes,

the common resource of their business operations. This stance colours the organisational

placement of the IT Management function, which is embedded in the -central - operations

hierarchy rather than occupylng a functional niche of its own.

Of the 'main' categories, IS:Opslo has the most profound impact on the way in which

information systems work within J Lauritzen. Reflecting the fact that these systems are an

integral part of the business operations of the flrm, users don't regard them as special they are

just part of the normal work routine. This operational nature of J Lauritzen's information

systems has two major corollaries. It is

(i) the major factor responsible for shaping the Design of the global system; and

(ii) directly relates to the general Acceptance of the system by its users, the second

important category in this case.

The Acceptance of the Global Information System manifests itself in the very fact that

users regard it is as an ordinary part of their work procedures. As such, it is subject to the

same satisfaction as well as scrutiny and criticism as any other part of the business processes

to The IS Mirrors the Business Operations category is further on referred to as IS{)ps
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they use. There is an understanding that the system is a "living thing", that it has to change

and that input to this change process is important.

The three categories are linked in a tight cause-and-effect cycle. At the centre of the interplay

between categories is IS=Ops, which influences - and shapes - the Global IS Design. The

information systems design detennines how the technology is used to support the business

operations. This, in turn, influences and shapes the way in which they are carried out. The

resulting continuous and successful interaction between business and information technology

people is the main reason for the Acceptance of the Global Information System.

Acceptance, as a product ofbeneficial interchange between IS and operations then goes on to

intensiff IS=Ops by enhancing the readiness of the business people to integrate the

international information system ever more fully into the business process. This further

refines the Global IS Design, leading to another loop in the cause-and-effect cycle, as shown

in Figure 7.5 below.

This 'virtuous' cycle originates in the Nature of the Business of J Lauritzen. At the heart of

I X"*fu Enhancedllnverted Categories

Figure 7.5. The cycle of integration and acceptance in the
J Larritzen case

their operations is the - central -

management of the shipping fleet as a

Common Resource, which is the main

profit driver and with which everybody in

the finn interacts continuously,

contemporaneously and world-wide. The

roots of the central nature of J Lauritze,n's

information systems are in this element of

central control. They are further deepened

because they reflect the firm's Global

Acceptarice
of Global .

System
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Business Strategy. Management of the fleet and its basic stewardship (of ownership

structure and mix, supplies and maintenance) is best done by headquarters in Copenhagen.

The job of the local offices is it to 'feed' the fleet, i.e. they are mainly responsible for

marketing and customer relations.

This'global' element of the firm's strategy is reflected in their IT Management, which

accumulates most of the IT knowledge at the centre. This 'centrist'tl frame of mind, in turn,

has shaped the Style of IT suppoA (for cornmon systems only) and the basic Architecture of

the international information system, which revolves around two central mainframe

installations in Copenhagen. These mutually linked categories seem to be engaged in a self-

fulfilling cycle, maintaining a structure of central control and systems architecture. They

exert a significant influence on the Global IS Design. Figure 7.6 summarises the interaction

of the main categories.

Figure 7.6. Interaction of all the main categories within the
J LauriEen case

The four other active categories

play a minor role in the interaction

of categories. Tradition of

Autonomy, because of the firm's

centrist organisation, it is not of

great influence. 'IT Professional

Factorst are also of limited

importance, as there are no large

projects and technical functions

tt This ternl although usually found mostly in a political context, will firther on be used to express the
amalgamation of the four categories that deal, respectively, attitude (IIQ Rules), paradigm (IS={ps), policy
(Central Supportfor Local I7) and strategy ('Global'Business Strategy), all of which have a cental focus.

Nature of
Business

.Common Resource
.Economic Restraints

\ ,,1"" I Eahaated/lnverted Cotetories
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have mostly been outsourced - reflecting the low Strategic Weight of IS. In turn, this

weighting has its roots in Historical Factors.

7.2.2. COMPARISON OF J LAUMTZEN AND CO-OP CASES

The J Lauritzen case is in a number of significant ways different from the Co-op case. Firstly,

the international information system in place has been actively accepted by the business

people who use it as part of their work - whereas the Co-op's story is one of accelerating

rejection. The second difference is the stability of the global business strategy followed by

J Lauritzen. Their stance of - predominantly - central control of the core business operations is

well grounded in the history of the firm - whereas the migration through a number of global

business shategies is an important characteristic of the Co-op case. Thirdly, there is no big,

ongoing information systems proj ect.

An assessment of these differences should sharpen the understanding of core categories and

should lead to new insights.

7.2.2.1. Nature of the Business: Synchronicity

The businesses, operations and IT architectures of J Lauritzen and the Co-op are significantly

different, with regard to their business mission, the way they operate and also with respect to

their IT architecture. Table 7.3 below illustrates this with a comparison ofbusiness mission,

operations and information technology architecture.
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Svnchronicitvl2 of the business operations is the salient point of difference in this domain. It

seems correlated to the degree of 'Centrism' of the IS Architecfure - none for the

asynchronous Co-op and highly 'centrist' for J Lauritzen. The Co-op's failure to implement a

centrist, and globally standard, information system's regime could thus be explained by trying

to adopt the 'wrong' tlpe of system for their type of business operations. Furthermore, it

could be conjectured that the I:A:t'' fallacy

Table 7.3. Business and IT diflerences between J Lauritzen and the Co

this defines Synchronicity

discovered in the Co-op case could well be related to Synchronicitvt if I:A=T is wrong for

an asynchronous operations, it might well be right for a slmchronous one.

7.2.2.2. Architecture and Common Resource

J Lauritzen's information systems directly support management of the Common Resource. In

contrast, there is no Common Resource in the Co-op's case. The Common Resource category

tt 
@!y4$yg.,1Qg!ry!9q are formatted thus to distinguish them for first-order Core Categories and Su6-
Categoies

tt Ttis is the belief that in order to obain the same lnformation in a distibuted system, all {rplications and

lechnology had to be identical too.
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J Lauritzen Co-op

Business Mission Hiring-out of storage space in a
fleet of ships. The fleet is a
Common Resource for all business
units and all operating activities
are centred on it.

Distribution of produce in parallel
to all subsid"iaries; the operations

do not have - or require - a
conunon physical operational
entitv thev focus on

Operations Multiple operators make
dispositions about the Common
Resource in a synchronous and
interactive manner(')

Orders, infonnation and physical

movements are exchanged
sequ entially and asynchronously
between HQ and local
management

Information
Technology
Architecture

' Centrist' Architecture Distributed Architecture (centrist

architecture was rejected by
business users)



had important, but opposite, implications for the IS Architecture and Global lS Design in

both cases:

Common Resources determine J Lauritzen's information systerns architecture, which is

characterised by a common 'core' and 'local' variations. The nature of the commonality

unambiguously defines the functionality of the'core';

Absence of a Common Resource made it impossible for the Co-op to develop a corlmon

data/business model (except at a level of generalisation that made them practically

meaningless). Subsequently, they could not design a global information system that the

users would accept - and the existing distributed information systems remained in force.

7.2.2.3. IS:Ops and the concepts of Utilitv vs. Control

The Synchronicity and the Common Resource categories in J Lauritzen both contribute to the

emergence of IS:Ops, which gives the information systems a strong element ofS!![. The

business people respond to 'their' information systems in a positive manner, because they are

useful, often essential, components of their work. This is an important catalyst for the

Acceptance of the Global Information System.

Without a Common Resource, Synchronicity or IS:Ops in the Co-op case, the trS had little

useful functionality for the business people - as expressed in the No Economic Justification

zub-category. Furthermore, the dearth of gtilg in the system led them to conclude that the

'real' reason for the global system was the imposition of a higher level of central Control.

The reaction to this was a Rejection of the Global Information System.
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A comparison of the linkage between the relevant categories in the two cases is shown in

Table 7.4 below.

7.2.2.4. Strategic Directions: 3\[g@! Vectors and Response

J Lauritzen's strategy has only changed marginally over the last three decades. The Co-op,

however, has been through a migration of extremes: from an initial 'Global' position to a

'Multi-National' strategy and now back, aiming for a - balanced - 'Transnational' policy.

In both cases, the direction of the business strategy diverges from the strategy followed by

information technology management. In J Lauritzen's case, the difference in strategies is

small: the information technology strategy gives more say (on IT matters) to local

management. In the Co-op's case, however, the IT sfategy aims at restoring more control to

the centre, whilst the business strives to hand out more, but better balanced, control to

regionaUlocal management. The degree of concordance of IT and business strategies is

Table 7.4. Relationships between IS=Ops related categories in the two cases

J Lauritzen Co-op

Common Resource
and

lS=Ops

waia
Clear Common Core and Core-Local

!p!i!_{r the Global IS Design

llead td
Utilitv of the information systems

E;d;4,
Acceptance of the Global Information

No U!i!![, but suspicion of central
Control aspirations

Rejection of the Global Information
Svstem

Common Product, but
No Common Resource artd
Asynchronous business processes

llead td
No IS:Ops and l/o Economic

2!!frc,atton
Vead td
Vague and inoperable Global IS Design

wa;d
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usually labelled as their level of Alisnment. In the case of J Lauritzen the level of

Alignment is reasonably high, whereas there is Mis-Alienment between the Co-op's

divergent business and information technology strategies.

Using 'vectors' to depict these strategies then the concordance or divergence of business and

information technology shategy can be illustrated for both cases. Figure 7.7

shows this.

Global
Control

Local Autonomy

J Lauritzen

Firm's F.l
Suaregy'

IT StrategY')

Regional Thrust
for more

locrl .utonomy

l1 lclm owr& Rcgioorl

Thr6r, .!rr Eslutirtr of 
I

dbcoril&c.oD Lold lT

(-,R6!h&r ofHQ dd
ncgiotrrl tbrutr

Eah

Local Autonomv

Figure 7.7. Conceptualised stategy vectors of J Lauriaen and the Co-op

Global
Control

"visiou of the
IT Thrust:
4restoring lhe past'

CEO's

Regional
Resisrazce.' \umaintaining \

the prcsentt
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Responsels to the Global Information System was similarly different: Acceptance in

J Lauritzen's case, Rejection from the Co-op's business people. Figure 7.8 below plots the

respective Response and Alisnment positions for both cases.

Positivc:
ACCEPTANCE

Response
to Global tS

Negative:
REIECTION

p:flA)?

@r'
.\gZ

Low 
A,fignment of High

IT and Business
Strategies

Figure 7.8. Correlation between Alignment and Response

The apparent connection between Alienment and Response could indicate the existence of a

function such that the levels of one allow the prediction of the level of the other. The level of

Response would be the obvious preferred dependent variable, i.e. the one to be predicted

from the level of Alignment. tnvestigating the relationship between the respective strategy

'vectors' for IT and Business might clarify this notion.

In both cases, the vectors representing the business strategy are in fact 'resultants' formed by

diverging strategic directions by central and local management:

o J Lauritzen's IT strategy is formed by a compromise between the centrist IT management

and their (few) local subsidiaries;

ts As the collective label for both Acceptance and Rejection
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o The Co-op's IT strategy towards 'Global' is a unified one but nearly diametrically

opposed to where the business wants to go. The business vector is a resultant between the

centre's 'Transnational' vision, whereas the regions defend their'Multi-National' stance.

The constellation of vectors eo ipso suggests a possible function linking Response to

Alisnment: The- size of the angle between the business and IT vectors could provide an

indication of the degree of Acceptance or Rejection. Figure 7.9 below demonstrates this.

Rejection
Shength/Resilience of

Acceptance

Figure 7.9. Relationship of Response and Alignment

The angle of strategy vectors seems to divide into two sectors: oblique angles, where the two

strategic thrusts are converging, are related to Acceptance on the response spectrum. Obtuse

angles between diverging vectors indicate that business and IT pulling away from each other,

and relate to Rejection.

7.2.2.5. Force Fields and Politics

The force field of interactions between business and IT factions was strong and engulfed most

'of the 'dependent' categories in the Co-op case.

Strength/Resilience of
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Co-oo J Lauritzen

Nature of the
Force Field

Major activity, determines main
interaction of categories

Minor activity, affects main
categories only indirectly

Interactiott
Antagonistic exchanges and
adversarial politics

Rational exchange and limited
politics over peripheral issues

Scope
All major effector categories are
participants in the force field
constellation

Only the categories involved in the
centraVlocal debate are force field
oarticioants

Conflict
Resolution

Both parties are trying to 'win' and
involve political means to achieve
their ends

Consensus policy leads to rational
discourse and an equilibrium solution

Table 7.5. Comparison of the force fields across the cases

In J Lauritzen, the arena of interaction between business and IT was dubbed an 'Area of

Discordance' because it is weaker and has a narrower scope. Table 7.5 above compares the

two force fields.

There seems to be a correlation between the absence or presence of Politics and the notions of

Utilitv and Control:

o in the Co-op case the information system's low Utilitv did not provide any incentive for

the business people to accept it - hence the IT faction applied the politics of IS by Force

to achieve its goal. The absence of!!!!!Q, moreover, aroused the user's suspicion of a

hidden motive of Control - which seemed to add to the strength and acrimony of the

antagonistic forces at play;

. High Utilitv and low Control in the J Lauritzen case, on the other hand, correlate to a

low level of politics, weak antagonism and a prevalence of rational exchanges between

business and IT factions.
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7.2.2.6. Acceptance and Rejection: Response Cycles

In both cases the way in which the business faction reacts to the introduction of an

information system by the IT people seems, to be governed by a stepwise, cyclical, and

incremental interchange, as shown in Figure 7.10 below

I co-op

I 
CASC

rt-rI ll-l
lil lEl
lEl l6ltht tHl
||rt t. 'll
I tt-lI ll<l

\/

J Lauritzen
Case

Figure 7.10. Anatomy of the Response Cycles

In the Co-op case - characterised by Control and Mis-Alienment - the interchange was

predominantly negative, from the first rejection of an - seemingly inadequate - information

systems proposed by the IT faction, to its ultimate defeat by business management after a

number of rejection-reaction cycles. The cycle in the J Lauritzen case, on the other hand, is a

benign one. 4glgglqq! reigns and information technology's existing integration in the

business operations leads to an IIS design of high Utilitv. That, in turn, assures that business

User
Response
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users and management accept the system - anchoring it further into the business processes -

whence the cycle starts again.

7.2.2.7. Summary of the Derivative Categories

During the comparative analysis a number of new, 'derivative' categories emerged. They are

grounded in a variety of other categories. For enhanced clarity, they are briefly summarised

in the paragraphs below.

Alienment - and its opposite Mis-Alienment - stem originally from a sub category within

the Rejection of the Global Information System core category in the Co-op case, which is

now part of the AcceptancelRejection dyad- It also has significant connections to Force

Field strengths and the negative or positive character of the politics between business and IT.

The concept of SynchroniciW -simultaneous, real-time intemational interaction - ts

dominant in J Lauritzen and stems from the Common Resource categorytheir Nature of the

Business. The Co-op, on the other hand, nlns mainly asynchronous operations in its

international dealings. The category explains J Lauritzen's 'centrist' IIS architecture - and

why the Co-op failed to implement anI:A:t'6 system.

U!!lify, linked closely to IS:Ops and Global IS Design, encapsulates the international

infomration system's usefulness for the business users. Seemingly juxtaposed to it is

@Eq!, the intent to use the system to impose central control. Utilitv and @!ro! are

t6 The paradigrnatic assumption that obraining egual lnforrnation content reguires identical Application systems,

n:nning on the same lechnology Infrastucnre.
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correlated to contrasting and opposed strategies in the two cases, such as rational, constructive

arguments versus political, destructive ones and Acceptance versus Rejection.

7.3. ENHANCING TIIE THEORY: THE 2ND THEORETICAL
FRAMEWORK

ln the second case, the 13 core categories that formed the foundation of the lst Theoretical

Framework had now grown to altogether 20 conceptual constructs (including the

'derivatives'). The updated theory, too, had grown from 10 to 22 theorems, grouped into six

(previously three) theory areas:

l. Architecture of International Information Systems;

2. Alignment, Response and Force Fields;

3. The Response Cycle;

4. Utility and Control;

5. The Role of Design;

6. Development Skills for International Information Systems.

In the following paragraphs, the 2nd Theoretical Framework is set out.

7. 3. 1. ARCHITE C TURE O F INTERNATIONAL IN FORMATION
SYSTEMS

The Co-op set out to implement a globally standard information system and failed. In the

J Lauritzen case the fuirctionality of the system's corlmon parts was restricted to common

business operations - a seemingly important criteria for its acceptance.
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This leads to two deductions about the nature of international information systems, namely

that

A. an IIS consists of a part common to all users - the 'core' - and other parts that are specific

to users in various local sites - the 'local' functionality;

B. The core is defined by the operational needs of the business shared by all users; all other

functionality is local - and at the discretion of local management.

A corollary of B is contained in a normative deduction:

C. The structure and management of the IIS must tie in with the Global Business Sfrategy,

especially with the level of autonomy of the local users.

This is borne out by the Co-op case where this was mismatched and became a prime cause for

the systems rejection.

Synchronicity is also linked to architecture, mainly to the degree of its centricity. Using the

.I:l:I sub-category to describe the degree of standardisation in an IIS, it can be posited that

D. Synchronicity determines how central and standardised the IIS needs to be. Minimum

synchronicity requires only identical information, i.e. it would be I*A*7. High

synchronicity, on the other hand, would require identity of not just information but also

the applicalion systems that produces it as well as the technologt the systems run on, i.e.

I:A:T- Interim levels of synchronicity would require correspondingly mixed degrees of

identity between I, A and T.

The J Lauritzen case also seems to indicate that

E. Centrist architectures have a tendency to resist change - for historical as well as for

economical reasons. This is especially so if Spchronicity is their main cause. The case

further suggested the existence of a self-fulfilling cycle of centrist architecture and IT

management, further adding to the resilience of central architectures.

/
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tCoret

tLocalt

Local Vartation(s)

The architecturerT suggested by this part of the theory is depicted in Figure 7.1 I below.

Figure 7. I I . Generic Archite cture of an International
Information System

The horizontal box represents the

totality of information systems and

technology in any glven

locaVregional subsidiary. The

shaded horizontal boxes of different

length indicate that individual local

offices might have widely varying

and different local systems and

technology configurations. The

vertical box, on the other axis, depicts the systems that are common/standard for all locations.

The intersection of the boxes is the part all local systems have in common.

7.3.2. ALIGNMENT, RESPONSE AND FORCE FIELDS

Both cases indicated the significance of differences between business and information

technology strategies for response to the IIS. This lead to the following theorems:

F. Alignment (of IT and business strategies) is important for the design and implementation

of an IIS.

G. Alignment determines Response: low alignment leads to rejection, high alignment fosters

acceptance.

H. Aligunent increases the business effectiveness of the IIS.

Alignment also correlates with force fields (shown in Figure 7.12 below):

" This builds on earlier studies (Lehmanq 1996a, b), which sugg€sted a similar generic architecture
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L Alignment creates weak force fields - which enhances

i -Antagonistic Politics C-onstrrctive

Figure 7.12. Summary of Aligrunent dependencies

Acceptance. Mis-Alignment

creates strong force fields and

fosters Rejection.

J. Alignment and weak force fields

facilitate consensual confl ict

resolution, whereas

Misalignment is connected to

antagonistic stances in strong

force fields.

Force field and conflict

characteristics are also related to the

nature of political interchange:

K. Alignment creates few and

consensual politics, whereas

Mis-Alignment is conducive to

srong, antagonistic Politics.

7.3.3. RESPONSE CYCLES

In both cases the Response to the IIS took on the form of a dialectical interchange with

circular characteristics. This leads to the statement that

L. The Response to the trS is the central element of a dialectic behaviour cycle between he

business and IT people. This cycle is destnrctive if the Response is Rejection, and positive

in the case of Acceptance.

IWs-Aligrunerfi

WeakForceFields

'Areas of llscordance'
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7.3.4. UTILITY AND CONTROL

The derivative concept of Utility is firstly related to the level of rationality in the dialectic

interchange between users and IT within the Response Cycle. Not logically dichotomous,

Control, i.e. the use of an IIS to enhance levels of central control, nevertheless has a contrary

effect:

M. Utility facilitates rational interchange between Users and IT. Control generates political

interchange. Through the level ofrationality in the dialogue, Utility is also is connected

to positive motivation and attitude towards an IIS. Control, on the other hand, exerts an

opposite, negative influence on users' motivation: Utility increases the probability of

Acceptance whereas Control decreases it.

Since the common core tends to be generated by central management, it is the Response from

local users that counts:

N. Utility asperceived by local management determines their Acceptance.

O. Local mamgement resist an trS that imposes unduels levels of central control.

7.3.5. THE ROLE OF DESIGN

The axiomatic truth that only good design is acceptable to users found confirmation in both

cases:

P. Goodness of design is a prerequisite for Acceptance.

In the context of an IIS, it seems to be the effect of IS:Ops which is at the heart of acceptable

design:

Q. IS:Ops as the foundation for design builds Acceptance;

It i.e. conbol that is out of line with the level of contol inherent in the prevailing global business stategy
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R. IIS design without IS:Ops content initiates and/or perpetuates a Rejection cycle.

7.3.6. IIS DEVELOPMENT SKILLS

The J Lauritzen case added only indirectly by confirming the categories identified in the Co-

op case:

S. State-of-the Art professionalism is a sine qua non for IIS. The Co-op case demonstrated

that sloppy practices, e.g. in the management of an RFP, lead to disaster when they are

perpetrated internationally.

T. Participation from users at the local level is essential for ensuring IS:Ops in the design,

acceptance and co-operative implementation.

A significant corollary of T is contained in the necessity for internationalism:

U. Knowledge of the inJernational users' local requirements and their business culture is

essential for designing and implementing an IIS.

The higher complexity of international business environments also poses specific

requirements:

V. The analysis of IIS requires extraordinary conceptual capability.

The contrasting nature of the two cases had added considerable scope and depth to the 2nd

Theoretical Framework. This had occurred especially in the areas ofRespon$e, in clarifying

the nature of the Force Field interactions and where the quality of the IIS's functionality is

concerned. Table 7.6 below demonstrates this extsnsion in theory from the first to the second

framework. The areas in italics were expanded from the 'Response and Force Field" in the I't

Theoretical Framework. New theorems introduced in the 2nd framework are shown as shaded.
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Table 7.6. Development of the theoretical frameworks betweentheCo-opanq@
Area l" TF - Co-op 2"o TF-JLauritzen
Architecture
ofan IIS

Theorem A. An IIS for a diverse international
firm must have a Core/Local Split

Theorcm B. Nature of the business and its
autonomy structure determine the
contents ofthe IIS core

Theorem C. The extent ofthe Local parts ofthe
IIS is more determined by political
factors than by rational/logical
analysis.

Theorem A. An IIS for a diverse international firm must

have a Core of common functionality for all
users and Local parts with differing
functionality for different users

Theorem B. The Nature of the Business determines the

Applications Architecture and functionality
ofthe IIS core

Theorem C. Functionality and Management of the IIS
must be aligned to the Autonomy Structure
inherent in the Global Business Strategy

Theorem D. Synchrouicity determines the nature of the

Technology Architecture
Theorem E. A Central Core has strong Gravitation

Alignment and
Force Fields

Theorem E. The implementation of an IIS that
is perceived as an instrument of
central control meets conflict from
local management (Force Field)

Theorem H. Backing by local business
management (not just by central
executive) is required for design
and implementation of the IIS.

Theorem F. Alignment of global business srategy and IT
strategy influences the design and

implementation of international information
systems.

Theorem G. Alignment determines Acceptance or
Rejection

Theorem H. Alignment govems the business effectiveness
ofthe IIS and the degree oforganisational
learning as a result of its implementation.

Theorem I. Alignment determines the nature of the force
field between IT and business/users;

Theorem J. Alignment determines nature of the conflict
resolution in the force field

Theorem K The Politics of the Response depend on
Alisnment

Response
Cycle

Theorem J. Response, i.e. Acceptance and
Rejection are determined in Force

. Field interactions between Users
and IT people

Theorem L. Response is the central element of a dialectic
behaviour cycle between business users and

lT people

Utiliv &
Control

Theorem M.IS:Ops and Control motivation determine
the nature of the dialectic interchange within
the response cycle

Theorem N. The acceptability of tlte 'cor€' to tlre local
sites depends on tbe utility of the systems

functionaliryand the perceived degree of
central contof it will irrpose

Theorem O. The irnplementation of m IIS that is
perceived as an instrusent of undue csntral
control meets conflict from local
manasement

Design Theorern P. "Goodness of the Desigrr" is a prrerequisite

for the Acce,ptance of the IIS
Theorern Q. IS:Opd ingreases the probabrli for an trS

Design to be accepted bY users

Theorern R trS desigrr without lS:Ops initiates ad
Deroetuates a R.eiection cvcle

IIS
Development
Skills for
International
lnformation
System

Theorem D. Decision mahng authority for the
creation and implementation of the
IIS must reflect the business
authority stucture.

Theorem F. Creating and implementing an IIS
requires intemational lnowledge

Theorem G. The analysis preceding IIS design
requires an extraordinary high level
of conceptual capability

Theorem I. State ofthe art professionalism is
required for the design and
implementation of an IIS

Theorem S. State ofthe art professionalism is a pre-
requisite for the desigrr and implementation
of an trS

Theorem T. Backing by local business management (not
just by cenfial executive) is required for
desigrr and implementafion of thc IIS.

Theorem U. Creating and implementing an IIS requires

intemational knowledge
Theorem V. The analysis preceding IIS design requires an

extraordinary high level of conceptual
capability
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7.4. THEORETICAL SAMPLING

The first step in this theoretical sampling process is therefore an assessment of what the

second case has added to the knowledge. From this flows an evaluation of the saturation

status of both the categories discovered so far and the current theoretical framework.

7.4.1, CONTRIBUTION OF THE J LAURITZEN CASE

The J Lauritzen case added a significant amount of 'theoretical properties' (in terms of Glaser

et al., 1967) to the categories brought forward from the Co-op case. The case also lead to the

discovery of important new categories. These results indicate that the strategy of maximising

differences by choosing a 'contrasting case' was successful. On the other hand, however,

some of the differences (e.g. the absence of any sizeable systems development projects at

J Lauritzen's) meant that a number of categories are still unsaturated.

7.4.2. CATEGORIES' SATURATION LEVELS

A number of categories were assumed 'saturated' after the J Lauritzen case. They include

Lack of IT Sophistication, Business Strategy Migration and Tradition of Autonomy from

the business domain and IS Professional Skills, Domestic Mindset and IS Initiative from

the Information Technology domain. The Global Standard IS Design category was

eliminated altogether and replaced with one that emphasises Common Core Design. Five

further categories were assessed as close to 'saturation' - where the principle was understood,

but the scope still needed investigation. of the 'derivative' categories, especially the

relationship between the concepts of Utility vs. Control needs more confirmation.
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Synchronicity, potentially an important design determinant, requires confirmation of its

connection - or otherwise - with I:A:T and the architecture of the IIS.

7.4.3. ASSESSMENT OF THEOREMS

In a way similar to categories, the parts of the theory themselves need to reach a level of

'saturation' and a direction for theoretical sampling for the next case should take such an

assessment into account.

Table 7.7 below illustrates the saturation levels of the main theorems that make up the current

theoretical framework. Shading from low to high indicates saturation.

The assessment is based on the assumed saturation level of the categories underlying each

theorem and on the degree of 'conjecture' inherent in them. Conjecture is defined in its

rigorous (mathematical) sense, i.e. a logical deductions from other theorems before it has been

proved or disproved. Other factors taken into account are the theorem's plausibility in the

context of general knowledge within its substantive domain and the degree to which it is

logically anchored in other parts of the theory.

From this assessment, more data seems to be needed for the theorems to do with Aligument

Synchronicity and Utility versus Control. As these were the concepts developed last as

'secondaqr' constructs, this was not surprising. Altogether, the principles of the theorems in

need of further investigation are not in question, but their scope is.
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Table Assessment of Theorems: for further evidence

re of an IIS
An IIS for a diversc international firm must have a

\e imponance ofoperations is clear,

bu the Co-op case has only indirect
The Nature of the Business determines the Applications
Architecture and functionalitv of the IIS core

Functionality and Management of the IIS must be aligned
to the Autonomy Stnrcture inherent in the Global Business

Highpotentiatfor a
eI e min is tic t ec lno I o g/

orchilecnre model

Synchronicity determines the nature of the Technology
Architecture

A Central Core has strong Gravitation
and Force Fields

More evidence about lhe linkage
eween Alignnent and Designwould

funher clarify the role of D*ign

Alignment of global business strategy and IT strategy
influences thc design and implementation of intemational

Alignment govems the business effectiveness of the IIS and
the degree of organisational leaming as a result of its

Conjeaural
lheorem: more

evidace nded
Alignment determines the nature of the force field between
IT and business/users;

Alignment determines nature of the conflict resolution rn

the force field
The Politics of the Response Cycle depend on Alignment

Response is the central element of a dialectic behaviour
cvcle beween business users and IT

needdon the role of Conuol
IS=Ops and Control motivation determine the nature of the
dialectic interchange within the response cycle

baweat Utiltty ord Corutolwould
increase thc prdiclile p.owe, of llv nodel

The acceptability ofthe 'core' to the local sites depends on
the utility of the systems functionality and the perceived

of central control it will i

latel of Coandthe dobil Eusiiess
lprtq6gt nd Alfuanant nds iwatigating

The implementation of an IIS that is perceived as an

instrument of undue cenfral control meets conflict from

IIS Desien relies on

IIS desigr without IS:Ops initiates and perpetuates a
Rejection cycle

"Coodness of the Design" is a prerequisite for the

Creating and implementing an IIS requires intemational

The analysis preceding IIS design requires an exhordinary

Backing by local business numagement (notjust by central
executive) is required for design and implementation of the
TS.
State ofthe art professionalism is required for the design
and implementation of an IIS

Extent of'saturation'
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The next case should be able to add to the extent to which the theorems can be generalised

across the substantive area. Glaser et al. (1967) recommend a sampling strategy of

"minimising data and maximising group differences" so as to "develop fundamental

uniformities of greatest scope" (ibid. p 58). This means that the next case should have the

following qualities:

l. It should come from the same - or - similar data class, i.e. an intemational information

systems environment in a multinational firm with wide global reach;

2. As a firm, however, it should have different attributes:

(a) larger than J Lauritzen;

(b) with ongoing information systems' development proj ects;

(c) where information systems are of - more - strategic importance;

(d) in an affluent, or at least non-austere economic situation.

PANALPINA, a world-wide firm in the forwarding business was selected as the third case

because

. They have offices in 60 countries and a sophisticated portfolio of international

information systems;

o They are some 8 to l0 times the size of J Lauritze,n (albeit only two thirds the size of the

Co-op);

o They have a number of ongoing developments and a staffof infonnation technology

experts that specialise in systems development and maintenance;

o Their information systems are a declared strategic priority;

. They are a profitable and cash-rich concem.
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PANALPINA are headquartered in Switzerland and have significant information technology

centres in Europe, the US and around the Pacific Rim region.
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CHAPTER 8. CASE 3: PANALPINA INTERNATIONAL
FORWARDERS

The third case is analysed in this section. Subsequently another update to the theory is carried

out to arrive at the 3'd Theoretical Framework, which is then assessed for saturation. The case

proved exceedingly fruitful - it yielded nearly three-quarters as many 'raw' categories as did

the foundation case. Given the advanced degree of saturation at this stage of the study,

however, the larger proportion of these categories confirrned and annotated the properties of

existing ones. Nevertheless, the minority of 'newo categories added critical value to the

theory so far. For this reason, the case story is told with a sharp focus towards the areas that

contribute most to the theory. Similarly, the interpretation will concentrate on the salient

aspects ofnew theoretical contributions. Full details of the case - together with the detailed

description of findings, interpretations and theorems - are available from the author on

demand.

8.1. CASE HISTORY: PAIIALPINA

The traditional freight forwarders market is defined as "managing the door to door

transportation of goods (larger than parcels but smaller than bulk) by reselling transport

capacity purchased wholesale"t. European companies, mostly of German speaking origin,

seem to dominate the global market. The traditional reliance of European business on trade

across country-borders - and the centuries of experience in it - seems to have gtven European

firms a distinctive advantage in the global market. PANALPINA is one ofthe largest, as

Figure 8.1 shows.

I quoting the Chairman of the Supervisory Board of PANALPINA Austria
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Figure 8.1. Comparing PANALPINA with two other large
European freight forwarders - and one integrated logistics
firm (Schenker-Rhenus)
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Figure 8.2. Corrparison of PANALPINA with the largest US
freight forwarders

The European companies are on the whole

significantly larger than their American

competitors: Air Express, the largest

American freight forwarder, is only about

a third of the size of PANALPINA.

Figure 8.2 compares PANALPINA with

the largest U.S. companies.

The freight forwarding industry was

influenced by two events over the last two

decades. First, the swing to just-in-time

manufacturing since the late 1980s has

increased the importance of transport.

Secondly, world trade has continued to

expand and has accelerated since the 1993

GATT round. Both those developments

have meant that the markets for

forwarding have grown considerably,

bringing with it a large number of

profitable opportunities - all of which involve information technology on a global scale.

8.1.1. HISTORY OF PANALPINA

Walter Schneider, an astute enhepreneur, began to work in the transport industry after the

Second World War in Vienna. In 1948 he founded his own trucking company to engage in the

trade - fired by Marshall-Plan aid - between Austria and its neighbours across the Alps. In the

1950s he expanded the company through acquisitions and in the 1960s, as he began to acquire
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international freight forwarders in Switzerland, it became more economical to move to

Switzerland too. Since then PANALPINA expanded in rapid succession across the globe by

first co-operating with local firms, then entering into joint-ventures before acquiring them

outright.

This growth by'stepwise acquisition'has formed the global management style and

philosophy of PANALPINA. Giving considerable freedom to the independent agencies in

order to let them build up the business as best as their local knowledge would allow, global

control was only impressed onto the subsidiary offices as far as the integration into the world-

wide operations dictated. Furthermore, the emphasis on the intemational nature of the

business was building up a solid understanding of working with different business cultures in

a positive, effective way. This resulted in a transnational mix of global control over the

operations and systems aspects of the business and local autonomy to maximise customer

opportunities.

As is customary in Switzerland, PANALPINA is govemed by a supervisory board, ofwhich

Walter Schneider is still the honorary chainnan. The firrn is run by the 'Extended Executive

Board' of the holding company (shown in Figure 8.3 below). The head of MIS is at an equal

level with the executives responsible for the operation in each of the regions. In a recent

management move, the (previous) head of MIS moved on to take the head position in France -

as the previous head of France takes over the Group Chief Executive role. All executives and

the large majority of regional management staff are Swiss.
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Chairman of the Executive Board Other Mentbers of the Supenisory Board
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I

Ch ielExecutive Officer
Executive Board

Operatians

Chief Financial Officer

Human Resources Far East & Seafreight

Controlling North America & Airfreight

Latin America

Corporate Secretary
Africa, Middle East, lndia

Corporate Services

Figure 8.3. PANALPINA organisational stucture at Executive Board Level

8. 7.2. BUSINESS STRATEGY

PANALPINA has followed the same two-pronged strategy for most of it's frfty year

existence: growing geographically and beating the market byworking together more

effectivelythan the competition. Information technology has always played a major role in

all the main components of this strategy, as

o an accelerator for geographical expansion; it establishes all standard business processes in

the key operational areas, shortening the learning curve for new local staff; and

o as a major enabler in the development of the 'niche' markets, complementing the core

business competencies required.there.

Consequently, information systems are a key competency in the forwarding indusfry.

PANALPINA have recognised this very early on: Walter Schneider was one of the first users

M anagement Information Systems
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of IBM's card based computer equipment in Austria. His view of information systems as a

major driver of competitive advantage is still a high priority for the firm today.

8.1.3. NATARE OF THE BASINESS

Engaged in the "Door-to-door delivery of goods", the activities of PANALPINA can be

grouped into two interdependent areas:

1. the haditional management of air, sea and overland (road and rail) transport - the

"physical" side of the business;

and

2. value added services. which are in the main used to 'feed' the traditional business.

The proportions to which

*"'*T;., ?:ffit pANALpINA',s income is derived from
ffi i--_---12",.,

^n*,\#U*i*,ffIl::ffih
*)= % ofGross rncome ree6 each comes from Europe, Norttr America

Figure 8.4. Revenue derivation - 'Physical' business and Asia' with the rest of the world

sharing thelastZlo/o.

Maintenance of the '!ole position in niche malkets" means in essence the developme,nt and

honing+o-perfection of value added services which generate feeder business for the

naditional business activities. The most important one of those is the provision of logistics

services for multinational clients.
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Client Warehousing
& Distribution

Figure 8.5. PANALPINA's client linkage for inventory
management and distribution services

The reason is it's future potential: there is a high degree of leverage that can be gained from

each client for introducing their own customers - as new PANALPINA clients. It consists in

its simplest form in the exclusive delivery of a client's products to their customer's world-

wide. A further stage of this service is where PANALPINA is linked into the clients sales &

step for them to take over inventory management as an

depicts this service.

inventory systems and fulfils orders

automatically as they arise from the

client's customers. A logical

extension is the application of this

link-up to both ends of the clients

value chain, i.e. also automatically

picking up consignments from the

client's suppliers. As it then becomes

more economical for PANALPINA to

keep a buffer stock, it is only a short

further service. Figure 8.5 above

8.2. INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN PANALPINA

Freight forwarding is a business where the effectiveness of operations nearly entirely depends

on information and knowledge about consignment details, routing and tracking as well as

clients and carrier schedules. Because of this, information systems have been closely

minoring the physical operations very much from the inception of computerisation in the mid

60s.
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Figure 8.6. Interplay of business operations and information systems

Today information technology is an essential ingredient of the business and considered a key

core competency for PANALPINA. Figure 8.6 above illustrates the way in which

information systems are integrated into the forwarding operations across the three strategic

domains of physical operations, local client interaction and central co-ordination. There are
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four logical stages (following the black numbers in the figure) in the transactions of

PANALPINA with its customers:

1. The client advises PANALPINA that there is a consignment to ship - mostly computer-

to-computer electronic linkages or PC front ends; this initiates the physical transport

chain. In parallel, the data enters ORTRAC, the main consignment routing and ORder

TRACking system;

2. The system establishes a route for the consignment and generates records for all of

PANALPINA's branches involved with the consignment. It subsequently updates the

databases in all the servers which the respective branches are connected to and

establishes linkage for the life of the consignment: from now on every movement and/or

transaction connected with the consignment will be updated in all data bases concemed;

3. Now FORWARD, the second major information system comes into play: it generates the

necessary documentation for the consignment as it passes through the stations of its

route. The documents are then handed forward to the next branch office en route. Based

on this, and where applicable:

(a) The documentation necessary for whichever physical transport agent is involved is

generated and either produced in paper fonn, or converted into the input format for

the respective carrier interface; these carrier interfaces are often local (e.9. third-

party infonnation agencies such as TDM or STAR for specialised air freight and

ocean carriers in the U.S.A.) but some (such as airline connections) are international;

(b) The third form of documentation which is produced (or the major items of data

collated for manual processing) are for local statutory or regulatory authorities, who

increasingly deal through on-line channels.
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4. Once a reliable estimate is available of the consignment's arrival at its final destination,

the respective PANALPINA branch office can advise the receiving client, either system-

to-system or by email, fax - or phone. Following this, the physical delivery can be

scheduled and the documentation (delivery notes, etc.) is prepared.

This deep integration of the system into the business is critical for PANALPINA for two

reasons:

Firstly, it allows the prediction of delivery times with maximum accuracy - as the physical

transport performance is visible instantly all the way to the final destination. This allows

PANALPINA in the first instance to take corrective action on its own to bring the

consignment back on time. Should the problem still remain, then the client can be

forewarned at the earliest possible time;

o Secondly, the in-built early advice of physical transport requirements for the total life of a

consignment allows PANALPINA an early and accurate accumulation of capacity needed.

ln this way the best possible advantage can be taken of volume and pre-booking discounts

with carriers. As PANALPINA's profit are made in the difference between rates paid and

rates charged, this directly affects the Group's profitability.

Whilst these core systems are in a state of continuos stepwise improvement and upgrading to

keep pace with the ever-changing technology, new systems are being built on top of their

databases, their real+ime capabilities, the interfaces to third-party carrierslhauliers, regulatory

authorities/agencies and the client linkage connections with customers. These may be called

'second-generation' systems because they derive their foundations from the basic operational

systems, which, in turn, have now become 'utility systems': they feed data and information

into the new infonnation systems.
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One main area where these 'second-generation' systems are being developed and used to

great success is in the Project Management of logistics activities. These systems utilise the

consignment database and the real-time capabilities of ORTRAC together with ASB's

timetable and schedule data base as well as the linkage with a multitude of carriers. In this

way PANALPINA can take over the management and co-ordination of time-critical, often

interdependent consignments. Figure 8.7 below illustrates this.

These developments in information technology reflect the movements in the industry as a

whole: the main strategic thrust for forwarding companies seems to be the ability to add value

to their basic freight hauling capacity. While other companies progress towards this goal by

merger and strategic alliances PANALPINA utilises its information technology comPetencies

to build competitive advantage.

Figure 8.7- Secondary Services built around lnformation Systerns: the exarrqple of the Project Management
sewice
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The 'backbone' for all of PANALPINA's information systems and applications is a series of

IBM RS/6000 seruers, connected with third-party networks, which run ORTRAC and

FORWARD. These base systems interface with trvo further layers of systems:

1. LANs in the local offices. with PCs that also act as terminals for ORTRAC and the

FORWARDING system; they, in turn" link to third-party carriers, hauliers and

regulatory agencies;

(a) Material Handling Systems, which use information technology extensively to

automate the flow of soods between customers and PANALPINA.

Figure 8.8 below gives a conceptual view of PANALPINA's main information technology

infrastructure.

Materials
Handling
Systems

Materials
Handling
Systems

Local Office
Standard

WINTEL LAN
Elgi
Carriers IS

Client IS ReguIatory
encies' IS

Figure 8.8. PANALPINA's International Information Technology and Systerns Architecture Page I 83



8.2.1. MANAGEMENT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Two aspects of the management of information technology within PANALPINA may be

regarded as key factors for the successful management and operation of the information

technology portfolio:

. The philosophy, and its resulting strategy and policies, of what should be a common

standard for all PANALPINA business units and what should be initiated, designed and

managed locally

o The role of '?anal-Centre" (i.e. the MIS head-office) in the development and

implementation of internati onal information techno lo gy proj ects.

8.2.2. THE GLOBAL VERSUS LOCAL PHILOSOPHY

PANALPINA firmly subscribes to the philosophy of "Think global, act local". This means

that there is a balance between the autonomy of local operations and global managernent by

'fiat' from the centre: where business operations dictate a unitary process, the infonnation

system used will be a globally standardised one, maintained by Panal-Centre. Other than that,

every local or regional office has full freedom to

"react to local or even regional needs within [their] sphere af

influence...we're doing a lot of local country business andfor that we need

[that autonomf ".

The approach is based on a deep-seated understanding that it would not be possible to create a

system that reflects the totality of all user requirements world-wide:

t q,ro.ing PANALPINA's International Developrrent Manager
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"We don't want to cover all of PANALPINA world-wide to a 100%o. That is

jltsl not possible, not even in an international team, which is spread all around

the world. We're alsoforever extending the business into more and more new

things, everywhere. It simply can't be done."

This declared absence of any intent to impose systems or business practices from the centre

unless there is a rational benefit for the local office is important because it-delimits clearly the

extent and nafure of the 'core' information systems applications. There is furthermore a clear

management process to decide what should be a global standard functionality and what should

be left to vary with individual, local business requirements3. The reaction of the users to the

global systems, the way in which they interface with local systems and how they adapt to

local requirements on the whole indicates that the approach works. The business people

interviewed were very complimentary about the functionality of the information systems and

their degree of fit with local requirements. A case in point are the Austrians, who, because of

the significantly different nature of their business{, are only marginal users of the global

systems - but have extensive and sophisticated local information systems and technology.

There are, however, requirements that are more than local but not - yet - global: not business

processes compulsory for everyone, but where a number of local users might benefit.

Examples are

o the UK suffers from not being able to customise client linkages (partly because there are

very few MIS people supporting a major region), but Austria has an automated interface

generator for this purpose ready and working; for similar reasons of resource shortage for

3 
as described further on in the following section on The Management of Projects

a i.e- predominantly overland, virtually no sea- and airfreight - a diametrically different business stnrchue of the

rest of PANALPINA
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developing system-to-system interfaces, Los Angeles limits client linkages and

warehousing services to large, multinational accounts;

o The UK has a working EDI interface in place with key clients - at the same time as Panal-

Centres had wriften an add-on for ORTRAC with essentially the same functionality.

Panal-Centre approached the 'commonalisation' of local solutions with the acquisition of

software for requirements that are cornmon for a number of offices, such as a third-party

warehousing system. This was bought and used in Asia originally, and will be offered to any

other office that wants to use it - once it can be shown that the operation wa:rants Panal-

Centre support for the installation. This support philosophy underlines the importance of

information technology for the business - and the self-image of MIS as an integral part of the

Group's operations: nothing less than in-depth support is acceptable. However, like in any

other area of PANALPINA, cost-effectiveness is a significant consideration.

8.2.3. THE MANAGEMENT OF PROJECTS

PANALPINA's information systems development approach reflects the deep integration and

strategic significance of information technology. It is characterised by

o continuous, stepwise improvement of information systems rather than big, wholesale

replacement projects;

o careful piloting with experienced sections of the business;

. making adjustments and refinements at each phase of a project.

s Headquarters of PANALPINA's global information technology sqpport function
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The definition of an information systems project and backing within the organisation is the

first concrete step towards its realisation. Clarity of mandate and responsibility of the project

sponsor are the main considerations at this stage of the project:

"This is not something that someone just thought of along the way somehow,

no, we will have spent perhaps two, three months just to clarify the problem in

our minds and [we would have beenJ working with the 'Auftraggeber"

(sponsor) to come to afinal job/problem definition.6 "

Once the project has found a sponsor, the other parts of the organisational structure are put

into place:

"There are two additional committees we have inslalled: One is the Project

Committee, which is at thefunctional business level and which clarifies

functional questions and sanctions functional solutions; that is not always easy

in an international environment, there [alwayd are conflicts- In addition to the

functional committee we then have the Clearing Committee, which is

essentially the executive level management [afected by the projectJ who have

the ultimate supemisian and who have to give thefinal blessing to whaterter

they decide.6 "

Assembling the project tearn for carrying out the work of defining and speciffing the

proposed information systems solution is the next ste,p:

"What we have done to cover the international [character of the projectsJ is to

have a project team of about I 5 people an average, user representatives from

around the worldwhichwe have invited to us here in Basle. They then spend

about 70% to 80% of their time on the project, although that changesfrom

phase to phase. We also went out and travelled around the worl{ went to the

t The following quotes are fTomPANALPINA's MIS Director and International Development Manager
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Iocal branches, presented our point-of-view and got informalionfrom them."

This process takes time: " [for the SAP proiectJ we've spent more than two

years at a conceptual level, so as to get the whole system absolutely cleanfrom

a conceptual perspective, before we even started the realisation - and today, I

think, we're cashing in on that."

This project organisation structure model is depicted in Figure 8.9 below'

Figrue 8.9. The four layers of the typical information systems project in PANALPINA-

It is in this phase that conflicts and contradictions are resolved in the 'committee' process:

"It was first of all a teamforming process fwhicQ the project team underwent

themselves, until all the people... spmk a common, uniform language and

duelop e common understandingfor the [analysis and requirements

specificationJ techniques we use. And, of course, there are discttssions, and

Clearing Committee

Project Manager

Phase Leadership
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they stemfrom the work of the teant itself - it's quite clear that the

representativert'om New York has dffirent needsfrom the representative in

Franffurt, and in parts their requiretnents will be contrary. So you try and

find a solution acceptable to both sides. And sometimes we went a stepfurther

and askedfor the heart of the problem: what are the business and operating

policies underlying the problem? Does it have to be like that? Can il not be

done in any other way? And you try andfind an optimal solution. And where

that was not possible, we just had to say: OK, we'll do it this way or that way

in the core system, the rest is local enhancement, and can you please do that

yourselves. "

The careful approach to the specification of the business solution is then complemented by an

equally participatory development process, lead by the best 'domain' experts at each stage.

Any changes to business processes (e.g. to resolve conflicts), however, have to be ratified by

the executive level steering committee. Similarly, any changes to the 'core' information

system has to be sanctioned by the executive director MIS, to assure that their technical

impact is analysed, understood and accommodated.

Implementation of the new system goes through a series ofpilot stages before it is 'rolled-out'

to more locations simultaneously - in a series of 'cascades': Panal-Centre in Basle quite often

leads the first pilot projects with key people from the regions as integral part of the tearn.

These'understudies', in furn, would then lead teams from the local offices, teaching local key

staff how to provide front-line support for the new system.

Panal-Centre maintain that their way of project management is a key ingredient to their

relative success with making large international information systems an integral part of

PANALPINA's business core competence.



8.3. ANALYSIS OF THE PANALPINA CASE

Altogether l5 in-depth interviews with I I participants were carried out for the PANALPINA

case study. They amounted to 31.5 hours, nearly evenly split between business and IT people

(14.5 to 17 hours, respectively). The data was gathered in Basle (Switzerland), the head-

offioe of PANALPINA and in four regional offices around the world: Vienna(Austria),

London, Los Angeles and Auckland (New Zealand).

The interviews were transferredt onto some 400 pages of transcripts. This interview data was

supported by another 800 pages of documentation. The data gathering took place from March

to June of 1996.

The analysis of the case begins with the coding of categories and the identification of new

ones for the case- Their interactions are considered next. This is then compared with the two

previous cases. Theoretical conclusions are then drawn and the 3d Theoretical Framework is

set out. The chapter is structured accordingly.

8.3.7. NEW CATEGORIES

Some 92 categories were coded during the open coding stage. Of these, 65 represanted or

related closely to categories already existing in the theoretical framework. The other 27

contained new 'discoveries', which were condensed into 8 'new' categories. However, only

7 The interviews from Swiuerland and Austria (some 13 houn) were translated from German during the coditg
process
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one of those is an entirely new category. The others are re-formations or significant

enhancements of previous categories.

Table 8.I below summarises the new core cateeories.

LPINable E.I. Core Cateqones wrth srsmflcantlv new characteristrcs drscovered rn the PANALPINA case

Domain Core and Sub-Categories Status

U)

qi

q

Nature of the Business
Common Resource
Economic restrictions
Information Intensity of the Business
Stratepic Products & Sewices

Confirmed;

SIGI\[IFICA}{T
IVEW sub-categories

>'
=

-R
$

.\J
R

SF:i .Y

=v!-R
(x.E
{\
q>{

V1

qJ

q

Management of fT Proiects
Consensus Building
BPRftrst
Deep and Broad Project Structure
Cascade Roll-out:

MAJOR NEW Core Category;

Extends Global IS Creations with
Systems Implementation, i.e. the IT
asDects of Cascade Roll-out

IT/S Architecture
Information Technologt Architecture
Information Svs tems Architecture NEW Core Categories:

Split from the previous IT
Management category;

I\EWextended sub-category

IT/S Management
Local IT Management
Central It Management
IT Stratepv

IS=Ops (IS Minors Business Operations)
Strategic unity
Profit Driver
S eco ndorv I nformation Svstems

Enhanced and re-defined;
SIGNIFICANT
NEW
sub-categories

h

(J

t\r

:\
e

Intellectual Globalism
Low: Domestic Mindset
Multi-Domestic Mindset
High: f nternational Mindset
Cultural Differences

NeWExtended Core Category,
Defines a continuum wtth Domestic
and Internationol Mindset as

end-points;
NEW sub-category

IIS Driving Force
IS Initiative
No Economic Justification
Business Initiative

NewlExtended Core Category,
Defines a continuum with
IS Initiative and (new) Business
I niliortve as end-points;

The main new category in the case is the Manaqement of IT Proiectse. which covers all

aspects of developing and implementing information systems. Consensus Building is a main

characteristic of this category often achieved with Basiness Process Re-Engineering. Once

t Because the inclusion of Implementafiba now goes outside the 'Design' area, the category's name had been
adjusted

e New Categories and New Sab-categories are formatted thus
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the systems building phase is underway, a Deep and Broad Project Structure ensures

involvement from all stakeholders at every level and at every major step. In the Cascade

Roll-Out, key users are trained to take over the management of their own roll-out projects.

An existing core category, IT Management, had previously contained both Sryle and

Architecture sub-categories. ln the PANALPINA case, however, it became prudent to define

the latter into a 'new' IT/S Architecture category. In two instances, new categories tuned

out to be the inverse of existing ones. Subsequently, new categories were created to cover

both ends of the respective continua. They are:

Intellectual Globalism, which combines the Co-op's Domestic Mindset with its contrast,

rhe International Mindset at display in the PANALPINA case;

IS Driving Force combines the Co-op's IS Initiative with PANALPINA's Business

Initiative as the driver for information systems projects.

The IS Mirrors Business Operations (IS:Ops) category, too, was significantly enhanced.

ln the PANALPINA case, the Strategic (lnity of IT and business is often the very core of

important global business strategies. Secondary Systems open strategic business opportunities

using information technology that has primary systems for its input. For this reason, IT is the

predominant ProJit Driver for the firm.

Basic Products and Services
(based on Primary Systems)

Strategic Products and Services
(Secondary Systems)

Informetion
Intensity of
the Vrlue
Chain

Projecl
Mancgcacat

Informetiol Itrtensity
of the Product

lnformrtion Itrteniity
ofthe Product

Figure 8.10. lnformation Intensity of PANALPINA's products and services
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The Information Technologt Intensitlt of the Businesst?, a significant - new - aspect of the

Nature of PANALPINA's Business, is the root cause for its strategic importance. It is also

the reason why most new Strategic Products & Services rely entirely on information systems.

Figure 8.10 above shows the information intensity assessment of the main products and

services within PANALPINA

8.3.2. MAIN INTERACTION BETWEEN CATEGORIES

As in the J Lauritzen case, there was a reinforcing structure of influences at work. Figure

8.11 below shows this.

Figure 8.I l. Cyclical influence of the 'effector' categories in the PANALPINA case

The high profile of information technology in the Nature of the Business leads to an IS=Ops

category characterised by a virtual unification of information systems and business which is

manifest in products entirely based on information technology. This deep integration

enhances the Global IS Creation process, which is characterised by close co-operation

Nature of
Business

. I nfonnation Intensity
.Snategic P&S

Acceptance
of Global
Systems

IS:Ops
.Strategic Unity

.Secondary Systems

Globat IS
Creation

to This follows the concept outlined by Porter and Millar (1985)
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between users and information technology people throughout all stages of systems building

and implementation. As a result, Acceptance of the Global Information Systems is never in

doubt and the users' positive attitude is a fertile ground for more - and more intense -

interaction between business and information technology.

There are five 'conditioning' categories at work, shaping and defining the categories in the

cycle. IS:Ops and Strategic Weight of IS have a mutual effect on each other: information

technology is a key driver of PANALPINA's profitability whence it derives its strategic

importance. This high Strategic Weight, on the other hand, ensures continued integration of

information systems into strategic business initiatives, An equally powerful influence on

IS:Ops is established by the Business Initiative sub-category of IS Driving Force . The

business' need for maximum return from its IT investments deepens the IS=Ops integration.

Figure 8.12 below shows the effect of the 'conditioners' and illustrates the interactions

between all the main cateeories at work in the PANALPINA case.

\ ,v"tr I Enhancer!/Inverted Categories

Strategic
'Weight
x ofIS

IS=Ops
.Profit Driver

Figure 8.12. Interaction of the Major Core Categories in the PANALPINA Case
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The strong direct and indirect business influences on the Global IS Creation process are

further joined by high Conceptual Capability and a mature Intellectual Globalism. The

broad involvement of users and the consensus approach to process engineering in the

Management of IT Projects improve the quality of the Gtobal IS Creation. The principle of

user implementation management ensures Acceptance of the Global Information Systems.

In J Lauritzen, the interaction between Nature of the Business and IS:Ops was linearo dictated

by the needs to manage the Common Resource. In PANALPINA, however, this

straightforward relationship is replaced by independent, iterative, interaction between the sub-

categories of the Nature of the Business and IS=Ops.

Figure 8.13. Interaction between Nature of the Business and IS:Ops within the 'Role of IT' component of the

acceptance cycle

Figure 8.13 above shows this cyclical reinforcement:

o The Information fntensity component of the Nature of the Business category intensifies

the connection between information systems and business operations and created the

Strategic Unity of both;

IS:Ops

Strategic unity
(of business and IT)

Secondary
Systems

Nature of
Business

Information
Intensity

Strategic
Products
& Services

open more opportunities
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This leads to the creation of Strategic Products & Services; their success then

encouraged the business to demand even more from IT;

o Their using Secondary Systems opened yet more opportunities for Strategic Products -
using more Secondary Systems, and so forth.

ln essence, thus, the IS:Ops category has transcended from where IT merely'mirrored'

operations (in the J Lauritzen case) into a new dialectic of mutually enhancing interchanges of

core competenciesrr in PANALPINA. These are at the heart of the firm's business strategy

and form the foundations for the products and senices the firm offers. Figure 8.14 below

shows tbat Core Compdence Interchange between the business and information technology

domainsl2.

inii,rinatioit "
ferkirt,/ogt'-

!

i
I

IT Core ;

I

Competenciesl
r!

IT
TRANSFORMS

Figure 8.14. Dialectic interchange of business and information technology core coupetencies.

tt ...in the sense of Prahalad et al. (1990)
tt Tfis follows a notion first developed in Lehmann (1993, 1994a)
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8.3.3. COMPARISON OF THE CO-OP, T LAURITZEN AND PANALPINA

CASES

The comparison follows the topic groups in the 2nd Theoretical Framework. Only the salient

facts, with a relevant theoretical contribution, are discussed here. A detailed comparison is

available from the author on demand. Finally, Management of IT and its Projects, the new

topic group from the PANALPINA case, is put into the wider context.

8.3.3.1. Architecture of International Information Svstems

The PANALPINA case added a new type of 'local' system to the architecture model. These

are information systems used by some, but not all local users and their use is not compulsory

for every local office - as the 'core' systems are. This adds a third dimension, of 'Common

Local' systems, to the model. 'Core' is now specifically reserved for systems that are

compulsory for all offices. Local systems not in the common pool are 'Unique [.ocal'

information systems. Furthermore, the PANALPINA case has also shed some more light on

the connection between l:A:t's and Synchronicity postulated in the J Lauritzen case, where

it was proposed that I:A:T (and the infonnation technology architecture it 6pifies) depends

on the degree of Synchronicity. PANALPINA has all three I:A:Iconfigurations in its

multi -l ayered architecture :

e The Common Core requires I:A:7, i.e. full identity of data" systems and technology such

as the ORTRAC/FORWARD dyad, which reaches into every office. Simultaneous

updates to and access from numerous sites establish high Symcbronicity;

13 The paradigmatic assu'nFtion that obtaining eoual lnformation content requires identical Application syst€ms,

running ou the same lecbnology Infrastnrcnre.
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. For the Common Local systems, however, the requirement is only for "I- 4#7". For

example, the project management systems need a congruence of datalinformation. For

ease of data interchange, they most likely require scalable identity of application systems

but the technology platform can vary. Synchronicity exists, but only among some

participants in the project management activity.

. Unique Local information systems (such as local client interfaces) are independent of

most other systems. They require data/information likeness to ease interface problems, but

otherwise *I/A*T' applies - as there is no Synchronicity requirement.

Overall, the best expression for PANALPINA would be I-A-t'4, meaning "the same

information need not require identical applications or identical technology. What needs to be

identical depends on the degree of Synchronicity inherent in the underlying business

operation.

8.3.3.2. ResponseCycle

The PANALPINA case confirmed the cyclical nature of Response. Specifically, it enhanced

the previously established Response model by adding the close dialectic of its Core

Competence Interchange to the Acceptance cycle.

The enhanced Response cycle is shown in Figure 8.15 below.

to The - operator, as in (V) for uthe negation ofp", was first used in 1910 by Alfred North Whitehead and
Bertrand Russell in the fust volume of Principia Mathematica (Cajori vol. 2, page 307). However, cunent
formal logic notation has widety replaced - with the - symbol. The - operator is adopted here to symbolise
*need not be equaVidentical".
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Management of
lT Projects

Deep & Broad Structures
Consensus Processes

Political
PersuasionModification?

IT Core
Competence
Enhancement

Informatton

'Acceptance'

lTransforms)

\r-

Figure 8.15. The PANALPINA Response Model incorporates the Dialectic of their Core Coqetence
Interchange.

If rejection occurs, the process is not left to unconfolled political interaction, but is governed

by the Management of IT Projects. Its broad based, consensus oriented stnrctures and

processes substitute 'Political Persuasion' for the antagonistic politics that characterised the

Co-op case.

Across all three cases, the interaction between the business and IT people is conelated with

the depth of IT integration of the information technology function into the business processes

of the firrr: the deeper the integration, the closer the interaction. This relationship is a new

derivative category, named Closeness of the interaction between Business and IT,

shortened to BIIT. The Management of IT Projects and B*IT have 'methodised' the

force field interchanges and systematised thern firmly onto a rational level, minimising

antagonistic politics. They take the place of the 'Force Field' interchanges, as Figure 8.16

below demonstrates.
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IS:Ops
.Straregi<: uttil.t,

.,5 c c o n da 11' $lr/cr;r^s

Global lS
Creation

Nature of
Business

. I t tfornnl i o n I n tc ns i t.t,
.*rategic P&S

Acceptanc
of Global

Figure 8.16. Methodisation of the Force Field between Business and Inforrnation Technology Domains in the

PANALPINA Case

8.3.3.3. Utility and Control

PANALPINA, as a transnational ftm, combines utility and control in the purpose of its

information systems. Strategic [Inity, however, means that the utility+ype systems still

prevail. Furthermore, the current installation of SAP was necessitated by multinational

clients' needs for consolidated accounts for such Strategic Products and Services as logistics

and Project Management. Greater control over local management was 'negotiated' in

exchange for the increased business introduced by the new products and services.

Adding to J Lauritzen's concept of undue control, this seems to indicate that such undue

confrol can be tolerated if a utilitylcontrol trade-off is negotiated. Figure 8.17 proposes a

model of such a relationship between response, utility and control.
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High

Utilifv

Low

Low

IS Initiative

Higb

Control

Figure 8.17. Response as a funcfion of Utility and Control

8.3.3.4. The Role of Design

The IIS Driving Force category is an important the users' response to the systerns.

Comparing the tbree cases along business versus IT initiative and the resulting position in

terms of Acceptance and Rejection elicits a clear picture (Figure 8.18 below):

Acceptance

Business
Initiative

Response

.$'
%

t'olV
,,p.
?.ANA!PI1IA
!!'iln*.k'ir.

Figure 8.18. International IS Drivers and Response

Rejection
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I

Acceptable design is thus seen as a function of business users' input - the more the better -

and the closeness of their involvement. PANALPINA's Core Competence Interchange works

well for all systems, core or local, whereas J Lauritzen's systems are mainly central.

8.3.3.5. Skills for the Development of International Information Systems

Table 8.2 below compares PANALPINA with the Co-op case along each of the 'IS

Professional Factors' categories. J Lauritzen did have no information systenrs projects under

development. The comparison yielded four dominant themes:

1. Right Analysis Paradigms such as I-A-T are important;

2. Conceptual Excellence is essential;

3. Intellectual Globalism (i.e. combininglnternational arrd.Domestic Mindset) is required;

4. Avoidance of Political Conflict; systematisation of areas with conflict avoids irrational

antagonism.

PANALPINA's good acceptance record points to a high degree of professionalism as an

essential prerequisite for creating systems which users accept and work with.

able 8.2. Comparine IS Professional factors between Co-op and PANALPINA
Catepory PANALPTNA Co-op

Analysis Knowledge-based use of the right
analysis tools for international IS

Assumptions were wrong and tools
inaporopriate

IS Professional
Skills

Experienced alliances with first-tier
technolosv hrms

Mediocre professional practices;
and outdated technolosy

Conceptual
Canabilitu

'Best' domain specialists take 'months
to get the conceptual basis rieht'

Central IT people create simplistic and

unworkable solutions:
Intellectual
Globalism

High - respect, understanding and
intepration of intemational cultures

Low - premise that international and

domestic environments are equal

International
IS Drivers

Business orientation and Core
Competence Interchanee

IT initiated the IIS project to re<stablish
cental HO dominance

IS by Force Methodisation defuses antasonistic
oolitics and conflicts

Antagonistic politics replace rational
means to overcome IIS reiection
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8.3.3.6. New Topic Group: Information Intensity

There are fundamental differences in the Nature of the Business between the Co-op on the one

hand, and J Lauritzen and PANALPINA on the other. Apart from the greater diversity of the

Co-op's business over both J Lauritzen and PANALPINA, the three cases also differ in the

Information Intensity of their business. Figure 8. I 9 below shows a comparison of the three

cases.

o-oC

Information
Intensity of
the Value
Chain

Information Intensity
ofthe Product

PANALPINA

Information
Iniensity of
the Value
Chain

H 
'8h

lnformation Intensity
of the P_1!44.Product

Figure 8. 19. Conparative Information Intensity across all tbree Cases

Iuformation Intensity
of the Product

HEt

lnformgtion Intcnsity of
the SecondarvProduct

It seems to be the information intensity of the product directs information technology

integration towards the IS:Ops category. The information intensity of the value chain. on the

other hand, ilay well be linked to an emphasis on local, and perhaps unique information

J L au ritzen

Air
Freight

47%
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technology applicationsts. Where both combine, [S:Ops transforms into the closer Core

Competence Interchange - and may be instrumental for creating PANALPINA's 'common

local'systems.

8.3.3.7. New Topic: The Management of Information Technology Projects

Table 8.3 below compares the Management of IT Projects between the Co-op and

PANAIPINA cases - J Lauritzen did not have any developments ongoing during the case

period.

PINAI'able E.3. ComDanson of the Manaeement of IT Proiects across recq-op@
Manapement Aspect Co-op PANALPINA

Team Particinants Mostlv IT Users and IT
Conflict resolution Confrontation Consensus
Structure IT leads all Users lead,IT manages
knplementation IT leads Users lead

The characteristics of the Management of IT Projects employed by the Co-op follow closely

their attitude of IS Initiative. The lack of influence granted or input allowed to the business

people correlates with theirjudgrng the project as unworkable and unjustifiable and ultimately

led to the limited success the IIS project enjoyed. User management and consensus, on the

other hand, prevail at PANALPINA where IT is stategic. It is fair to assume that

PANALPINA has intemal politics like any other large enterprise. Whilst the business objects

of information systems may be subject to such politics, PANALPINA's project management,

however, carefully excludes them once the systems building process begins.

rs The zupermarket interfiace in the Co-op's UK Consumer Products operation is an exaryle of this



The new insights in a number of theoretical areas provided a rich foundation for enhancing

the theory.

8.4. TIIEORY BUILDING: THE 3RD TIITORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The 2nd Theoretical Framework was evaluated in the lieht of the theoretical contributions

from the PANALPINA case. New theorems were incorporated and the 3d Theoretical

Framework was established in 25 main theorems, supported by lO2 theses and postulates.

Rather than introducing the full frameworkl6, this section focuses on the new theoretical

insights from the PANALPINA case and from the comparison of all three cases. A

distinction is made between primary theorems, which reflect the discovery of new insights,

and secondary ones, which confirm, re-formulate or enhance existing theory.

8.4. 1. PRIMARY THE ORE TICAL C ONTRIBATIONS

There are 8 Primary Theorems from 6 topic groups, which were new to the theoretical

framework so far. They are discussed in the paragraphs below.

In the area of Architecture of lnternational lnformation Systems, a third element was

discovered in the PANALPINA case to add to the architecture model. The updated theorem

states that the generic architecture for IIS has three basic components, namely Common

Core (compulsoryfor all Local), Common Local (optionalfor Loca[) and Unique Local

(specific to one Local).

tu Ttis is available from the author on demand.
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Figure 8.20 below updates the graphic expression of this theorem and shows the influence of

other factors and constructs on the definition of the architecture elements:

Figure 8.20. Generic structure of an lnternational lnformatiou System

Strategic Stability, derived from the comparative analysis is a new concept in the Alierment

and Response group:

o The higher the Strategic Stability the higher the probability of positive
(i.e Acceptance) Response

In the Response Cycle are4 the PANALPINA case introduces the Core Competence

Interchange, a closer version of IS:Ops:

o Strategic Unity, which enables the creation of Strategic Products and
Services, works through a mutual Core Competence Interchange, where
business demands enhance the IT Core Competence, the application of
whicho in turn, enhances the business Core Competence

Common Common
Local

Unique
LocaI

wg
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Information Intensity, a new sub-category of the Nature of the Business, is also derived

from the comparison of the three cases; it influences the closeness of business and IT in

general, has a linli ro Core Competence Interchange and conelates with the 'Common Local'

architecture elemenl The following theorems set out these relationships:

o Information Intensity is a main contributor to Strategic Unity, whicho in
turno is the basis for the development of Strategic Products and Services
that require more information technology. These information
technology applications themselves in time point out further
development opportunities for more Strategic Products and Services.

. The following link exists between Information Intensity and the
closeness of business and IT:

o Low information intensity is related to weak connections between IS
and Operations;

. High information intensity of the value chain leads to IS:Ops;

. High information intensity of both value chain and product is correlated
with Core Competence Interchange;

r Increased Information Intensity of Products and Services also increases
the occurrence of the 'Common Local' type information technology
application in the IIS Architecture.

Figure 8.21 below shows this linkage:

High

Information
Intensity

of the
Value Chain

Information Intensity
of the

Product

Figrue 8.21. lnformation lntensity determines the degree of the Closeness of the lnteraction between Business
and Information Technology Functions in the Enterprise

IS-Ops

not observed
in the cases

IS#Ops
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Management of IT Proiects is a new core category which fundamentally influences the

nature of users and IT interactions:

o A procedural construct that methodises Force Field interactions
between business and IT in the Response cycle avoids antagonistic
politics and fosters users' Acceptance of the Global Information
Systems.

This concept of 'methodising' the user-IT interaction, together with the concept of Core

Competence Interchange made it necessary to update the 'Response Cycle' construct, as

shown in Figure 8.22below;

Figure 8.22. Rejection and Accephrce Cycles in the context of the frrll Response Cycle
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In the area of Development Skills the PANALPINA case brought out the importance of the

'[S Professional Factors'group ofcategories. The theorem states:

. Employing'best practice' in information systems development methods
is an essential prerequisite for international information systems. Issues
of specilic relevance for IIS are:
o Assumptions that local businesses are the same in different locations

are incorrectl
o unity of informationo application and technology (I=A:T) is usually

not required for global systemsl
o IIS need more conceptual capability than domestic ones;

Cosmopolitanism" is needed for systems design and user
interaction:

8.4.2. SECONDARY THEORETICAL CONTRIBUTIONS

The theoretical input from the PANALPINA case and the ensuing tbree-way comparative

analysis enhanced a number of already established theorems. Three topic groups were

involved:

o The I:A:T aspect of the Architecture of International Information Svstems group, where

the inclusion of the PANALPINA findings allowed a more general formulation of the

connection between Synchronicity and I=A:T; this now states:

e [-A-T moves from I*A*T to I-A:T when Synchronicity increases from
low to high

Utility and Control; the 'trade-ofF postulate for the link between Utility, Control and

Response was firmed into a theorem (see Figure 8.17 above):

o Positive Response rises with the net Utility of an IIS and sinks with the
net Control it imposes;

wherein 'net' Utility means after any Conftol elements in a system have
been taken into account:

It This is defined as the understanding, knowledge and respect of foreign culhues, environments and customs.
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IT/S Managemenl; adding evidence from the PANALPINA case, this theorem confirms the

'Gravitation of a 'Central Core' stated in the 2nd Theoretical Framework:

o Where importance of IT for the business is high, direction of IT is
placed close to the firm's international control centre.

The resulting 3'd Theoretical Frarnework extended the 2nd ono considerably, as the table below

showsls- Shaded areas and cells are new contributions after each case

The PANATPINA case added significant theorems in three areas: firstly it enlarged the

architecture model for trS. Secondly, it clarified and enriched the concepts surrounding the

integration of an IIS in the operations of the multinational firm. Lastly, in the form of a project

marnagement structure and process it added a means of 'methodising' the antagonistic politics

that potentially surround an IIS. Together, these insights helped to reassess the nature of the

Response dialectic and the role of Utility and Control in it.

t8 This is presented instead of the detailed foamework itself, which is available from the author on demand.
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CHAPTER 9. A SUBSTANTIVE THEORY OF
INTERNATIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS

The system of theorems, propositions and postulates which make up the 3'd theoretical

framework represents what Glaser et al. (1967) refer to as a 'first theoretical construct', which

now needs to undergo a process of 'delimitation' (ibid., p109 ff). Reducing the

'terminology' and 'densifoing the texti in this process aim at increasing the theory's

parsimonyl while at the same time widening its scopel. The process is designed to expand a

conceptual construct narrowly steeped in three cases into a more general 'substantive theory'

with claims of validity for the subject area of international information systems. The chapter

briefly describes the salient reductions arrived at in the delimitation process and then

introduces the resulting substantive theory.

9.1. DELIMITING THF'3ru THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

After the findings from the PANALPINA case had been taken into account, the 3* theoretical

framework consisted of 25 theorems, gathered in 5 Topic Groups, namely:

Group l. Architecture of an Intemational Information System;

Group 2, Alignment and Force Fields;

Group 3. The Response Cycle;

Group 4. Management of IT;

Group 5. trS Development Skills.

t Lnportant 'canons for assessing [the quality of] a theory', as listed by Glaser & Strauss (1967, p4-5).
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The Architecture topic (Group 1) could not be further reduced. On the other hand, the

theorems of Group 2, dealing with the Alignment of business and information technology

strategies, have been eliminated altogether. Alignment, itself a multi-dimensional category,

is correlated to a number of univariate categories such as Utility, Synchronicity, B)IT and

Information Intensity of the Business. These underlying, 'first-order' categories thus

became direct determinants for such categories as Response and effectiveness of the IIS

Design. The Group 2 Alignment theorems were therefore replaced2 with these clearer and

more explicit first-order relationships.

To enhance the theory's substantive focus on IIS, most of the theorems relating to IIS

Development Skills (Group 5) have been disregarded because they equally apply to any

Iarge-scale information system, whether domestic or international. Only two, namely

Conceptuat Capability and International knowledge have been included in the final theory.

They form a separate topic area to do with the "rightness" of the functionality of 'Core' and

'Common' systems.

The theorems concerning the users' Response (Group 3), the Force Field in which it is played

out (the non-Aligument part of Group 2) and the role of IT Management (Group 4) have all

been amalgarnated into a 'stakeholder- Dynamics' topic area. Some theorems related to the

Response to an IIS and the Management of its creation and installation were disregarded as

non-specific for IIS3.

2 This is termed 'definitional reduction' or'axiomatisation'by Zefterberg(1965, p9  fi) and is one method for
reducing a set ofpropositions to their'axiomatic' fonnat.

3 Furthermore, they were slsss-linked to Alignment and the associated Strategic Stabitity category - and as

such were already rnade redundant together with Group 2.
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In this way, the delimitation process reduced the five groups to three main topic areas. Two

areas describe the 'content' aspects of an IIS and the third deals with the interplay of the

actors involved in it:

Area I. The Generic Architecture of an lnternational Information System;

Area II. The Functional Quality of the IIS;

Area III. The Dynamics among the Stakeholders of the IIS.

This 'densifyrng'o resulted in minimum variable redundancy in these theory areas. The

remaining categories are distinct and self-contained. Their relationships have been

streamlined, simplified and are now of adequate parsimony.

This new, more focused and altogether much clearer understanding of the theoretical

landscape required a certain re-ordering of the ideas and a new, and final, linking together of

propositions and their interdependencies.

9.2. SHAPING TIIE FINAL TIIEORY

In the following sections the buildingblocks of the final theory, i.e. the remraining categories

and their relationships, are developed and described for each area in turn.

o Glaser & Strauss (1967.p6) term for the delimitation process
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9.2.1. AREA I . THE GENEMC ARCHITECTURE OF AN
INTERNATIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEM ;

The notion that any international information system has a generic structure consisting of a

small number of distinct parts has been corroborated in all tlree cases. Both the Co-op and J

Lauritzen cases suggested a two-part architecture consisting of a'Core'of systems used by

everybody and a collection of 'Local' systems, only used in certain local sites. The

PANALPINA case specified a third t1pe, the 'Common Local' system that is used by more

than one local site, but not in use everywhere, as are the 'Core' systems. This distinguished

them from the truly 'Local' systems, which were subsequently defined as being unique to just

one Local site.

'Core' and 'Common Local' systems were in all threes cases created and administered

cenhally. For this reason, and because they are logically the same tlpe - multi-user6

applications - it seemed useful to combine them into one part of the information systems

architecture, the'CENTRAL' systems. The'LOCAL' systems, as unique and substantively

different single-user systems, constitute the second generic architecture element.

Figure 9.1 below shows this generic architecture model of an international information

system. The individual system configuration (shaded grey) in each individual site within the

enterprise consists firstly of an implementation of the CENTRAI systems, i.e. globally

standardised information systems, usually centrally maintained. These include the

compulsory 'Core' systems and such of the 'Common Local' systems as are in use in the site

s 
The Co-op's 'intent' to develop and administer such systems from HQ is included in the count.

u 'User' in this context means 'local user community' i.e. all users in one geographicaUorganisational business
unit.
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in question. The second category of systems are the 'LOCAL' information systems, not in

use anvwhere else.

Figure 9. I . The generic architecture model of an Intemational Inforrnation System

The shape of the individual architecture, especially the weight given to CENTRAL and

LOCAL dimensions, is determined by the business' Synchronicity, i.e. its need to execute

multiple interactions by several participants across geographical boundaries at the same time.

This govems the extent to which each of the three systems types are present in each local site.

Central
Core Common

Local

w8
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Synchronicity also governs the Technology Homogeueity of the architecture elements i.e.

information, application systems and the technical platformT (I-A-T inshort). The higher the

need for Synchronicity, the larger the CENTRAL element of the IIS architecture will be and

the more homogenous the technology will have to be. On the other hand, international firms

with low Synchronicity in their operations can accommodate LOCAL systems with different

technology as long as they adhere to suffrcient information standards. Table 9.1 below

illustrates this relationship in more detail.

Tabte 9.1 Tbe influence of varying degrees of Synchronicity on the dominant architechre elements and the

homogenerfv of the structure ofan IIS
Degree of Sytchronicity in
Business Operations

D ominant Arc hi tectur e Elem ent Techno lo gt Ho mo geneity
ftn terms of I-A-T)

High: most major business
processes are requiring
synchronous interaction
between participants in all
sites all of the time

CENTRAL: mostly Core
systems; few, insignifi cant
Local Applications;

f=A=T; s am e Application
need to mn on identical
Tecbnology conliguration
to produce only one set of
shared Infonnation

Selective: some business
processes require
synchronous interaction
between participants but not
in all sites and only some of
the time

CENTRAL: Common
Local systems are as

important as Core
systems; some Local
Applications may be
strategic;

I=A /T; s am e Application
producing identieal
Information in support of
identicaVsimilar business
operations; can mn on

ditferent Technologies

Lodf.{one: business
operations run independent
of each other, information
exchange is asynchronous,
infrequent and often ad-hoc

LOCAL Applications are

of key importance;
compulsory global
Technology Interfaces;

I*A*T; common global
Information standards,
adhered to by dffirent
Applications, running on
dffirent Technology.

7 This includes conputers, cornrnunications technology, their operating software and middle-ware.
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High Synchronicity and the ensuing centrist architecturest reem to create a tendency for

fuither increasing the number and scope of CENTRAL information systems. The motives for

this are certainly territorial (to extend the influence of the central IT management group) but

economical reasons are also present - central systems were often considered cheaper to build

and maintain.

9.2.2. AREA rr - THE FUNCTTONAL QaALITY OF THE IIS

Of the two tlpes of information systerns in this architecture, only the CENTRAL (i.e. 'Core'

and 'Common Local') systems are international or global in their distribution. The LOCAL

systems, unique by definition, are domestic information systems. However, they will have

restrictions imposed on them in the form of data/information standards and./or in the form of

technology specifications that stipulate the interfaces with any CENTRAL systems.

The need for CENTRAL systems to support a variety of divergent and perpetually changing

business units introduces a degree of complexity in their analysis and design which is often by

orders-of-magnitude higher than in domestic systems. To cope with that, the (central) IT

people need firstly a higher level of conceptual and intellectual capability. To be effective'

however, further requires this to be grounded in a thorough knowledge and understanding

of the workings of the firm in its multiple international settings. These, however, change

continuously, simultaneously and independently in all locations. Maintaining knowledge of

this type, too, is orders-of-magnitude more complex than in a domestic context.

' i.e. with a prevalence of CENTRAL systers: in the J Lauritzen case this is a significant predominance of the

'Core'systems; in the PANALPINA case the - very - dominant 'Core' systems were cornplemented by a
strategy to increase the number of 'Common Local' systerrs.
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9.2.3. AREA III - THE DYNAMICS AMONG THE STAKEHOLDERS OF
THE IIS.

The interactions involved in the creation and implementation of an IIS are iterative and

dialectic social processes. They are centred on the users' Acceptance or Rejection of the

system. Each response option then leads to further processes with implications on the future

attitudes and actions of both users and IT people.

A suitable model for the interactions between the various stakeholders in an international

information system is the notion of a Force Fielde. Force Fields exist between the

stakeholders in two groupings:

1. Users and Creators/Implementers (i.e. the IT people in an enterprise) of the

international information systems; because their most likely point of conflict is over what

business processes the IIS will support, and how well it will do it, this is termed the

Functional Force Field:

2. Central and Local business management and staft because between them the extent of

local autonomy is the most common issue, this was termed the Territorial Force Field;

However, Users and Central and Local management and staff are often the same people. For

this reason, the two individual Force Fields are defined as sub-regions of an overarching field,

named the Global Business and Technology Force Field. Figure 9.2 below illustrates its

topology.

t in terms of Lewin (1938 and 1952)
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Figure 9.2. The Force Fields within and between Business and lnformation Tecbnology people as Stakeholders

in an International Information Svstem.

The strength and naturel0 of the force field dynamics are governed by two factors:

I . The degree of Utitiry' I of the IIS determines whether the interaction between business and

IT people will be antagonistic to neutral (low utility) or constructively synergetic (high

utility). It influences the strength and nature of the Functional Force Field',

2. The degree of Unduer2 Control (further on referred to simply as Control) imposed by the

Centre determines the strength of the politics of resistance by Local management, i.e.

influences the nature and'charge' of the Territorial Force Field. If the trS is suspected to

to ln Le*in's (1938) terrns, strength i5 I psplination of the 'Potency' (ibid. p34, pp 203 ff.) of the path the force

takes and the positive or negative 'Valence'(ibid. pp8a ff.) of the participants' attitudes. The nahre of the

force (positive or negative, constructive or destructive, synergetic or diminishing) is further conditioned by the
'Distance'(ibid. pl64 ff.) of their goals and expectations.

tr i.e., the extent to which the IIS supports the operationaVtransactional business processes; as opposed to
Control, which encompasses all performance assessment management processes supported by the trS.

rz i.e. not in line with the degree of central conEol/local autonomy inherent in the - accepted - global business

strategy.

L. ^
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be an agent of either centre or local management, then the antagonistic politics extend to

the IT people, too.

The resultant of the forces at work in these multiple Force Fields forms the Response to the

IIS, at the centre of the overall dynamics relationships. Response has two main states:

Acceptance, which is positive, or Rejection, its negative opposite.

Response can thus be seen as the dependent outcome variable in a model that has Utility and

Control as its independent inputs. Assuming neutrality as the initial state of the user's

Response, Utility has an additive effect, i.e. increases positive Acceptance. Control, on the

other hand, subtracts from that, decreasing Acceptance and furthering (negative) Rejection. If

their combined effects result in net Utility, then the outcome is Acceptance. Otherwise, i.e.

when Control outweighs Utility, Rejection results. In both cases, the strength of Acceptance

or Rejection seems to reflect by how much Utility outweighs Control or vice versa. Figure

9.3 below visualises this model of Response as a function of Utility and Control.

ResponseRp:f(+Ur-C)*

Response Determinants

Utilify Control positite

Acceptance &
Collaboration

Tolerance &
Indifference

Response

Spectrum

Reiection &
Neealwe- ConJlict

*) positive Response is a function of (increasing Utility and. decreasing Control)

Figrue 9.3. Illustration of the framework of Response as a fimction of Utility and Undue Control
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Glaser etal. (1967) suggest, as a first test if the theory 'works', to retell the 'story' using it's

terminology and logic. In this sense, the Response model is illustrated with each of the three

cases in turn.

CO-OP Case
Utilify : Very Low
Control: High

Utility Control Accepiimcc &
Coiiah*:'ation

Tolerance.&
Indift'erence

Result:
Rejection &
Conflict

In the Co-op's case,

the intended global

standard information

system was not

perceived as having

high utility for the

local and regional

business people. This

reflects the IT

people's inability to

agree on user's

Figure 9.4. The Response firnction iu the Co-op's case

requirements and to identiffwhat should be 'Central' and what 'Local' applications. The

users suspected that the trS was a sly attempt to reaffirm strong central control, which was

counter to their understanding of the Co-op's global business shategy. Subtracting this high

level of 'Undue Control' from the very small arnount of perceived Utility resulted overall in

negative 'Net Utility'. This caused them to reject the IIS altogether: after a prolonged and

bitter political battle the trS project was terminated.



Figure 9.5 The Response function in the J Lauritzen case

local offices - hence the notion of some 'Undue Control' being exerted. The resulting

positive 'Net Utility', however, lead to good acceptance of the IIS, which is valued an

important business tool for all of J Lauritzen's offices.

The high Synchroniciry

in J Lauritzen's business

is reflected in an IIS that

users perceive as having

high Utility. Head office,

not least for economic

reasons, also pursues a

strong global control

strategy. This is not

entirely accepted by some

Utility Control

Utility Control

J.LAURITZEN Case
Utility : High
Contol: Low

Result:
Strategic Unity of
Business and IT

Tolerance &
Indifference

Rejection &
Con.[-iict

Acceirtancc &
i-',:i I I : 1; c ra: !.i c; ii

Result:
Good Acceptance

'foiet:iince &
inllii'i'ercn;e

iiejrction &
tlonilicr

PANALPINA had

integrated their trs the

furthest. In their business,

information technologY is a

strategic part of the

business and the perceived

Utility of systems is high.

Most of their trS are

operational and their

creation and

implementation follow

PAIIALPINA Case

Utilify:trIigh
Control = Near Zero

Negative

Figure 9.6. The Response function in the PANALPINA case
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extensively participatory management processes - often specifically designed to defuse

territorial or functional conflict. Some of the local and regional offices would like different

degrees of autonomy with regard to IIS, but overall there is hardly any discernible perception

of 'Undue Control'. Because of the resulting high 'Net Utility', Acceptance of IIS is elevated

to the level of strategic unity between business processes and information technology.

A second, significant influence on Response is the Integration of Business & IT: The more

IT is an integral part of the business, the more likely it is that IIS Design with high degrees of

Utility will be generated.

Integration of Business & IT itself, however, is a correlate of two other categories, namely

business/TT affinity, B)IT,and the Information Intensity of the businessr3.

Three levels of Integration of Business & IT were observed in the cases. Very little

integration, IS+Ops, in the Co-op's case, is accompanied by their business' low Inforrration

Intensity. The significant degree to which J Lauritzen's business is driven by information

exchange is reflected in their IS:Ops category, where information systems are an integral

part of global operations. A large part of PANALPINA's business is pure information,

creating a Strategic Unity between business and information technology. Figure 9.7 below

shows the correlative relationship between the three categories.

t' The 
"xiomutisation 

process focused and sharpened the definition of these categories. Where they were all
amalgamated into B )IT , there is now a distinction between three factors:
I . how well this is reflected in the co-operation of the respective business and IT people; this define s B )IT

narrowly as Affinity between the business functions;
2.the underlying conceptual closeness ofbusiness and information technology : this is its Information

Intensity; and
3.the actual extent to which trS are embedded in the firm's strategy and operations, i.e. the Business & IT

Integration.
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B+IT
(Affrnity
between

Business
and

Information
Technology)

Information Intensitv
of the Business

Figure 9.7. Integration of Business & IT as a correlate of B )IT and Information Intensity

There is correlation between B)IT and the Information Intensity category: when

information technology is a logical part of the business then closeness of IT and business

people will happen more predictably. For similar reasons, B )IT is also corelated to the

International Knowledge category: affinity with the finn's international (regional and local)

business people is conducive to developing knowledge and understanding.

Both Integration of Business & IT and the Response function contibute to a more elaborate

theoretical model of the overall dynarnics involved in the life cycle of an trS. The interactions

around either Acceptance or Rejection form a cyclical, dialectic interchange between the

stakeholders, i.e. business and IT people. A diagrammatic representation of this dparrric

interplay of factors in the form of a network of cause-and-effect loopsra is shown in Figure 9.8

below.

HiCh

'o affer Weick (1979)
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Too little:
UTILITY

Tao much:T'cournot
YES

Political
Persuasion

Business & IT
Integration

Antagonistic
Politics

Modtfication?

I

I User/IT I

I Consensas l--No
lProcesses? |-----T ra

NO \v

Figure 9.8. The Model of Stakeholder Dyrnamics surrounding the Response to an International Information
System. (Component numbers correspond to their position in the list below)

The components of the model are described below:

l. The IIS Design, i.e. the functionality, structure and architecture of the global information

system is at the centre of the model;

Utility is at the heart of the international system's Functionality: users tend to agree to

implement the system where its operational usefulness out-weighs any inherent Control

elements- otherwise they are reluctant to do so, or refuse the IIS altogether;

Acceptance of the system and the ensuing user/IT co-operation to install the system

increases

Business & IT Integration, as it embeds the IIS deeper and further into the firms

operations and processes; the close working relations and higher trS integratioq in turn,

improve the IIS Design in terms of the Utility of further systems or enhancements, thus

increasing the probability of their Acceptance - a virtuous circle of positive

reinforcement, the Acceptance Cycle on the path around @ + O + €) ) (o;

2.

a
J.

4.
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5.

6.

8.

on the other hand, Rejection of the IIS by the users would sometimes lead to

Modifications by the IT people in an attempt to increase Utility; where modifications are

not undertaken, the impasse between user rejection and IT's refusal to modify the IIS

design must be resolved in a different way;

a formal User/IT consensus Process, capable of building seems best suited for this;

if none exists, however, then an exchange of Antagonistic Politics and in-fighting

between business and IT results. In the absence of such a mediating facility, users and IT

carry on their adversarial political exchange until either one side prevails or an ad-hoc

conciliation is carried out. This is the negative dialectic of the Rejection Cycle on the

patharoundO+@+O)G).

A formal User/IT Consensus Processes, however, resolves impasses and sets up a forum

to facilitate negotiated solutions. Depending on the reason for Rejection, the processes

follows one of two pathways:

9. Political persuasion (as opposed to 'antagonistic politics') is applied where a perception

of too much Control obstructs users' Acceptance;

10. Lack of Utility is tackled by directing users and IT people towards a co-operative re-

specification of the system (enhancements). The resulting closeness of business and IT is

conducive to increasing the Integration of Business and ITo increasing the potential for

higher Utility and with it the probability of Acceptance. Channelling efforts towards

constructive dialogue in this way establishes a Conflict By-Pass Cycle- following the

path around O + @ ) O + O and then either €) t @ o, O + G).

The working of the overall model of stakeholder dynamics can be demonstrated on the

specific paths through the model that the three cases took.
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*)= lnitial modifications did not improve Utility

Figure 9.9. Stakeholder dynamics in the Co-op.

Although there were

differing degrees of IT

integration into the

various regional and

local businesses, the

Co-op started out their

IIS project with

minimal integration

between business and

the central IS

departrnent. The low

Infonnation Intensity

inherent in most of the

The Co-opos Rejection Cycle

Co-op's business, in addition to the lack of user input resulted in the design of a rigid,

globally standard system. The IIS was rejected by business as fustly dysfunctional and,

secondly, because it was perceived as a disguised effort to re-impose central control over a

business with a strong tradition of local autonomy. Further modification efforts were also

rejected because they, too, failed to close the gap between regionaVlocal management and the

IT people. Following that, the IT people embarked on a series ofpolitical campaigns, to

which the business people answered in kind. Because there was no means of enforcing a co-

operative solution, the antagonistic politics from both sides soon established a cycle of

rejection, political reaction, renewed rejection and so on. The creation of the system was

severely handicapped by this and implementation was made impossible in all but one,

User/IT
Consensus
Processes?

Antagonistic
Politics

(Wrong)
IIS

Design

IS#Ops
Little Integration
of Business & IT
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insignificant pilot site. Eventually the business side's rejection prevailed and the IIS project

was abandoned altogether.

J Lauritzen's Reinforcement Cvcle

+)= Sub-Optimal

Figure 9.10. The Cycle of Acceptance and Design Optimisation in the J
LauriEen Case

J Lauritzen's way of

addressing international

inforrration system issues

is si gnifi cantly different.

ln part, this is because the

role of information

technology in their

business is different:

although the overall

business' s lnformation

Intensity is only in the

medium range,

information systems are

an essential part ofthe

firm's operations. Because the centrist nature of the business is accepted by all, information

systems are not seen as means of exerting control. Furthemrore, the operational focus meant

that ever from the first information system built, users and IT people had worked in unison

and created systems of the 'right' functionality for the business. The affinity with the users

also meant that sub-optimal system parts (i.e. not enough Utility) were corrected or modified

as a matter of course in dialogue with the business people involved. The Utility resulting

from this co-operative building process ensured ready Acceptance of the systems from the

business. This in itself increased further the integration of international information systems

IS:Ops
Good Integration
of Business & IT

IIS
Design

IS=Ops Reinforcement

Acceptance
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into J Lauritzen's global business. Higher integration meant design closer to the 'right'

functionality to optimise Utility in supporting the business operations - establishing a self-

fulfilling cycle Acceptance and in-built design optimisation.

PANALPINA takes the degree of integration of systems one step further still. Their business

consists of two distinct parts: the physical movement of consignments and the management of

these physical activities. Having outsourced most of the physical side to alliance partners,

PANALPINA concentrates mainly on the management aspects of the business - nearly all

management of data, information and knowledge. Inforrnation technology and systems are

therefore an essential strategic part of the business. Further increasing the lnfonnation

Intensity of its business, PANALPINA moved into a second generation of information use

with products and services derived directly from their first generation IIS (namely Logistics

Management, Contract Warehousing, Project Management andthe "Integrated For-warding"

Applications). These 'primary' technologies are large CENTRAL systems and networks of

the 'Core' type, which every local office has to have as part of its basic operational

environment. Most of the secondary products are implemented on 'Common' systems, used

wherever the product or service in question is offered. A number of LOCAL systems

complement these global systems. These are, furthermore, an integral part of PANAT PINA's

business strategy of establishing, at the local level, close electronic links with all their

customers to secure a pivotal position within their customers' efforts at supply chain

management.

Balancing the global control over CENTRAL systems with controlling the optimal freedom

needed for adapting LOCAL systems to the exact needs of individual customers has required

sophisticated methods of managing IIS projects. The strategic unity of IT and business has
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elevated the Acceptance cycle experienced in the J Lauritzen case to a continuous

improvement process at the strategic level. This exchanges core competence between

business and IT: business guides IT to new technology areas and IT points business to new

opportunities arisen from the mastery of such new information technology.

PANALPINA's Strategic Unity

7'oo little
LITlLITY

Functional
Conflict
Resalution

Figure 9.11. The Core Competence Interchange cycle and the Conflict
Avoidance cycle employed by PANALPINA

Compared to the

other cases the use of

information

technology is more

intense in

PANALPINA.

Subsequently,IT

interaction with the

business, particularly

as regions and local

offices enjoy a large

degree of operational autonomy, is also more complex and convoluted. For this reason,

Utility, especially for the 'Core' systems is a multi-facetted category and one that is often at

dispute between individual local offices and/or the central IT team. The strategic position of

IT, however, means that such conflicts could not be allowed to hold up IIS development or

endanger the essential co-operation between local offices if systems and technology are to be

rolled out to the business timetable. For this reason, PANALPINA developed a system of

project management structures and processes that are expressly designed to achieve consensus

irmong all stakeholders by avoiding, defusing or deflecting destructive conllict. Special

teams resolve functional problems by delving deeper into the users' disputes and the power

Political
Persuasion

User/IT
Consensus
Processes

Strategic Unity
of

Business & IT
High Integration

Core Competence

*F Not Everywhere
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structure designed into each IIS project's organisational hierarchy is used to solve political

discord by persuasion.

9.3. FORMULATING TITE STTBSTANTTVE TTIEORY OF

INTERI\ATIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS

The following sections firstly set out the scope of the theory and give an overview of how its

different parts fit together. In the main part, the theory is set out in propositional format, i.e.

as an ordered set of theorems, theses and posfulates.

9.3.1. SCOPE AND OVERWEW OF THE THEORY

The nature of the theory as a 'substantive' theory requires the definition of the scope and

substantive limits of the theory. The Substantive Theory of International Information

Systems is defined as applying to:

"The information systems supporting the operations of enterprises which carry out

similar business activities or business functions in highly diverse mvironments

commonly found across country boundaries ".

This follows the originalls definition of international infomration systems as systerns

supporting the business of the'lntemational Operator', i.e- a firm with higb Business Focus

and whose operations span territories with high Environmental Diversity.

The three cases fit this definition, as Figure 9.12 below shows.

ls see Chapter I - Intoduction
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High

i i;{e:';:*t!{}itaf
.-:-,:i :; ],.t,2, , 1,,.!T{)
' '' "'ir

Low Environmental High

The overall theory derived

from the grounded study of the

three cases shows the factors

influencing the Acceptance or

Rejection of an International

Information System by its

stakeholders- Two prerequisite

theory elements determine the

content of the IIS. They are

contained in the theorems of

Business
Focus

Low

Diversitv

Figure 9. I 2. Classification of the three cases according to Business
Focus and Environmental Diversiw

Area I. , which explains what governs the structure and architecture of an IIS;

and

Area II. , which sets out what influences the quality of its functional content.

In Area III, the stakeholder dynamics part of the theory is supported by three groups of

theorems which

1. Define the environment in which the dparrics of the stakeholder interactions take place.

2. Set out the variable-relationship that determine users'response to the IIS; and

3. Describe the two main correlates influencing the degree of Integration between business

and IT;

The structure compone,nts and their relationships within the theory are illustrated in

Figure 9.13 below.
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AREA III

Too litlle Toomuch:
UNL]TYT-C1NTRoL

User/IT
Consensus
Processes?
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R6pNs.Dctffiiwts

Utility Control
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Figure 9.13. The Substantive Theory of International Information System - Overview of
Interaction between Areas I, II and Itr, including Subsidiary Theories in Area ltr.
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9.3.2. PROPOSTTIONAL NOTATION OF TIIE SUBSTANTIVE THEORY

The substantive theory can be formulated in proposition format as follows:

AREA I. Structure (Architecture) of an International Information System

Theorem A. An International lnformation System has two principal parts, namely

CENTRAL and LOCAL information systems and technology.

Thesis A.l - CENTRAL systems are either 'Core' systems (compulsory for all users) or

'Common' systems, which a number of users can share. They are built,

implemented and maintained through a centralised IT function.

Thesis A.2. LOCAL systems are unique for each individual location and are managed

locallv.

Theorem B. The degree of Synchronicity inherent in the business operations influences

the shape of the IIS's architecfure in the following way:

Thesis B.1. It determines which systems ale 'Core' and/or can be 'Common' or

'Local'; the higher the Synchronicity the more weight is given to the

CENTRAL architecture elements.

Thesis 8.2. It predisposes the Homogeneity of the Technology Architecture (in terms

of I-A-T); the higher the Synchronicity the more the Technology

Architecfure tends towards I:A=7.

Thesis B.3. 'Centrist Architectures', i.e. with a large CENTRAL component, create a

tendency for increasing this CENTRAL component ever further.

AREA II. Functional fuality of an International Information System

Theorem C. Quality of the functionality of an trS depends on two factors:
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Thesis C.1. Extraordinary Conceptual Capability is required for the analysis and

design; IIS pose more and more complex problems.

Thesis C.2. Knowledge and Understanding of the workings of the firm in its

International settings; determines the quality of the IIS's detailed

operational functionality.

AREA IIL The Dynamics of the Response Processes among the Stakeholders of an

Int ern at i ona I I nformat ion Sys t em

Theorem D. Business and IT people act as antagonists in dialectical interaction within a

Force Field. The following theorems describe the relationships between the

factors that influence the sfrength (neutraUindifferent to forceful) and nature

(positive or negative) of these interactions.

Theorem E. Response depends on Utility and the level of Undue Control:

Thesis E.l. Design with (Net) Utility leads to Acceptance;

Thesis E.2. Design without (Net) Utitity leads to Rejection;

Thesis 8.3. Utility and Undue Control interact upon Response in the following way:

E.3.(a). Utility adds to positive Response, i.e. Acceptance.

E.3.(b). Undue Control subtracts from the Utility toward negative Response, i.e.

Rejection.

E.3.(c). Net Utility is the sum of Utility minus Control.

Theorem F- Acceptance increases the propensity for Business & IT Integration.
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Theorem G. Business & IT Integration depends on the Affinity between Business and IT

(B+IT) and the lnformation Intensity of the business.

Thesis G.1. The higher BiIT the higher the Business & IT Integration.

Thesis G.2. The higher Information Intensity the higher Business & IT Integration.

Theorem H. The relationships set out in Thesis E.l and Theorem F define the self-

reinforcing Acceptance Cycle.

Theorem I. The reaction of IT to Rejection can take two forms:

Thesis I.1. A rejected IIS can be modified in co-operation with the business people: the

higher the Business & IT Integration achieved during the modification

process, the higher the Utility of the resulting, modified design.

Thesis I.2. [T refuses to modify and seeks Acceptance of the IIS through Antagonistic

Politics; this, in turn, may lead to renewed Rejection.

Theorem J. The relationships set out in Thesis E.2 and Thesis I.2 define the self-

reinforcing Rejection Cycle.

Theorem K. If there is a process that facilitates Business/IT Consensus, then

antagonistic politics can be avoided; this can be effected in one of t'wo ways:

Thesis K.l. Too much Control can be dealt with by Political Persuasion in

negotiations with the right intermediary. This would lower the level of

(perceived) Undue Conhol, would thus increase the net Utility of the IIS

proposal and thus increase the likelihood of its Acceptance;
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Thesis K.2. Too linle Utility can be remedied by establishing business/lT co-operation

to (re)define the IIS' functionality.; Thesis I.1 applies: the higher the

business integration of the modification process, the higher the Utility of the

resulting IIS (modification) design.

Theorem L. The relationshios set out in Thesis K.l and Thesis K.2 define the Conflict

By-Pass Cycle.
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CHAPTER 10. DISCUSSION OF THE THEORYAND ITS
IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH AND PRACTICE

ln the following sections, the substantive theory introduced in the previous chapter will be

discussed in the context of other information systems research. Next, its strength and

weaknesses will be set out. Finally, implications of the proposed theory for practitioners and

are set out.

10.1. SALIENT THEMES OF THE THEORY: PREVIOUS AND FUTURE

RJSEARCH

The substantive theory rests on a number of fundamental themes to do with the nature,

structure and quality of international inforrnation systems and how they are accepted - or not -

by the user community. The salient themes are discussed below.

An IIS has a generic architecture consisting of a Central and Local elements

(Theorem A)

The conjecture that there are some structure and/or architecfure principles that hold true for

most or all global applications of information technology have been discussed in the literature

for some time.

The need for variation in intemational systems to accorrmodate differing local circumstances has

been established early on by Buss (1982), when he found that using'common' systems across
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different countries can be fraught with difficulty. In the same year Keen et al. (1982) first

articulated a paradigm of a'common core' of information systems applications with 'local'

alterations. There has been little further development of this over the next decade and Ives et al.

(1991) concluded that "the literature offers little guidance for...local versus common

applications". However, the idea that a common structure should link together the divergant

local elements of a global system had been taken up by Keen's (1991) requirement for a

'transnational platform'to carry the'transnational information technology capability'required for

a firms global operations.

A number of researchers have found that the architecture of intemational systems seems directly

inlluenced by the strategy and structure of the intemational firms which use them (King et al.,

1993 and 1999; Sankar et al., 1993; Kosynski et al., 1993; Butler Cox, l99l; Jarvenpaa et al.,

1994). ln this way, 'Global'r firms would have centralised trS architectures2,

'Inter/1\4ultinationals' might have various forms of dishibuted information technology structures,

whereas 'Transnational' firms would have a'networked' or'integrated' architecture. The generic

architectures for cental systems and distributed computing are well understood. However,

definitions ofwhat constitutes the 'networked/integrated' architecture suitable for the

'Transnational' firm, are diffirse and vague.

Both Kosynski et al. (1993) and Sankar et al. (1993) include only hardware and 'middleware'

elements in their interpretation of information technology architecture. However, Butler Cox

(1991) also include application systems in their definition of systems architecture. This is in line

with Earl (1989) who argues that if the architechre in question should have relevance to the

| [n the Bartlett & Ghoshal (1982) definition of Global Business Strategy
2 Butler Cox (1991) and Laudon & Laudon (lgg7) add a 'replicated' version to the centralised architectures, to

which Laudon & Laudon allocate a 'Franchiser' Global Business Stategy.
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development of business systems, then all the elements which make up such business systems

need to be included in it. Also, information technology infrastructure, in the sense that Weill

(1992, 1993) and Weill et al. ( 1994 , 1995,1998) and Broadbent et al. (1997 ,1999) have over the

years refined it, does include - at least the common parts of - application systems.

Roche (1992a) added an explicit element ofprocess suppoil to his model of 'pairing' information

technology with the business processes they support. He also touched on the notion of common

versus local systems by introducing 'Global Core Systems' which are then supplemented in local

sites with 'Regional Co-ordinated' slatems and 'Local Option Systems'. The proposed

classification defines both Global and Regional systems into one class of CENTRAL systems,

which can be either compulsory for all or optional for anyone, anywhere. LOCAL systems are

unique for each site.

The proposed Cenhaylocal architecture model furthermore extends its scope to include the

different discrete architecture models for IIS, i.e. central, replicated3, decentalised or distribute4

networked or integrated, etc. It can accommodate them all:

t Centralised and Replicated architectures have a'I-ocal' content of (near) zero;

o Decentralised arcbitechues have a'Cenfal'content of (near) zero;

o Networkedllntegrated architectures balance a varying ratio of 'Central' (including 'Core' and

'Common' systems) to'Local' systems for each location.

An important implication for the practitioner of this architecture model is that IIS can be

designed and implemented in parallel. This arneliorates one of the cardinal problems in trS

3 i.e. a number of identical central information systems in local sites for, e.g. a Franchiser globalstrategy, as

defined by Laudon et al (1997).
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implementation, the fact that technology cycles are increasingly becoming shorter than

implementation cycles.

SynchroniciQt determines the composition and homogeneity of an IIS

(Theorem B)

Butler Cox (1991) found that for 90% of IIS developers agreement on common user

requirements was the major hurdle for IIS development. The - new - notion of

Synchronicity provides an objective yardstick for those business processes in need of

'Commono systems, or, where they are needed for all users, 'Core' system for all global sites.

The application areas defined by Synchronicity, in turn, define the nature of the technology

infrastructure, specifically the degree of its Homogeneity. That this subject is of importance

for IIS design decisions was shown by Tractinsky et al. (1995) where a technical

considerations factor contributed about four times as high as other factors in global systems

design considerations.

A new discovery in this research is the fact that global information systems do not always

need a globally standard technology configuration- this was termed the I:A=T fallacy.

Instead, empirical evidence points to a linear dependency between the level of Synchronicity

and the required degree of Homogeneity of local technology configurations (expressed as

I-A-7, where o-' is a symbol for'need not be equaVidentical').
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These concepts provide a useful aid to practitioners in delimiting the - often impossible - task

of specifying all user requirements across an international firm in order to find the lowest

common denominator as the 'core' for the required technology infrastructure.

Future research is, however, needed to solidify the theses contained in Theorem B. As a

consequence of the theoretical sampling process, which deliberately introduced juxtaposition,

the three cases are somewhat polarised with respect to the Synchroniciry of their business

processes. The Co-op's operations were found to be mostly asynchronous. Thereafter, in

order to sharpen the emerging concept of 'Synchronicity', the next two cases were chosen to

contrast sharply with the Co-op's case. A relatively high degree of Synchronicity was found

in both. This stems from the fact that the nature of their businesses is similar: they both

provide a physical service, which forms the backbone of their intemational operations. The

usefulness of the Synchronicity and I-A-T categories in assisting architecture and design

decision should be further investigated with cases of international firms of a different business

nature. As IIS designers take advantage of the Intemet and systems and technology

architectures become more web-centric, there will be more and more complex options for

technology configurations. The importance of a simplified decision framework based on the

nature of the participating businesses therefore increases commensurately.

The Response Processes take place in a Force Field

(Theorem D)

Lewin (1938 and 1952) models social interactions as the interplayof 'forces' in a'field',

using physical science notations of vectors and topology. Whereas his original vision of a

'general field theory' of human behaviour has, in the main, not been followed by social
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science, the basic model has been used extensively to describe and analyse social change.

Business research areas include strategic management (Thomas, 1985, Strebel et al., 1994,

Ajimal, 1985), marketing (e.g. Hurt, 1998), human resources management (Elsass et al.,

1994), organisational development (Brager et al., 1992) and management accounting

(Grundy, 1997). In the information systems field 'Force Field Analysis' is used in the main

as a project management technique in systems engineering (see, e.g., Nicholas, 1989 and

1990,pal7-a}Q. Within the context of building infonnation systems, Couger et al. (1989)

suggested it as a catalyst to foster design creativity. This is, however, the first time that the

concept has been used for theory building in the field of lnternational Information Systems.

The Stakeholder Dynamics around Acceptance and Rejection are circular processes

The chain of events where Acceptance increases Business & IT Integration, which then

increases the Utility of the IIS Design, which, in turn, increases Acceptance - and so onn - is a

causal loop with special qualities. Change in one variable triggers change - in the same

direction - throughout the chain, starting a self-reinforcing circle. Weick (lg7g,p72)s terms

this a deviation-amplifoing loop. Rejection6, in reciprocal causation with Antagonistic

Politics, follows the same pattem: Less politics diminish rejection and vice versa. In such a

system, there is no controlling variable: once a circular movement starts, it continues until

either the system ceases to exist or until some fundarnental change occurs. The Co-op's

termination of the IIS project after a series of iterations through the 'vicious circle' is proof of

this.

' Thesis E.l and Theorem F form the self-reinforcing Acceptance Cycle.t ...following previous psychological research (e.g. Maruyama's 'morphogenesis', 1968, or Batesou's
'regenerative loops', I 972)

6 Thesis E.2 and Thesis I.2 fomr the Rejection Cycle
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The Conflict By-Pass CycleT is the third major loop in the chain of stakeholder dynamics

processes. In contrast to the Acceptance and Rejection cycle, however, this is a deviation-

counteracting loop (after Weick, 1979,p74 ff.). The interjection of a Business/lT Consensus

mechanism between reverses the original reciprocal causation between Antagonistic Politics

and Rejection: The more Consensus, the less Antagonistic Politics, the less Rejection, the

more Consensus. The existence of such a Consensus mechanism therefore controls and

balances the Rejection cycle. [n Force Field terms the Consensus variable is an equilibrium

inducing force (Lewin, 19 52, p202).

The concept of organisational and behavioural variables engaging in self-reinforcing, spiral

movements has been used in a variety of diverse business research fields. Examples are from

o the strategic management field (Lindsley et al., 1995) to investigate the

relationship between effrcacy and performance;

o its use in economics (Herrscher et al., 1990) as a possible contributor to

hyperinflation; and as

o a factor in the predictive quality of expert systems (Montazemi et al. 1990).

Causal path models are also applied in information systems research (e.g. Byrd et al. 1997,

Gregory, 1993, Joshi, 1992, Lederer et al. 1992) where they are frequently quantified with

structural equation modelling techniques (such as by, e.g. Sabher-wal, 1999, Lederer et al.

1999, Karahanna et al. 1999, Chin et al. 1995, and Anderson, 1989).

'Thesis K.l and Thesis K.2 form the Conllict By-Pass Cycle
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IIS Design with high Util@ requires superior Knowledge of the relevant international

environments and higlr Conceptaal Capability

(Theorem C)

The theory of 'bounded rationality' (after Simon, l96l) is a useful framework to interpret this

theorem in the particular context of IIS design. The essence of Simon's proposition is that the

ability of individuals is usually limited to coping with their 'close' environment (Simon,

1956). This is borne out by the limitations imposed bythe 'domestic mindset' in the Co-op's

case and to some extent reflected in the 'multi-domestic mindset' in the J Lauritzen case. The

role of a 'domestic mindset' as a major 'bounding' factor is also confirmed in Tractinsky et

al.'s (1995) study of factors at work in the design decisions for international information

systems. Designers devoid of international experience tend to restrict themselves to the

technical dimension of IIS and disregard the cultural and political issues8 instrumental in the

local acceptance of global systems.

Conceptual ability, as the substrate of technical skills for building trS, was also markedly

different in the three cases. ln terms of Camegie Mellon's 'Capability MaturityModel'

@aulk et al., 1994), for example, the Co-op would rate at the 'Initial' Level and J Lauritzen

one level up, at the 'Repeatable' Level. PANALPINA operate at yet a higher level. With

discrete processes in place, they certainly fall into the 'Defined' level (3). However, their not

- yet -clear enough emphasis on quality assessment processes precludes them from fitting

firlly into the 'Managed' level (4).

t e.g. atterrpting to determine the I-A-T configuration without resorting to Synchronicity issues, as the Co-op
did.
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There is a link between the concepts of Utility, the Business/It Consensus processes and the

Synchronicity requirements of the business operations, which should be the focus of future

research. Further clarification of the relationships between those three concepts would be

important. For example, in the current model Utility is the single most important determinant

of user acceptance. If it could be derived from the degree of Synchronicity and/or from the

nature of the Business/IT Consensus process, then the rationality of the process for choosing

common or local application systems should increase significantly. The related lowering of

the political energy going into this question would make IIS design more predictable - and

much less risky.

The trtangular relationship between Information Intensitlt, B )IT and Basiness & IT

Integration

(Theorem G)

If the Alfinity between Users and IT (B )ID is accepted as similar to the concept of User-

Participation (which includes also User lnvolvement and User Attitude, in the sense of Barke

et al (1994) below); and if Business & IT Integration were accepted as one manifestation of

User Satisfaction, then there is a large body of literature confirming that - in general -

increased engagement of users in the information systems generating process is often

positively conelated with higher 'system success'.

Whilst earlier studies, such as Hirschheim's in 1985, look at user participation as a univariate

concept, later studies have found that it is a multi-facetted phenomenon @arke et aI.,1994,

confirmedbyHuntonetal., l99T,andHwangetal. 1999). McKeenetal., (1994) furthermore

discovered complex interactions between determining and conditioning variables: The
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configuration of 'participation' variablese and their effect on 'user satisfaction' was found to

be influenced by the complexity of the (business) task and/or the complexity of the system

itself.

The finding that Business & IT lntegration also depends on Information Intensityro seems to

align with McKeen's findings. The assumption that increased Information Intensity would

have an augmenting effect on task and system's complexity seems certainly a plausible one -

in which case lnformation lntensity may be regarded as a substitute for the 'complexity'

variables in McKeen's model.

Information lntensity could thus be viewed as an indicator of the firm's Business & IT

lntegration potential, requiring B )IT as a catalyst to achieve it. On the other hand, it could

well be a fair conjecture that B)IT (however close) without sufficient Infomration Intensity

would not Iead to any higber degree of Business & IT Integration - nor would it need to.

Both those assumptions should be followed up in future research to firm our understanding of

the relationship between these three variables.

There could also be a possible connection between Synchronicity, B)IT and Information

Intensity of the business: higher Synchronicity could well increase B)IT, with the strength

of the conelation being modulated by the degree of Information Intensity in the underlying

business.

' i.e. User Influence, User-Developer Communication, User Participation.
to Porter et al. (1985) introduced the concqrt oflnforrnation Intensity.
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The Role of the Business/IT Consensus Process

(Theorem K)

The process by which business and IT consensus is achieved and maintained is firstly

instrumental in avoiding conflict by providing the Conflict By-Pass Cycle, aimed at either

increasing Net-Utility or at engineering Acceptance by Political Persuasion.

Simon (1961) points out that, since the limits of rationality for the decision-making

environment of an individual (group) are 'given' by an organisation, the same organisation

can also provide the means to widen themll. ln this sense, the Business/IT Consensus Process

could also function as a 'rationality extending' vehiclel2:

o lncreasing Utility through enforced co-operation of users and IT widens the range of

possible options for both parties, i.e. it facilitates the move away from the 'close' - and

perhaps entrenched - positions of the main antagonists.

o 'Political Persuasion' can be interpreted as a version of the communications vehicle

Simon stipulates a.s necessary for any 'un-bounding' of rationality. Where such

communication reinforces the Global Business Strategy, i.e. the 'decisions above the

operational level' in Simon's terms (ibid. p243) it not only can initiate a discussion about

'Undue Control' conflicts, but it can also provide a space for their resolution.

The second major role of the Business/IT Consensus Process is in the assurance of up-to-date

knowledge of the relevant international environment. Knowledge in the context of trS needs

special considerations. The business and IT environments at each individual location across a

tt Simon, (1961) pl23-219 passim
t' tbid. pz4o ff.
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global organisation change continuously, simultaneously and each at their own pace and

direction. This means that the complexity of keeping an up-to-date 'knowledge-base' grows

in exponential proportions to the extent of the firm's global network. It increases further with

the degree of autonomy granted to their local operations. Ensuring that accurate, relevant and

up-to-date intemational knowledge is in place requires a formal environment, adapted to the

size and business of the international firm. For smaller firms such as J Lauritzen this can be

achieved structurally by centralising IIS expertise and know-how. PANALPINA, spread over

a large number of local offices, however, does not maintain intemational knowledge on an

ongoing basis - this may well be too complex. lnstead, relevant knowledge is established on

an ad-hoc basis, by assembling a team of the 'best' intemational business and/or technology

experts for each project in hand - which also functions as the main actor and forum for the

Business/IT Consensus Process.

Further research should be devoted to investigating and clarifying the dual role of the

Business/IT Consensus process, i.e. as a

l. structural development aid to increase the Utility of the trS design whilst at the same time

facilitating the avoidance, bypass or defusing of any user/IS conJlict; and as a

2. procedural incarnation of the firm's 'knowledge-base', as well as a way to manage it's

complexity.

A greater number of cases where such a process exists should be analysed as to the extent to

which each ofthe two roles is present and what the factors are that make it effective (or not).

Related to that, the degree of complexity of 'knowledge bases' about the - continually

changing - operations of multinational companies should be investigated with a view as to

whether it is possible to manage it on an ongoing basis.
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10.2. MBTHODOLOGY NOTES FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

The use of Grounded Theory methodology for the analysis of large cases in this research

project was very successful for eliciting concepts and for the knitting together of the

substantive theory. Nevertheless, future researchers may want to refine the method further.

Such refinements might address the following issues and experiences:

1. The method of open coding generates an enonnous wealth of data, the more so the richer

the case 'story' is in drama and historic detail. The downside of this 'embarrassment of

riches' is that a large amount of concepts are seemingly common for all or any

information systems, whether large or small, domestic or intemational;

2. Separating the 'any-system' concepts and categories from those specifically relevant to

IIS relies substantially on the experience of the researcher;

3. This reliance poses a risk to the quality of the resulting theory in wo ways:

(a). Lack of objectivity - the individual researcher's bias will determine the shape of

the theory;

(b). Incompleteness - concepts which lie outside the individual researcher's experience

may not be discovered, may be ignored if they ulre or may be wrongly categorised,

e.g. an any-system concept allocated to an IIS theorem or vice versa.

In this study, it was possible to counteract these 'any-systems' effects by applyng a two-stage

approach to theory development:

o In the first instance, after every case the categories discovered in that case were brought

into the common pool of all concepts and relationships so far. From therg the theoretical

framework was updated and the parameters for theoretical sampling for the next case
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were set. These updates were carried out until the level of the main concepts' theoretical

saturation allowed the formulation of a first substantive theory.

r At that point, the theoretical framework was 'densified', i.e. all redundant

concepts/relations were eliminated. This included the identification of 'any-system'

theorems and their exclusion from the final grounded theory of international information

systems.

This may, however, be unwieldy for more cases - the worse so, if they all are of great

richness, which is, on the other hand, highly desirable. Refinement of the method in future

research needs to resolve this conundrum.

I0.3. STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF THE THEORY:

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

In the context of Lrformation Systems and Social Science, there are many definitions of

'theory'. As set out before, the theory definition adapted for use in this study is Whetten's

(1989) four component framework, i.e. a theory consists of

l. factors,which are linked in

2. relationships that the theory

3. explains within its

4. boundaries

Just as there are many theory definitions, there is a plethora of opinion what the criteria of a

good theory could be. Weick (1995a), supported by DMaggio (1995), demands that, overall,
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a "good theory explains, predicts and delights". In this spirit, seven criteria for assessing the

quality of the theory developed in this study were distilled from previous research.

Table 10.1 . summarises these goodness criteria and profiles them according to the

contributions from the literature.

able I 0. I . Criteria for assessins the qualitv of a theorv - over view of selected literature
Glaser,
,Srrauss

il967)

Mayhew
(1e81)

Pfeffe,
(re82)

Il/eick (l 989) Whetten
(re8e)

Bacharach
(te8e)

Osigweh, Yg
(r 98e)

Clarity v v ( Y elausibrc*)
( / Theoretical

and Empirical
Concepts

Parsimony rl { v { {
V D"nor"tion

and

Connotation

Logical
Coherence

{ v v y' 
Believable

( \l

Scope { ( v v aon".p,
Sretching

Integration v J

Data Fit &
Falsifiability

v y' *ol
I conr*.,

Validity

AfliU
(nworksu in
Glaser et al.
terms)

( Y Into.sting

y' 
E*p,-*oo

and Predictive
Potential

*p Author specific terminology

In the following paragraphs the theory will be evaluated and discussed in the light of each of

these assessment criteria.
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Clarity

Most of the concepts, constructs and variables used in the theory are widely understood and

used in the information systems field. Their relationships are expressed in terms of causality,

mostly uni-directional but some circular. However, the emphasis of the research was mainly

to maximise the scope of the theory. From this perspective, construct clarity was a secondary

concem. For this reason, some of the major constructs such as Acceptance, Rejection, Utility

and Control are only very broadly defined. This reduced clarity does not segrn to affect the

validity of the constmcts: theoretical sampling (i.e. adding more, and more detailed,

descriptions) has resulted in sufficient 'convergent' validity (in Bacharach's (1989) terms).

Identifying the constructs over three different cases also establishes an adequate level of

'discriminant' validity (Bacharach, 1989) for them to be able to be used in the relationships

set out by the final substantive theory.

Future research, by focussing more narrowly on theoretical samples of different cases and

different business structures, should aim at maximising the concept clarity of a small set of

constructs at a time.

Parsimony

This requirement of expressing the theory with the least number of constructs, variables and

relationships can itself be expresses as the ratio of the number of initial' theory elements to

their sum total in the final form-
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Table 10.2. Growth in the number of catesories and theory statements across the three cases

Co-op J Lauritzen Panalpina

Raw Categories
Substantive Categori es

Core Categories

New Categories added:
r aa -aIJJ JJ

278
134

Total Categories
193
43
l8

27
8

I
Theoretical Frameworks (TFIY) :
I't TFW 2nd TFW 3'd TFW

Final Theory:

t2
23

Theorems
Theses

922
25 87

25
t02

The rate at which categories were added across the three cases and the way in which this

contributed to the growth of the theoretical frameworks stipulated at the end of each case is

shown in Table 10.2 above.

In the Grounded Theory methodology two ratios would be relevant as a measure of such

'conceptual redundancy' :

l. Comparing initially coded categories with the 'core categories' as the result of secondary,

theoretical coding; across all cases, 193 primal categories were coded, resulting in 18 core

categories. Although there is no guidance in the literature as to what a desirable ration

should be, it seems plausible that a reduction of more than ten-to-one may well indicate a

low level ofcategory redundancy;

2. InitiallS theoretical statements were added to the preliminary'theoretical framework'

whenever a new or additional relationship emerged. At the end of the third case, the 3'd

Theoretical Framework consisted of some 25 theorems, supported by 102 detailed theses

and postulates. The subsequent process of 'densification', as prescribed by Glaser et al.

(1967), reduced the final theory to just 12 theorems, supported by 23 theses. Again, there

are no quantitative criteria in the literature, but such a compression ratio of 2 to I and 5 to

I respectively seems satisfactory.
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The theory has been expressed in natural language, which in itself is more redundant thaq

say, mathematical notation. Future research should investigate to which extent it would be

possible to densify the theory further by expressing it in terms of qualitative mathematicsr3 or

by using formal logic notation. Especially the 'process theory', setting out the stakeholder

dynamics, could well lend itself favourably for such a more rigorous formulation.

Logical Coherence

Distinguishing 'process' theory from 'variance' theory, Markus et al. (1988) identify'Logical

Structure' as one of three dimensions of causal structure ('Causal Agency' and 'Level of

Analysis' are the others). Both are present in this theory: the dynamics of the stakeholders'

interaction lorm a process theory, whereas the theorems describing and defining the variables

involved in these dynamics form a variance theory. The individual theorems are largely

logically independent but complement one another- Where applicable, they are also

syllogistically sound, i.e. concluding theorems are supported by sufficient presuppositions.

Scope

As a'substantive' theory, the model claims validity for a specific class of multinational

companies, namely those with similar operations in a multitude of different countries around

the world. The three cases are different in size and the nature of their business is different to a

suflicient degree to presume that generalisability beyond their immediate confines is given.

tr Researchers into qualitative reasonirlg (in the artificial intelligence field) such as Forbus (1997) use this term-
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A weakness of the theory is, however, that it is based on a tlpe of technology architecture that

is now being eroded and superseded. All three cases follow the 'distributed' information

technology paradigm, where a network of independent computers at each local site carries out

all the processing. The only allowable exceptions are where CENTRAL information systems

are run directly from a head-office computer (such as in J Lauritzen) or are duplicated over

several of them (such as in PANALPINA). The emerging 'web-centric' architecture

paradigm for global information technology applications, on the other hand, only

distinguishes between server and client applications, irrespective of where either is positioned

-organisationally or geographically. As this paradigm takes hold throughout multinational

firms over the next few years, the theory will need to be adapted accordingly. The part most

directly affected will be the 'Technology'part of the theorems relating to I-A-T.

Integration

As shown throughout the discussion above, the theory fits well into a number of frameworks

well established, predominantly in the social sciences, but also in information systans

research. This goes with the organisational, rather than pure technical, character of the

theory.

This good fit, however, can also be an apparent weakness. The fit, particularly with some

established 'canons' of information systems development, may be seemingly too good and the

theory statements may be considered 'obvious', or just common sense. But as Weick (1989,

p526) points out, this obviousness may well be "a clue to significance as well as a clue to

triviality''. An example is the stated importance of conceptual capability and knowledge:

these requirements may be oobvious', but their resolution in the context of multinational
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information systems is all but trivial. Moreover, their high rank as failure factors strongly

underlines their si gnifi cance.

Data Fit and Falsifiability

Reflection of the data by the theory is a given by virtue of the Grounded Theory methodology

with which it was developed. The major component of falsifiability, i.e. clarity of the

concepts and constructs, is present, if qualified by the wide definition boundaries of some of

the conceptsra. Broad definitions, together with the inherently qualitative nature of some of

the variables and concepts, make the establishment of metrics often somewhat strenuous.

Measurement, however, is an important prerequisite in the traditional way to falsiff models.

To overcome this difficulty, Weick (1989) offers the concept of the demonstrable

'plausibility' of theories as an indicator of their construct validity to overcome this weakness.

Wility

Glaser et al. (1967) establish this quality of a theory by testing if it 'works', i.e. if it can be

used to explain and predict what 'goes on' in a story. A convenient test is the re-telling of the

story in the words and concepts of the theory and to see whether this adds to the story. This

test was carried out a number of times during theory development:

o The cyclical model of Reaction/Rejection was developed by re-telling the Co-op's case;

o The 'Response Cycles'part of the theorems describing the stakeholder dynamics was

further enhanced by re-telling both of the other cases with respect to this particular aspect;

r' 
as outlined above under the 'Clarity' heading.
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o Similarly, the Utility/Control influence on Acceptance/Rejection was validated - and

refined - by re-telling all three cases.

The mid-range theory, however, it only 'works' within the confines of its substantive context.

Future research needs to extend this.

10.4. IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PRACTITIONER

Whilst the learned literature on IIS failures is still very sparse, there are some strong anecdotal

pointers. ln a survey of major users and builders of IIS, Butler Cox (1991) found that

c 90oh of trS developers have difficulties with the definition of Core versus local systems;

o Three out of four projects fail to co-ordinate the development effort adequately; and

o One in rwo fails to engender ownership of the new IIS in the global firm's local people.

Obstacles like these could explain why only 8% of a large sample of European multinational

companies managed to implernent intemational systems satisfactorily (KPMG, 1993).

The substantive theory developed in this research has established a number of relationships with

direct implications for the practitioners' problems in organising and managing Intemational

Information Systems. The following paragaphs set out the main ramifications forthe practical

workwith IIS.

Assessment ofthe Synchronicityrequirements of the global operations will help identiffthe

application areas that are candidates for Core or Common qctems and give a first indication of

ttreir Utility. This allows a specification of the CENTRAL systems architecfire - from which the
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LOCAL application systems and technology can be defined by complement. For example, if

such an assessment had been carried out in the Co-op's case, it would have identified the

asynchronous nature of their operations from the outset. This, in turn, would have clearly

indicated that there was no need for a globally standardised information systems and technology.

The CENTRAI architecture contains the strrcture and inter-relationships of 'Core' and

'Common' applications, ranked by their Utility and the degree that they are required for

Synchronicity reasons. Together with the requirements of the largest/most important LOCAL

sites, this architecture will then serve as the basis for defining the I-A-T structure of the IIS.

With the Co-op's asynchronous operations, i.e. without any Synchronicity to support, there was

no Utility in a global system. On that basis, the Co-op should have set out a predominantly

distributed I-A-T structure: an informarron standard would have sufficed as there was no need

for the same application systems or the same technical platform at all local sites. At a later

phase in the implementation oftheir'Transnational' stategyperhaps a migration to I:A-T (i.e.

using common software) in the area of demand forecasting (to streamline production planning)

might have become useful. The attempted, fulI I:A:T architecture, however, was never needed.

Setting up, itS PANALPINA does, abroadly based development team for the desigrq building

and implementation of the trS with specific emphasis on making the 'best' business experts

taking on leadership positions will have two benefits:

r It will avoid a predominance of the domestic mindset and provide the vehicle for obtaining

the most up-to-date knowledge - fur0rer assuring the Utility of the trS;

. It will be a forum for the settling of differences and for tat reason its stmcture has been set

up to include executive representation to provide closure in the resolution of conflicts.
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The application blueprint defined by Synchronicity and in the I-A-T analyses then provides the

means for locating and defining the areas ofhigh conceptual complexity in the design. These

can be convoluted data structure issues such as the Co-op's Universal Product Code problem. Or

they can be scope-oGknowledge problems, i.e. elements of knowledge that had not been put

together and analysed in their entirety before. The Unified Account Structure project in the Co-

op's - misguided - quest for one, global general ledger falls into this category.

The resulting map of high-complexity areas then allows the establishment oftask groups

specifically skilled, experienced or trained to tackle each of them individually. These groups

would either be recruited from the panel of 'best' experts assembled for the development tearn

(see above) or acquired from external sources for problems new to the firm.

The applications architecture is firthermore needed for another important preparatory analysis,

the identification of conllict potential due to local cultural diversity/differences. Including the

respective local exponents into design and implementation teams with 'central'people should

diffuse most possible antagonism. The areas where this fails, however, are then already clearly

defined and will be higNighted as candidates for political persuasion.

Reducing the global scope of the trS to the 'Core' and/or'Common'applications and their

tecbnical architecture allows the local areas to get on with information technology planning

for their LOCAL system independently from the centre. The only restrictions placed upon

them are the requirements of the CENTRAL systems. As these are by definition the ones

with high Utility for the local people, their Acceptance is assured.

An overarching benefit for the practitioner is that the activities suggested by the theory lend

themselves to be fonnulated as a step-by-step methodology. Such a set of guidelines would
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have a number of advantages. Firstly, it provides an objective means of defining the

central/local application split. This objectivity may well eliminate political arguments about it

altogether. Furthermore, the development team structure is geared not only to supply

sufficient skills and knowledge, but also to provide a forum to resolve cultural and/or political

conllict. The broadly based structure also helps to engender ownership of the trS.

Finally, it allows the parallel building and implementation of the various IIS elements. 'Core'

elements would have to be built by a centrally managed team (with multi-local participatiou).

'Common' elements could be created by teams representing the respective stakeholders and

under their control - possibly in parallel to each other. 'LOCAL' information technology

would be implemented by each local group independently and entirely to their own timetable

- parallel with each other and the centraUcommon teams.

This simultaneity should ameliorate the time squeeze conundnrm experienced by the more

mature transnational companies, such as PANALPINA. They found that technology changes

faster than anew system can be implemented sequentially throughout the globat firm: bythe

time their X.400 email project was fully installed, the Internet and TCP/P based ernail had

already made it obsolete



CHAPTER 11. CONCLUSION

In 1982 Buss first stated that international information systems are different from domestic

ones. Further research has addressed numerous aspects of global applications of information

technology - but the question of why these systems are different and how they could be dealt

with more successfully had not yet been answered. This research has contributed to bringing

clarity into this field. It has resulted in a theory about international information systems that

explains

. their specific nature and architecture,

what affects the way in which they are built; and

why their users will accept or reject them.

In this, the research has met its purpose, which was to create a theoretical foundation for

guiding the creation of information systems for multinational companies.

The first of the two research questions stated at the outset of the project aimed at finding out

what is specific about the nature, structure and characteristics of lntemational Information

Systems. [n response, the theory defines a generic architecture for intemational infonnation

systems, consisting of two parts, namely

o A 'Central' part contains 'core'systems, mandatory for all business units, arrd'common'

systems, shared by an undefined number of sites;

r 'L,ocal' systems are unique for their site and managed locally.

The systems configuration at each individual site is a mixture of 'Central' and 'Iocal'

technology elements. Two factors shape this architecture and determine the omixture':
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2.

t. Synchronicity, the degree to which processes and operations at various global sites

require online, same-time use of identical data and information. This determines what

should be the 'Central' applications - and what can be left 'Local';

I-A-T, which postulates that the same Information (I) from different sites does not need

to come from the same Application systems (I-A); neither do identical applications

require identical Technologyt 1l-A-f;. Synchronicity governs the configuration of I, A

and T as a determinant of the technical architecture of the IIS.

Where information systems are important, the split between systems under 'Central' control

and those within 'Local' discretion can become an adversarial. often acrimonious and

predominantly political issue, which can have disastrous consequences for the enterprise. The

insights provided by Synchronicity and I-A-T can be used to de-politicise this critical

decision process by putting it onto a - more - rational basis.

Nevertheless, the existence of an ever present 'Force Field'o on which these antagonistic

politics are acted out, is an essential construct in the theory of international information

systems. IIS add the discord between the centre and regional management to the natural2

tension between Users and IT people, which ouadruples3 the conflict zones active in these

systems. This provides the key to why so many IIS projects suffer from seemingly

interminable - and often lethal - political infightinga. The two related variables that in{luence

the intensity of the Force Field interactions are:

r, The definition of 'Technology' in the I-A-T context is restricted to hardware and middleware (i.e. operating
and cornmunications software) so as to distinguish it from Application software

2 i.e. occurring in any qpe of inforrnation system, whether international or dorpstic
t Conflict is possible between Central Users and Central IS people as well as Local IS people; Local Users face

the same adversaries.
a See the previously mentioued anthologies and monographs on large inforrnation systerns failure, i.e. Glass

(1992 and 1998), Flowers (1996), Yourdon (1997), Qsllins et al.(1999).
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Utility of the system's functionality lowers the conflict potential all around: nobody

argues where technology makes work easier, more profitable or helps win more new

business; on the other hand,

e using the IIS to increase central Control intensifies local management's resistance

against invasion of their'turf .

The theory shows how the probability of Acceptance or Rejection of an international

information system depends on the net-balance of these opposing forces. It thus creates a

clear, simple and practical mechanism for lowering the heat of political antagonism by - once

again - providing the means of rational exchange between the actors.

At a more sophisticated level, User/IT Consensus Processes are shown as the ultimate

instruments for neutering damaging faction politics. By assembling all stakeholders they

marshal and maximise the knowledge about the global operation that the trS supports. This

makes UserlIT Consensus Processes doubly effective: the deep loowledge they generate

marcimises the Utility of the resulting system, whilst the stakeholder forun de-fuses any

'Control' conflict with rational dialogue or amicable persuasion.

The second research question in this research project was

"What is the nature and interaction of the specificfactors that shape an

international information systems such that it is acceptable to its users?"

The insights gained into the variables that govern the nature and acceptance of an trS together

with the detailed understanding of the causal dependencies between them discharge this

research question in its entirety. Moreover, most of the theory can be directly translated into a
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practical methodology for designing, building and implementing international information.

systems. In that sense the theory not only 'works' because it explains and predicts the

processes observed in the cases, but it also allows the construction of practitioner guidelines

to make the building of these systems more effrcient, less risky and thErefore more effective.

Many parts of the theory, however, are still in an 'approximate' state, to use Weick's (1995b)

terms. They point to several future research projects, concerned with refining concepts,

constructs and their relationships as well as further adapting and improving the very

methodology used. The usefulness ofthe theory stemming from this research should thus be

taken as no more than a lead to begrn work on its replacement - with a wider, more detailed

and more up-to-date one. Or, in the words of one of history's more successful leaders:

"Now this is not the end. It is not even the beginning of the

end,. But it ts, perhaps, the end of the beginning"

Winston Churchills

t BBC Radiobroadcasr, November 10,1942
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